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Preface

,

lb

Since the early 1970s the population research community of'the United
ttates has been increasingly interested in learning more about population
trends in the Peopje's Republi,ck of China. Scholafs in fhe United.States
Ind elsewhere have asnatural and compelling interest in the largest
population in the world, one that accounts for roughly one-fifth of all
humanity. They are curious about. programs in the People's Republic of

China to reduce infant slid child mortality, new typed of contraceptives,
family formatiop4the organization of birthplanning programs, and .

assessments of leals and trends of vital rates in recent decades.
The workshop on population research in the People's Republic of

China, held at the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in Washiniton,
D.C., October 28, 1980, was in expression of the cont.inued concern of the

Academy with population'qUestions and with promoting scientific .

interdhange with Chinese scholars. The workshop was organized by the
Committee on Ilopulation and Demography in.the Assembly of Behavioral and
Social Sciences, with assitSnce.fromActse Committee on Scholarly
Communication with the people'eRepublic of China.

In summer 1980 a request came from the Bureau of Oceans-and
International Environmental and Scientific Affairs of the U.S. Depa tment
of State to the Committee on Population rid Demography to organize this
workshop. FunOs were proviaed under contract.no. 1751-000370. The
purposes .of thworkshop were to share information op and discuss
'possibilities for papulation research on the People's Republic of China.
Discussion at the workshop began with invited presentations on selected
tppics, including reproductive biology`ind contraceptive technology,
demographic estimation, and the nature and effectiveneas of poOulation
policies. The workshop provided an opportunity for technical specialists

,and policy makers in the United States to review the growing body of
information on the ,Chinese population and to discuss ways to promote .

collaborative porlation research involving both Chinese and American
experts.

I
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The Committee on Population and Demography was established in April 1977
by the Natiorial Research Council, in response to a request by the Agency

for International Development (AID) of the U.S. Department of 'State. .The
committee has undertaken three major tasks:

(1) to evaluate available evidence and prepare estimates of levels
and trends of fertility and mortality in selected developing

nations;
(2) to improve the iechnologies for estimating fertility and

4 mortality when only incomplete or inadequat data exist

(including techniques of data collection); and
(3) to evaluate the factors determining the changes in girth rates in

less-developed nations.
Given the magnitude of.these tasks, the committee concentrated its
initial efforts on the first two tasks; it began work on the third task/
in 1979: Reporte published by the committee to date are listed on the
inside back cover; several others are currently in press. As of,

mid-1981, 162 population ipecialists, inclOdin& 89 from developing
countries, have been involved in the work of the committee as members of

panels or working groups,
The Committee on $cholarly Communication with the'People's Republic '

of China (CSCPRC) waslfounded jointly in 1966 by the American Council of'

Learied Societies, the National Academy of $ciences, and the Social

Science Research Council. The committee represents American scholars in
the natural, medical, and engineering sciences as well ki in the social

sciences and humanities. It advises individuals and institutions on ,

means of comMunicating wiih their Chinese colleagues, on China's

inttrnational, scientific, and scholarly pursuits. The members of the

committee are scholars from a broad range of fields, including China

studies. The commiitee administers on behaif of the United States
government the Natiônal Program for Advanced Study and Researeh,in China

and manages the programs under an agreement of the National Academy of

ScienCes and the Chinese Ac-ademy of Sciences. The work of several

participants in the national program who, have Conducted poPulation
research in China is reported on in more'detail in the workshop

presentation by Mary Xullock.
The papers and proceedings in this workshop report give a snapshot of

the state of research on China's population and suggest the expanding

potential for future exchanges and collaborative work. Readers may also

tbe interested in the papers presented at another meeting held to discuss

population questions on the People's Republic of China. The China

Population Analysis Confereece was held at the East-West Population
Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 19-23, 1980. Further informaiion on".-.

that conference can be obtained from the East-West Population Institute,

177f East-West Road& Honolulu, Hawaii 96848.
In his introductory remarks that opened the workshop, Richard E.

Benedick noted that an official U.s. delegation might visit China during

1981 to discuss exchanges on population sciences, including demographic

and social science research as well as biomedical research. Subsequent

to the workshop the Chinese Wily Planning Leading Group (now upgraded

8



to the Family Planning Commission Of the State Council) suggested that
.

two U.S. delegations visit China during 1981, one for biomedical topics
related to population and the other for population sciences topics that
are under subject areas coveTed by the social sciences, demography, and
family planning. Ambassador. Benedick led the Population Research
Delegation bf five persons in April 1981, whish discussed wiih Ch4nese
.officials possible activities in'the latter,subject areas. Dr. Corfman
wis scheduled to lead a seeond delegationta liitle later in 1981, fo
discuss biomedical topics.

The papers in this volume are organized under four general headings:
demographic research, biomedical research, family pladning research, and
research on marriage and the family. The open discussion at the workshop
was largely devoted to issues...of research collaboration and it is
summarizedunder that heading.

. The papers presented and the ideas discussed at the workshops
represent the views of the authors and participants, who participated in
the workshop in their individual gapacities. These views do not

" neussarily,reflect those of the members orthe Committee on Population
and Demography nor of the orianizations with Uhich authors and

participants are affiliated. Appendix C lists the affiliiations of
workshop participants.

The.pinyin system of romanization is used in this report except for

reprinted articles ind referenced materials that were published initially
using the Wade-Giles system.

The committee expresses iis-thanks ;o Brenda Buchbinder,
administrative assistant, and Robert Lapham, study director, who were
rargely.responsible for the organization of the workshop. The committee .
also thanks Halsey Beemer of the Committee on Scholarly CommuniCation ,

with the People's Republic of China for his assistance and advice.
Rodolf6 Bulaiao undertook the task of.editing the paper" and summarizing
the discussions. Chrtstine L. McShane edited theonanuscript for
publication. Thanks ar'due to all of these people and to Denita At
Anderson an'd Solveig M. Padilla, who assisted with peing the manuscript.

Finally, the committee expresses its sincere appreciatidb to the.
"scholars who,pre6ared presenXations for the workshop. With gmly a ew
weeks' notice these people qade timelicontributiond that yere
appreciated by all the.workshop participants.

%
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Ansley J.".'COal, Chair'

Committee on:Population and Demograpily



Opening Remarks
Richard E. Benedick

It is indeed a pleasure to welcomegyou to this workshop on population.
research in the People's Republic of China: Your presence here is #

recognition of the importance of the topic, and of the broad interest of
the U.S. population.research community in the further development of
cooperation 'between the United States and China. -

This workshop,is a logical follisw-up to 4n initial meeting on

U.S.-China exchanges in population siences held at the U.S. Department
of State, in collaborationamith the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, on August 7, 1979. At that time approximately 50 schblars ad
administrators from around the country reviewed ongoing cooperative

activities, disc:usaed possibilities for future bilateral exchanges, and
examined the potential role of the U.S. government in such exchanges

within the corilext ot,the new U.S.-China Agreement for Cooperation in
Science and'Technoiogy.

The U.S. Department of State is sponsoring this workst;op because-we
regard scientificCooperation with China as a particularly fruitful, and
significant element of our foreign policy. Such cooperation in the area
of population has special symbolic value, even beyond ehe substantive
gains to knowledge-that can be expected. It is a demonstration to the
international community of the vital importence of the modern phenomenon
of population growth--and brings together. the United States, which has
the world%s largest population assistance and research programs, and
China, which has the world's largest populftion, and hasvdone more than
any other country facing up to the implications Of rapid 'population'
growth. .

' I am especrally pleased that those in,attendance represent many
different, population-related subjects--from ,the frontiers of bieitnedicale'i
research to demography and census, social science Iresearch, ahd foreign
aid administration. I believe that there is much toleain in'each of
these areas, and I think that the U.S. population community clearly has
an interest in cooperation with the Chinese in'a broad raftge of '

population aCtivities.

The subject of population-currently appears in the ofticial
documentation between the two governments under the medicine and public

f
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health protocollbetween the U.S. Department of Health and Human, Services

and the Chinese kinistry of Public Health, under the basic overall
Agreement for Cooperaeion in Science and Technology. Initially, the

topic of reproductive physiology and family planning techniques was not

on the first-priority list for cooperatie research; recently, however,

there hatie been indications that the Chinese would like to undertake

official discussions on this subject. Reflecting our interest'in a broad

range of cooperation, we have communicated to the Chinese government a

propoul so,rename the subject."popu on sciences," including

demogPiphic and social science.r earch as well &S the originally

contemplated biomedical researc The Family Planning Lefding Group of
the Chinese State Council has informed us that it would like to host an

official U.S. dellegation on ,these subfects in spring 1981, a delegation
in which Dr. Corfman, of the U.S. Department of Health' and Human

Services, and myself are-planning to participate. (See the paragraph in

the preface concerning.subsequent action on the development of population

sciences exchanges`between the two countries. Therefore, the
deliberations of this group todry are Of gre esinterest to us and of

.

direct relevance tb the forthcoming mission.
I look,forward to the presentations and the discussion and, on behalf

of the Department of State and the participating committges of the
National Academy of Sciences, I wish you a productive and interesting day.

AO-

Le
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Current Prospects for Demographic Researcli
in the People's Republic of China
John S. Aiid

China's current statistical renaissance opens up possibilities for
population research that are without precedent since the founding of the
People's Republic of,China (PRC). No one who %as attempted.to follow the
demographic trends in thins of the past 30 years can fail to be excited.,
by the restoration of scholarly,communication between Chinese an8 Wesigrn
social scientists in general, and demographers in paYticular, that has
occurred since 1977. This exOtement is certainly shared by most of our
Chinese counterparts. Promistng beginnings have been made in the

N publication official data that were formerly suppressed, in scholarly
exchanges between Chinese and foreign statisticians, dempgraphers, family

planningIspecialists, and other social scientists, *nd in shared research
projects and experiences.

The scope of all these activities remains lighted, howeyer, and theie
are-Spotential dangers on tr/path ahead., It is necessary to proceed

with caution and to allow time or the gradual accretion of mutual
understanding and trust. It would be unfortunate if the prospects for
Cuture joint research were lost through impatience or indiscretion on
either side. The purpose of this paper is to point up some of the
continuing obstacles to research on the population of China and some of
the problems in scholarly contacts that are already apparent or may be
anticipated.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AVAILABLE

Despite the increased availability of statistics since the proclamation
of Vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping's policy of "learn truth from facts," the
demographic data that have been made public are quite limited in seope
and the research that can be done on them is fir from definitive. The

411ection of national population data accessible to foreign analysts
thus far consists mainly of:

(1) an incomplete series of reported or estimated population totals
for midyear and year-end 1949-1956, year-end 1957, midyear 1964,41ear-end
1969, and year-end 1975-1979; 1

13
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(2) vital ra for 1950, 1952, 1954-1957, 1962, 1963, 1965, and

4970-1979;
(3)'percentage age data, for both sexes in 10-year Age groups for 1953

and for men'rwomen, and both sexes in 5-year age groups for 1964,-

absolute age data in 5-year age groups for 1974 or thereabouts, and
percentage age data for ages 0-14, 15-29, 30-64, and 65 and over,for, 1978;

(4) urban and rural population totals for midyear and year-end ,

1949-1956, and urban And rural vital rates for 1954, 1957, 1962-190.,

1966, 1971, 1973-1974, and 1977;
(5) age-specific mortality rates in 5-year Age gioups for 1972-1974

for all causes of death and for cancerk
(6) population totals for large minority groups for 1953, 1956, and

1978; and
(7).a few total fertilitl, rates and figures on expectation of life at

birth by sex for recent years.
Besides the published data, percentage figures by age and sex'in 5-year

age groups based on the 1953 census can be read in rough approximation

from a population pyramid in a 1959 journal article and total numbers of

births from 1949 through 1977 can be read from a graph in a 1980

English-language magazine article. There are also a number of other

figures of various kindi for various years and periods on total births,

deaths, and natural increase in China.
For subnational units 'any more data are available, but for any

single unit they are genet:illy less complete than-those available for the

entire country. Sets of provincial population totals have been released

for midyear 1953, year-end 1954 and 1957, midyear 1964, and year-end

1978, but the several sets are not entirely comparable .because of

boundary changes. There is alto a set of provincial natural increase .

rates for 197 8 and scattered figures for individual provinces for other

years. However, only one province, Guangdong', has provided an extended

series of population totals and vital 'rates spinning the 1970s and part'

of the 1960s. There arevirtually no provincial age dia. Selected

counties, communes, municipalities, and.smaller units have released vital

rates for periods of varying length, occasionally in combination with

population totals. For several municipalities there are data on

expectation of life, infant, neonatal, and maternal mortality rates, and,

sex ratios at birth. But for no unit of any size is it possible to

assemble a reasonably complete demographic profile as of any Roint in

time, let aione for a span of years.

SOURCES OF DATA

.The principal sources of demographic data for China are the censuses of .

1953 and 1964, the continuous population registers established in urban

areas in the early 1950s and in rural areas between 1954 and 1956, the

family planning records of the late 1970s, and a number of special

censuses and surveys, both national and local, conducted mainly in the

1950s and the 1970s. Of the latter, the most significant for demographic 4

14



purposes is the éancer epidemiology survey conducted by the Cancer
Research Institute in Beijing,,over a period of several years beginning ifi
1975. This survey covered'about 93 percent of the population of China
and included a sample survey of age composition, presumably by sex, and a
survey of deaths by age and by cause of death over'a 3-year period. A
number of special censuses and surveys have been conducted by the State
Statistical Bureau on subjects related to.demography--censuses of workers
.and employees in 1955 and 1977, censuses of scientists and technicians in
1960 and 1978, surveys of minority populations in 1956 and 1978, a survey
of persons entitled to preferent,ial treatment in 1978, And a survey of
persons working in.the field of ranguages in 1940. Most of these studies
were planned.joinily with other government organs and carried out by
local government units on instructions from Beijing.

Within the past few years, some studies have been undertaken at the
provincial level anotbelow, mostly in connectioq with family planning
work; in at least one of these original data were collected. The latter
involved the collection of age and seidata in sixpommunes in different
parts of Guangdong ProOince. The purpose was to obtain a current age-sex
structure for the province as a whole to use in making population
projections for family planning purposes, because, for some reason, the
age data from the regular population xegisters were not usable. There
are undoubtedly,other examples that have not yet come to the attention f
foreign analysts. With the establishment of 17 regional and local
centers for demographic training and research throughout the country,
under a decision announced by the Ministry of Education in April 1980i a
marked increase in demographic relearch is to be expected, and the
numbers of field surveys in which new data are obtained will probably,
also increase.

LIMITATIONS ON THE RELEASE OF OFFICIAL,DATA
01.

Only a small fraction of the data generated by. the major iinvestigations
and rsporting systems of China has been released thus far. Some of the
dateltollected in the earlier years may, in fact, have been destroyed
during the Cultural. Revolution. Several monographs of the State
Statistical Bureau, published in such limited numbers that they have
never been seen outside China, apparehtly perished during tile cataclysm,
and the data they contained may now be lost forever. But there is reason
to believe thaf a considerable amount of national demographic data,
including detailed age and sex data from the 1953 and 1964 censuies, are
still extant and have beenlorovided to Chinese demographic research
institutions for use in makineestimates and projections. Apparently the
data are made available pith the understanding that they are not to be
published or released.

The cencealment of official data that are normally released in other
countries has a long tradition in.the PRO. In the 1950s demographic data
were regarded aS national secrets, and even blank statistical forms
issued by the State Statistical Bureau were classified. During the

4
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Hundred Flowers movement of 1957, the State Statistical Bureau,
criticized by Chinese scholars for excessive secrecy, promised to be more%
opemu; before an open policy could be instituted, however, the Hundred

Flowers movement was terminated and the state Statistical Bureau and
statistical cadres throughout the country were accused of too much
objectivity and professionalism in-statistical work and of becoming
alienated frdm the Rarty. They were subjected to "rectification," and as

a result the publicationjof itatistical data virtually came to an end and

statistical journals angmonographs were no'longer pubfished. For the

next 20 years, statistical data on China's population were not made

mblic, except for the provincial population figures from the 1964
census, which appeared in atlases'for the first time in 1971. In 1972,

an eminent Canadian statistician visiting China asked economists at a

major Chinese univerisity if they had access to data collected by the
governinent and was told that they did not. r

.The restrictions on the disclosure'of official data at the national

level, including population data, have nof yet been lifted altogether,

despite the-need to "learn truth from ftcts." Even nationalty prominent

statisticians and scholars must obtain permission from the State Council
before they can release or publish data that ire not already in the
public domain. The deputy director of the State Statistical Bureau, Li

Chengrui, was asked during his visit to the U.S. Bureau of the Census in

1979 whether his bureau maintained a complete series of national
population data going back to 1949 and if so whether they would soon.be

publiihed. He replied that the State Statistical Bureau did have such

data and that he expected they would eventually be published (except

perhaps for the figures for several years during the Cultural Revolution,

for which the bureau has only estimates) but that the release of the data

would take time. Since he made that statement, quite a number of figures ,

from the series that were not previously available have been published in

various Chinese sources. In 1979, after a 20-year hiatus, the State

Statistical Bureau resumed the publication of itS annual statistical

communiques on the fulfillment of national economic plans, which now

contain some data'on national,population, and some of the provinces have

also begun to issue their own annual statistical summaries. One of these

recently released by Sichuan Province gives population totals as well as

vital.rates for current and selected prior years. In August 1980, an

article coauthored loy Li that appeared in a Chipese economic journal

provided the first current figure on the urban population of China from

an authoritative souice: an estimated total for 1979.

Writers Of jour01 articles that...cite populationiiata still sometimes

use index numbers withOut providing absolute figures, cite averages or

cumulative totals for a period of years so that the individual year

figures cannot be identified, or otherwise deliberately obscure the

particulats of the demographic situation they are analyzing. There is

somexeason to suspect that the disclosure of the age-sex data from the

1964 census earlier this year was due to an uni tentional slip. Chinese

colleagues at the China Population Analysis Con rence on the population

of China, which was held at the East-West Populat'on Institute in May

16
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1980, seemed surprised that these data were in the possession of Western
demographers and inqu earnestly how we had gotten'them;

Probably One he major ;actors holding up the releate of official
demographic data fo Chini is that the data contain anotalies and
internal inconsistencies that could cause embarrassment,to the Chinese
governnent and its statisticians. Li Chengrui said that one reason for
the delay in releasing the official population series was that the dra
were still being adjusted. Another reason may ba the concern of-
political leaders that full disclosure of national statistics could make
the implementation Of central policies and plans moTe difficult. It may
not be convenient,-from their point of view, to alert the public to
conditions or trends that do not conform to official views on the
development of Chinese society or to reveal the extent of noncompliance
with unpopular programi and regulations or the failure of administrative
expedients. It may also be unwise, in their judgment, to risk providing
rival political factions with information they could use to advantage in
the continuing power struggles within the party. The,leaders may want to -

learn,all the truth that statistics can tell them, even if it is bad
news, but they may also want to be selective in deciding how =A of it

'is to be passed on to the country and the rest of the world and when.-
Similar inhibitions against Yishing official data may be pperating at ie
the sdbnational level, and ther may be additional incentives for
cohcealment in units in which t e falsification of statistids, so widely
condemned in Che Chinese press in 1978 and 1979 and still evidently a
major problem, is particu1arr4 rampant.

THE NEW CENSUS

It is abundantly apparent that the present leadership in China is
strongly committed to the idea of using statistical data to,guide
national policy and has attached a high priority to statistical endeavors
in general and to the collection of demograthic statistics in
particular. It.i8 also obvioui that the current attitude toward release
of data is far mo,re open than at any time since the founding of the PRC.
This is nowhere more in evidence than in the development of plans for
China's new census and in the assurances recently given .4formally by Liu
Zheng, of the Population-Research Institute of the Chinese People's
University, during the conference held in.May 1980 at the East-West
Popukation Center-that the results of the census would "definitely"

7 (iding) be made public in full.
The planning or the census has been under way since at least early

1979. Three succes ive planning.groups 1ave worked on the plans thus
far, and the experie ces of the two previ'bus Chinese censuses and of a
number of foreign ce sus operations have been taken into account. The

,

United Nations Fund for Populatinn Activities (UNFPA) has been
extensively involved, as is well known, in providing computer hardware,
software, and technical advisers. A census plannini group of seven
persons led by Li Chengrui conferred with census officials in the United

t
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States, Canada, the Philippines, and Japan in July 1979. The group alio

visited the United Nations Statistical Office, which is providing -

technical advice and consultation for the 1982 census. In the course of

their tour they asked many questions about census methods in the host
countries and were given vast quantities of published materials on census
methodology and statistics and copies of census forms currently in use.

It appears that the Chinese census Planners initially expected the

new census to follow the basic methoddlogy used in 1953 and 19644 which

they apparently.felt had yielded satisfactory results. The essential

feslures of the method include setting'up,a temporary national census
office under a committee established under the State Council to direct
and coordinate the work; using a standard census'hour, relying mainly on

bringing heads of houfeholds to registration stations but sending
enumerators door-to-door in areas where'fhe population is scattered;

'conducting a field check of households in advance to be sure none is

omitted; using large masses of trained enuterators so thai the work can

proceed in many areas at once (the total number of enumerators is

expected to be more than 61million); conducting recheck* after the count

is in to determine the extent of double,counting, omissions, and other

errors; and tabulating the results and reporting the figures upward,

level by level, until they reach Beijing.
However, it is apparent from some of the details of the plahning that

the procedures for the new census are being reviewed and tested more
carefully than they were for,the two previous censuses. In the 1953

census, the experimental work was carried out at local option, without a

itandard method, central cOordination, or any possibility of changing the

methods for the full-scale count as a result of local experiences. This

time a pretest has been conducted by central authorities in a'single,

locality; Wilxi City and CoUnty as of June 30, 1980, and the results are

to be analysed before the overall*census plans are made final. The

methods to be employed in rechecking are to be specified in the original

census instfilctions. and have, in fact, been tried out during:the pretest,
-
inste0 of being left to local discretion and therefore unstandardited as

they were in 1953.. One of the recheck methods reportedly includes a

sample re-enumeration conducted by persons other than those who took the

original count.
Instead of setting a rigid time frame for the whole operation and

letting it collapse, as was done in 1953, or adhering.to it regardless of

Oa consequences, as was done in 1964, the work schedule for the new

census has been modified several times during ple planning stages tor

allow more tite for the installation of computers and for additional

planning and pretesting, Originally set for June 30, 1989, the census

date was4postponed to June 30, 1981, and is now scheduled for July 1982.

The flexibility in scheduling necessarily implies the understanding and

suppoft of the political leadership and is a further indication of their

serious determination secure a good COUNt.

The most significant difference between the new census and its

predecessors is the greatly increased number of items on which data are.

to be gathered. The 1953 census form contained only five items: name,

age, sex, nationality, and relationship to head of househbld. The 1964

411P.
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census added class status, occupation,
and education, but tor some reasonthe information on occUpation and education could not be tabulated.

During the second stage of planning for the new census (early December1979) there were 17 items under consideration.
These included all of

those in the 1964 schedule except for class status, 'and age was to beapproached in two ways--number of years completed and date of birth--in
recogition of the recurrent problem of converting Chinese ages to thoseof We ern reckoning. The planners were greatiy concerned about thedifficulties of occupational

classifications and expressed much interestin seeing how the U.S. Bureau offthe Census solves this problem.
Obviously they did not want again to collect occupational data in such
disorder that they could not be tabulated. /n addition, the planners
considered items on place of birth, place of family origin (a hftly
debated item), marital status, age at marriage (also debated), childrenever born (a question for women only), number of girths and deaths in the
household during fheiprevious year, and questions for urban residents on .the amount of hbusing space, number of rooms, type of structure, and
condition of unit. The housing questions,have reportedly been.droppedduring the third stage of planning but may be r'instated in time for the
full-scale enumeration. It.is also reported thit, even without the urbanhousing items, there are now 18 items under consideration, which yould
imply that there afe at least 3 other items.on the list besides those
indicated above. Hence, it is possible that the final schedule may
differ from the one used in the pretest in Wuxi.

. The quantity of data that would be collected if the full-scale
enumeration includes most of the items now contemplated is much vaster
than.that of previous Chinese censuses. The planners recognize this and
are counting on the computer network to solve the problemis. But the?omputers to be linked together are not all of the same ejepe, and, with
little.experience with such,arrangements, the Chinese probably have
little notion of what can go wrong. Moreover, they plin to input the
data by means of keypunching, which they think can be done by 5,000
operators within a year. But this task.alone is formidable, with data
from some 200 to 250 million households to be transcribed, and there is
great danger ihat the entire operation may bog down.

The problem of training enumerators and supervisors and maintaining
control over what is done selocal levels is also more complicated now
than it was in 1953 and 1964. There is reason to be,concerned that such
a massive effort may get out of control and that central instructions may
be modified or disregarded,

as apparently happened in 1953, if not alsoin 1964. The Chinese central authorities profess to have great confidence
in "organization," which they say is an advantage China has over other

. countries in endeavors of this kind. There is mple evidence, however,
that in the.1953 census, and in many other nation4 undertaking&
requiring mass action in conformity with centrally mandated directives,'
local evasions and shortcuts were rampant and the deception of the
central authorities by those at lower levels was widespread. If the
returns in the new census indicate that the local population registers
have not been well maintained, will.the evidence be reported to higher
levels as it stands even thougHlit reveals that the local authorities
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have nOt been doing a good job? OT will they see to it that the Census

data cause them no embarrassment? The WWei pretest reportedly found only

a_very small difference between the census count and the corresponding

registration total, which may be taken as confirmation of the
authorities' perennial conviction that the registration data are highly
accurate, but other evidence indicates that Chinese birth and death data

that also come from the population registers suffer from severe under-
registration. Will the ew census provide a truly independent count of

the population, or will the field work be managed in such a way that4the

census will only find what.the registers already show? If the accuracy

checks disclose much larger margins of error than in 1953 pnd 1964, will

the authorities recognize that a higher omission rate means better

measurement of error rather than greater error, or will they, fearing a

loss of face, have to withhold the figures? OT will:they announce a net

undercount figure below the impossible 0.116 percent for 1953 and 0.0014

percent for 1964? It remains to be seen.'

The importance of a successful census for China should not be under-

estimated. Not only are the new census data needed for planning,

administrative, and policy-making purposes as well as the resolution of

many unanswered ciuestions about China's population; but it is also

essential that the census turn out well as a vindication of the current
leadership's position that empirical data are theE proper basis for sound

, development strategies. That idea is not wholly accepted within the
Chinese Communist Party, many of whose members regard it as heresy and a

threat to their own claim to authority, which rests on ideological purity .

rather than technical knowledge and expertise. A major misadventure in

census-taking could mean that the detailed census result's would not be

released. It could also mean another eclipse for Chinese statistics,

like the long darkness that interrupted the careers of so many -

professional siatiaticians in China between 1959 and 1077. The recent

increase in contacts between Chinese scholors'and'officials and their

foreign counterparts could receive a setback, which would give us all

cause for regret. Hence we have a.vested interest in the success'of

China's next census.

,DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES

The usefulness for research purposes of the Chinese demographic flat%

currently available is limited not only by their incompleteness but also

by the fact that they exhibb a number of internal inconsistencies and

anomalies that cannot be reso d with the nformation available. In

some cases the anomalies may be due to t fact that the.figures come to

us through a variety of channelsvery ew come directly from the State

Statistical Bureau-;and some may have gotten garbled in the procets. In

other cases, the problems may be due to the fact that some of the figures

are raw4data yhereas others are estimated or adjusted figure*, or that

some are.preliminary and others are final figures. There are persistent .

discrepancies between the official natural increase rates and the growth
4

2u .
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rate,a iiplied by the official population totals; they have been explained__

by ai`afficial of the State Statistical Hu:eau as due to the fact that /

the vital ratessre estimates based on incomplete reports and the totals
are-reported data. The bureau is aware of the problem and hopes that the
next census will provide the means to resolve it.

However, there is also the possibility, if not the likelihood, that
some of the inconsistencies are due to defects in the data and in the
methods by-which they were obtained. Whatevex. the causes, it is often
impossible to'determine with any assurance, given the limited information

available, which of two conflicting sets of data is to be preferred. The
apparent anomalies are often rather small, but that is no guarantee that
the u derlying problems are not major. The pomalies can sometimes be
adju ted out of the data or more plausible configurations can be iiposed
on tiem, but there can be no assurance that the modified data come closet%

. to he corresponding demographic situations in China. If the original
data by province and Oithin provinces by county level units were
available in full detail, presumably the visiblAdefects cOuld be
Identified with greater certainty and the adjustments to compensate for
them could be made without the risk of simply substituting plausiyle

hypotlecations foi implavible but real data. OP
Assessing the defects in the data could prnbably be carried somewhat

facther if weknew more about the methods by which the data were
gathered. Quite a bit of information is 'available onprocedures
presumably used in the 1953 census and how the household registration
syseem is supposed to operate, but what actually happens may not 40

neces.sarily be the same.thing. The 1964 census remains shadow); and

mysterious affair; only A few details about the effort haJe been provided
and even so there are contradictions. The methods used n 1964 were said
to have been quite similar to those used in 1953, but the 1964 field
operations, which lasted about two weeks, were evidently organized
ditferently from those in 1953, which recluired more Chan 11 months. The
mediodi used in the cancer-epidemiology survey of 1075eare so far known
only from Nord-of-mouth accounts that differ in some particulars and
feave much unexplained. Where the data produced by these various sources
are in conflict, it is impossible to know,which is more authoritative
without mOre knowledge about the methods and circumstances of data
collection. One cannot simply assume that the most recent is the most
reliable. .

As professional contacts between Chinese and foreign social
scientists continue., it is likely that much more will be ,learned about
past and current demographic data collectidn activities, and the
collection of data available outside China will gradually become more
complete. Increased research activities and-publication by Chinese
demographers' will also add to the fund of information about data systems
and population. The prospects are Certainly siore encouraging that) at any
time in the 31 years of the PRC. Chinese statisticians are now taking
part in international conferences at which they present papers and make
publicNstatementa. More conferences are'being convened in China, mainly
conferences of Chinese demographers, statisticians,lamily planning
workers, and other related specialists, but occasioriallr these
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conferenoes involve invited foreign specialists as well. Trips to China

by foreign dedographers, either for tours of inquiry or tb present
lectures to Chinese professionals can also elicit.valuable information

from.the.Chinese, particularly i the visitors are able to'$et otitside
Beijing or to have conversations with their hosts in informal settings.

Fluency in Chinese is especially advantageourfor,such purposes. 'Pichao
Chen4s trips to China have elicited a numberof useful pieces of
infOrmation, including data series for urban and rural units, technical
definitions of terms used in family planning, details About Chinese'data
collection, and expreXsions of opinion by Chindie colleagues that would
not have been obtained as easily, if at all,,through an interpreter.

The most promising opportunities ari those afforded to.foreigh

scholars who are permitted to conduct research projects in varibus places

in China, sometimes jointly with Chinese researchers. These sittations

can provide more direct contact with Chinese data sources and an tbsight

into Chinese methods of,data collection and analysis. They pay also '

produce original data 'that can be used to evaluate the local census and
registration data or to deal with questions the official data cannot

answer. Occasionally these contacts can result in interesting and

unexpected disclosures, for example, Katherine Ch'iu Lyle's discovery

that in Tianjin premarital pregnancy has become more frequent with the

increase in later marriage and that restrictions.on number of children
per family have led to the abandonment of female infants in bus

stations. Other research projects now under way or soon to begin, tuch )

as the Wolf study of family and'fertility in five-rural communities

covered in the Buck study, the Lavely investigation.of correlartes of

.rural fertility ion a commune in Sichuan, and the Chen and Corsa projects

on birth Panning in specific counties, will undoubtedly yield more

information of general value to demographers; Eventually someone will

succeed in getting access to detailed local data from one or more Chineie

censuses oi to the data in the loCal 'population registers or slay find out

how local census and registration Wol.k was actually carried out. Such

discoveries could be invaluable. Of course, caution must.be used in

generalizijig from fragmentary information garnered in localities that

cannot be taken as representative of a country of a billion people; in

the present state of our knowledge about China's-population, however;e,

suZh information can yield useful hypotheses and discourage the

monolithic generalizations about China that come from too much reliance

on summary data and national news dispatches. There is much to be gained

on both sides from the continuation and expansion of these contacts.

VULNERABILITIES AND'VALUE CONFLICTS'

Whether the contacts are as usef.21 to both sides as thdy might be,and,

indeed, whether they continue.mardepend to some degree on how -

circumspectly they are handled by the participants. On both sides there

are some espects of the relationship that are potentially sensitive... Fot

the Chineselthere are vulnerabilities that are both professional and

SI
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political. For foreign social scientists, especially for Akericans,
there are possible value conflicts that may pose no immediate d4nger but
,could do considerable damage in the long run.

While the Chinese seem for the most part to.welcome the resumption of
relations with colleagues in other countries, they also seem at times to
find them threatening and enter into them with apparent.tension and
anxiety. The basis for their concern is obviously tht fact that they are
not well prepared to take part in international professional affairs on
an equal footing with their foreign counterparts. The social sciences
were in a rather rudimentary state in China when the PRC was founded, and
they have made little progress since. Foreivrtrained Chinese scholars
have been unable o work in their'fields or toi keep up with what was
happening in the rest of the world and havehad little opportunity to
pass on their knowledge to junior colleagues and students. Heace, of the
people whp hold.positions of prominence in the social sciences in China

*today, the few senior scholars find that developments in their '

specialties have left them far behind, and the junior schokars find that
they are inadequately trained by world standards. The demographers among
them primarily haJe mathematical,,statiptical, or economics backgrounds,
and have just recently been diiected into demography. They know how to

'calculate and to build mathematical models but not how to cAnduct Iield
research or to analize data.

.There are indications that the Chinese are acutely aware of their
inadequacies when they.meet their foreign counterparts. To be asked to
prepare a journal article for foreign,publication or to deliver a paper
at an international conference is for them to be put to a telt of
uncertain outcome. They sometimes, seem hesitant even to4v1 up in
discussions at professional, meetings, presumably for fear o evealing
their limited grasp of the subject. Even in castial conversations with
foreign friends Oey may risk loss of face.
. Of course, we and thei can understand and acknowledge Chat their

limitattons are no fault of their own, and we can commend their earnest
and often impressive efforts to make up for lost time. hut mutual
recognition does not makethings any easier for them in situations that
may implicitly make then feelbinferior. It is therefore extremely
important that loreign colleaiues be conscious of these sensibilities and
take care to Isvoid overwhelming Chinese scholars with technical

0
sophistication, subjecting them to the kind of freewheeling criticism

tharis normal among professionals elseyhere in the world, tendering them/
excessive or patronizing solicitude, or otherwise causing them needless
embarrassment.

.

We should also be aware of the fact tha% they are working in an area/
that has policy implications that can also He rather sensitive. the role
of the social scientist in China it to assist in the formulation,
implementation, and popularization of riational policies relating to the
subjects studied. Demographic, family planning, and related biomedical
research in China at present must serve the goal of control of population
growth and movement. There is only limited scope for the exploration of
any'possible adverse consequences from official policies and much less
for research that might challenge'those policies. Scholars are not at

23
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liberty to publish whatever data and research findings they please nor

may they indulge freely in exchanges of opinion with other partiiipants

aVikternat1onal gatherings. They must justify and defehd official

policies and at all times be carefdl of iffiat they say.
Given the uncertairfty of China's political future and the changes

that have occurred in the past, Chinese-scholar, cannot be certain that

the kesent official view of the importanc 'of demography, the value of

social séience, or the need to learn from e experiences of other

cbuntries will continue indefinitely. All Chinese scholars must know

what some of them remember from personal experience about the punishments

meted out in the past to those who had professional contacts with

foreigners, read foreign books, or espoused foreign ideas. Despite their

hopes and ours, they cannot be sure that it will not happen again. If we

press them for data and information they are 6isibry reluctant to'

provide, we may be asking them'to take an unknown chance that could

affect their own future and that of theit-lamilies and.alsociates. ,In

view of what miny of them have endured in the past 20 years', it would be

reckless and irresponsible for us.to put them in this position.

Contacts with the Chinese also pose some delicate problems on our

side, mainly in the sphere of value conflicts:1 Some of the conflicts ,

that arise are not new. /n past years the few outsiders fhvited into

China have had to decide for themselves how honest they should belon

their returri in repolling things they saw and heard that yould nel please

their Chinese hosts. For'some visitors the'problem simpl§ did not arise

because-they saw and heard no evil and thus could speak only good of

*spina. Some others felt obliged as a matter Of mission to be friendly

"'witnesses, suppressing observations that might be'construed as critical.

Others simply avoided anything that could prejudice their chances of

another visit. This problem is not as acute as it'once was because since

1977 the Chinese themselves have been much more candid about their 4.

difficutties and shortcomings than ever before, but there is still a

certain reluctance on the part of some foreign visitors to give up

apologetics for analysis.
How far should foreign scholars or researchers in China go in making

observations their hosts need to hear but may not welcome? At what point

does reticence exceed what is required by Chinese sensibilities and

become merely self-serving? This is often not easy to decide. .What do

the returning scholars or researchers write in th6ir trip reports? How

do they weigh concern for Chinese feelings against personal and

professional ethics requiring fill and frank disclosure? How far should

they go'in criticizing Chinese feta, research operations, professiontl

literature, analytical methods, theoriessnd interpretations, policies,

or administrative practices in writings on China? What should be done

about data arid information supplied by Chinese informants with the

vstipulation that they not'be published until they appear id a Chinese

publication? Probably no simple position cai be adopted in response to

any of tht-se quAttions, but they neod to be given careful consideration,

not only by individuals but also by professional bodies and other

organizations seeking contacts with their Chinese opposites.

11) 24
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Even more delicate and morescritical are the issues raised by the
fact that foreign assistance to China in the fields of demography, family
planning, biomedical research, and many others ultimately serves the
policies and goals f the political leadership; assistance is therefore
in some degrevlink d to the means by which its 'objectives are pursued.
While the Chinese Coimunist Party/and ihe Chinese government/are
committed to the wel are of the Vhinese people and maintain that their
policies reflect th will of the people, it is the political leaders whá
decide what that will is; they -do not try to ascertain it through public
opinion polls. Hence, foreign scholars and researchers who cooperate in,
projects in China that support official policies may on occasion actually
be taking sides with the government against the people.

That po,ssibility is especially imminent in connection -with programs
relating to family planning and control of population growth. Should

eign family planning specialists be involved in projects to assist the
aut orities in drive like that conducted by the family planning
utlorities in Guangdont Province in 1979, when they called for some

300 000 second- and third-trimester abortions in an effort to reach acen ally assigned target natural increase rate of 10 per 1,000? The
drivè, failed, but if it had been !pre successful, some women might have
paid "r its buccess with their lives. Should demographers help design
surveys to locate women who will be induced against/their wiil to submit
to sterilization by personnel whose level of skill is insufficient to
ensure reasonably safe surgical procedures? Should foreign biomedical
researchers enter into joint experiments in which the Chinese subjects
are in no position to give informed consent and the safeguards are well
below the standards required in their own countries? Such questions can
too easily be overlooked by foreign professionals in population-related
fields when the objective being served is the control of population
growth, to which many of Chem have a strong ideological commitment. Like

.other opinion groups with deep convictions, we may not always look
critically at the means by which our ends are served.

The danger of ignoring questions of value conflict may turn out
within a few years to be more real than it seems at present if either of
tOo eventualities should materialize. One is the resurgence of
conservative values in the United States that may challenge Our
jnvolvement in China's population control efforts on grounds of
professional ethics and human rights: The other is a change in the
political leadership in Chin's, in which the adverse popular reaction to
aspects of the plannee.birth program became one of the means by which a .

different faction gained the ascendancy. If either of these changes came
to pass, it would be better for the foreign specialists engaged in
population-related activities in China to be able to show that they had
not faiLed to consider the value implications. f what they had been
doing. In a changed political environment tØis not likely to go
unnoticed that we are all subject to some #nflict of interest in these
matters, since, quite apart from the advanjiement of scientific knowledge,
our own professional,careers are enhanced by increased professional
contacts with China. While we are being sensitive to Chinese
vulnerabilities, we pr*ably ought not to be unmindful of our own.

2
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Demogrdphic Research Needs and Possibilities
in the People's Republic of China
A nsley J. Coale

I am in no way a China expert% The only bases I have for talking about

the research needs and possibilities in China are some general knowledge

of demography and my.particular experience on a recent mission to China.

-That mission was funded by the United Nations Rind for Population

Activities (UNFPA), which ii providing technical assistance to China to

the extent of some t50 million over the next several years. About 80

percent of these funds are for assistanoe in the 1982 census of

population. Several million dollars are allocated fdi assistance in

establishing demographic research and training in the People's ROublic

of China (PRC).
The major part of my mission was to give 15 3-hour .lecturer in a

period of 3 weeks to some 60 Chinese academics, assembled from the dozen

universities that are, this year (1980), to establish research and .

training in demography.. Without great hope of immediate success, I trOd

in 45 hours of consecutively kranslated lectures tb summarize what I filt

should be the core of the training programs and the research work in

these 12 universities.
What I have to say about the research needs and possibilities is'

somewhat discouraging. It may be that the final quality Of demographic

research in China will be excellent and will fulfill Chinese needs very

well; but the Chinese are starting from a very difficult position. No

country could profit more from effective demographic research.

The populatioll of China is nearly one billion, as you all know;

fertility and mortality levels have-undergone very drastic reductians;

, there is an ambitious program for retarding the grobhh of population in

the next decade--yet the economy is still in the early stages of

development, in terms of average income and occupational structuie, for

example. Residence is still predominantly rural, and employment is still

very heavily dependent on agriculture. The demographic cOntext is an

interesting and challenging One, in some ways the most challenging in the

world--certainly in terms of population size. Yet there is no rich

background of Chinese demography to draw on. A very small number of

Chinese deiographers had established their expertise prior to the

Cultpv:' r 7Aon, and during the last deiade all demographic study
4
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ceased, as did indeed research and trainint in all fields in the
universities. Chinese demography is startipg from far back in terms of
its professional traditions, drawing'on a very small reservoir of people
trained in apy of the social sciences or other relevant fields.

The lack of demographic background was evident as I lectured. Two
age groups were represented. The younger persons were in their 30s, and
the older ones were in their 50s asg 60s. One night expect to find in
attendance newly trained iiudents in their early 20s and older faculey
members in their late 30s and 40s (ai would be found where there had been
continuity in University activities);' instead, everyone was 10' years
older. Few are equipped by age,and training to absorb new material and
to incorporate it in their intellectual proceduresand habits--and that
is a major barrier to getting things going.

Perhaps a still more, intractable problem for the future of
demographic research in China is the absence of data, and the absence of
a tradition of collecting data and making them accessible to
researchers. The PRC did take a census of sorts in 1953, and another one
in 1964. In 1975 there was a large sample survey for epidemiological
purposes; each gives some kind of age distribution for the Chinese.

6. population. In addition, there is apparently some kind of continuous
register Of the population as well as registration of births and deaths.
Registered events are not tabulated on a national or a provincial level ,

as a roufine matter, certainly not in the kind of detail that
demographers would like toihave. Births are not tabulated by age of
mother, duration of marriage, birth 6rder, and 40 on, and.corresponding
detail for deaths/is also not secorded. The registered data that we see
are i compilation of figures Oat have been collected at the local

, level. I was'told by Chinese colleagues fhat detail (age of mother
etc.) is recorded in the commune, but not consolidated in tabulations for

' larger entities. In other words, the figures are recorded but not
combined. Nobody.knows age-specific fertility rates based on registered
births and counts or estimates ofsthe population. The absence of a
substantial body of-data that we art accustomed toaaving in other
countries it made worse by the absence of a tradition of data gathering

sand the lack of trained experts' in this area. There are no traditions of
sample 'survey work, interview design, and so on,that one likes to see as
a resource for repairing this deficit in data. --

Denegrailhic research (academic reseirch and government research) a d
demographic'training aie apt to be of little significance for China a
lcmg as research and training are not empirical. There is a tendxd y An
China to propose a curriculum in demography that traces the history of
thougHt on population from Confucius to the present. That would be an
interesting aubject for a minority to pursue, but surely sheUld not be
the cmincipal form of research. There is a long way to go to provide a
critical mass, so to speak, of expert demographers and to have the data
for them to work with. ,

On the positive side, I found--as I am sure other observers more
experienced than I have found--very obviout determination and ambition on
the.part of ihe Chinese who are planning to work in thit field. There
was a very evident willingness, even eagerness, to learn. The lectures I
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gave were uncompromising. Ihey were straight technical demography, with

iummation signs, even integral signs, and little omission of hard

material% Mere was the additional barrier of consecutive translation,

of lectures given day after day instead of at weekly intervals, as in the,

Princeton graduate courses. I don't think it would have been possible

for anyone to have maitered that series of lectures in such a short

time. I said so at the time, adding that hevertheless I felt that an

introduction to professional-level demography must cover a fair

proportion of the basic part of the subject matter. In spite of the

formidable material, the attention of the persons attending the lectures

never flagged. An experienced lecturer can tell when the audience is

paying attention ind when'it is not. They were paying very close

4IP attention all the way through. Some came to the hotel room of the

translator in the evenings fo ask questions. The lectures were taped,

and will be reviewed again.. Various officials in different educational

institutions and the Ministry of Education expressed willingness to

select the best qualified persons, in background and in foreign-language

mastery, to be sent abroad, and to bring a continuiqg flow of experts to

help in particular a4ects of demography at the recently established

demographic research apd training centers,.
I'll say a few words about the kinds of research in Chinese

demography that seem most important. A crucial form af research :

preliminary to other forms is sesearch on verification of the quality of

the data. I was assured, for example, that registration of vital

itatistics is complete in the cities; but some of the very few published

figures arouse my skepticism. In particular, the very low infant \

mortality rate that is published is hard to accept. Using the age

distributions from the 1953 and the 1964 censuses as well as the 1975

epideMiological survey, and using the mortality analysis of 3ndith

.Banister and Samuel Preston, we have tried projecting bbth backward and

forward to determine the consiitency of the enumerations, and also to

look at the number of births that they imply. The number oftbiiths

implied TOr the 1960s is some.20-30 percent greater than the number

obtained by reading a graph 4howing the official data. There is sample

reason to suspect thati in fact, the registration that is accepted as

completelis,not. It ims quite ccamon for statistical authorities in the :

United S ates, before verification was possible, to believe that the

figures were complete when they were dot. No matter how -intense the.

statistical activity, it %pan be subject to unsuspected omisstens or

errors.
-

I may be wrong about,Chinese data. The way to find out is to

establish.routines for effective monitoring: to.use matching procedures

and demographic analysis, for example. r think that is an important '

first step in the establishment of effective demogra0C research

China.
. In a word, theAgsearch mot needed is"that which can provijle

informatitm useful to short- and long-range policies. This criterion

applies to the ecollomic and social soiencel generally, and to demograPhy

in parficular: An ixample is population projections based on

high-quality data concerning the 'current state of the population. For
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example', in judging the feasibility of reducing fertility, it is

important to knolw what current pariey ir-what the distribution of women

is by the number of children they have had.
There are two kinds of policies that should be kept in mind in

talking about policy-relelrant research. One kind is aimed at modifying

the future development of population--policies to speed the reduction of

mortality, the reportedly quite effective.policies aimed at lowering the

fertility of the Chinese populition, and policies aimed at relocation,

restricting rural-urban movement., and so on. In other words, one kind of

policy that is contemplated and already implemented is aimed at modifying

population trends. Research is needed to determine the feasibility and

the implicatlons of those policies--for example, what they imply for the

future age distribution.
The other kind of population'policy for which research is relevant

concerns adaptation to population trends that are inevitable, such as the

large increase in the labor force between now and the end of the century,

an increase consisting of i'ersons already born. The relevafit research

needed is how to d*sign social and economic policies to accommodatethe

population trends that are built into the existing situation. abere is

an enormous volume of research of that eort in.China, with its extreme

demographic 'characteristics. I can, only hope diet the ambition of the

Chinese in their current attempts to upgrade demography will meet with

some success.

4.
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Estimates of Completeness of Death Recording .

in the Chinese SaMple Survey of 1972-1975
Judith Banister and Samuel Preston ,

f

During 1975, health workers in selected areas in Chins were instructed to
tabulate from available records the number of deaths, by age and cause,
th'at were recorded among members of varioui production teams during

1972-1974. They.were also asked to recotd population numbers for those

teams by age for year-end 1974. These tabulations were obtained from
approximately 25 provinces, including about 93 percent of the population

of Chiba. The excluded provinces are remote and relati*lpaV .
appears that the sample was designed to be approximatel a 10-percent

sample of the 842 million residents in the provinces c vered. Aëcordfig

to available accounts, every production brigade in eac study area was

repr ented by its fifth or tixth production team (prcduction brigades

con st of only a few thousand people at most, and they are divided into

pro uction teams of roughly 100-200 people each). Teams art numbered in

order of their date.of formation, and the fifth and sixth teams, which
tend'to be located in the middle ranges in terms of length of existence,

may not be strictly representative.. 0

This paper is an attempt to evaluate,the completeness with which
deaths were recorded in thi's sample. The analysis is reported in two,

parts. The first part uses stable population techniques, and the second

part uses intercensal uocedures. In the first part the study population

can be analyzed without any assumption about its national
representativeness, whereatin the second it is necessary to assume such

sepresentativeness.

4 STAELE METHODS
or.

Two methods.have been proposed to estimite death registration'

completeness in stable populations, i.e., pOpislations characterised by

constant growth, birth, and death rates and by a constant age

dittribution. These methods attune, in addition to population stability,

that the completeness of registration is invariant with tge above an

arbitrary initial starting age. These conditions are never strictiy met,

and departures from them affect the results yielded by the methods in

ways that have been described elsewhere (Preston et al., 1980).

el
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The first method was devised by William Brass and has been described

many times (e.g., Brass, 1975). It requires fitting a straight line to

scatterpiots of the relation.between the recorded death rates above

particular ages and the estimated "birthetes" above those same ages

(the rate of entry into the population aged x and above as a result of

persons reaching their xth birthday). Figure 1 shows the scatterplot

that forms the basis for this fitting. Evidently, it is rather irregular

below age 30 (points to the right represent higher ages), but above that

age a,linear relation emerges. Many different lines can be fitted to

these points, depending on the choice of initial and terminal ages and on

the fitting'procedure used. Table 1 presents the impfied levels of

registration completeness that result from different choices. They are

all in the range of .68 to .78. (The raw data obtained from the 1975

survey are shown'in Appendix Table A-I.)

The second method uses information on the age structure of deaths and

ail estimate of the growth rate (Preston and Hill, 1980; Preston et aI.,

1980). The completeness of death registration above any age x is

estimated as the ratio of the calculated population over age x

(calculated, from the distribution of deaths over age x and the population

growth rate) to the population over age x as enumerated. It is therefore

possible to estimate the completeness of death registration for the age

ranges 10+, 15+, 20+ and so on. If the growth rate is uncertain, users

are enwraged to experiment with several rates.and to choose the one

that yields the most level age-sequence of completeness estimates that is

closest to horizontal for successive values of x, the ages above which

completeness is estimated. Ttis procedure is recommended beciuse

completeness estimates that start with a younger initial age are inore

sensitive to errors in the estimated growth ratethan are those that

begin with an older initial age. Table 1 presents completeness.estimates

based on three different growth rates and various initial ages of

estimation. The ristilting series are plotted in Figure 2. Clearly, none

of the three growth'rates yields a level sequence. A growth rate of .025

yields an age-sequence of completeness estimate diet is mearly constant

at .83-.84 for values of x up to age 30; above that age, completeness

estimates decline. .0n the other hand, estimates with an r = .015 are

virtually constant at .65 for values of x from age 30 onwards but fall as

x falls for values of x below age 30. The intermediate growth rate of

.020 yields estimates that increase slowly with x to age 30 and decline

slowly with x thereafter.? Overall, this final sequence is the most level

and averages abolt .70.
At this point it is necessary to discuss ihe effects of errors in,

assumptions or data on the stable estimates. Of the many possible

errors, we believe that the most important in the present application is

population instability resulting frOm mortality decline. Even if we

assume that the completeness of death recording is as low ai .70, the

resulting life expectancy in 1972-1974 is 60.0 years. In comparison,. :

BarclaY et al. (1976) estimate life expectancy among Chinese farmers in

1929-1931 to have been below 25 years. These figures imply that China

experienced an extremely rapid mortality decline even if deaths recorded
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FIGURE I
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Scatterplot for Brass Es timate of Registrition Completeness

(Line Presented is Fitted to Ages.20-60)
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, TABLE 1 Results of Brass Method of Estimating Death Registration
Completeness as Applied to Data for China, 1975

Range of Ages
Used in Fitting

,

,

Completeness Estimate (corresponding
implied growth rate shown in,parentheses)
Bi-Weight Least-Squares
Regression Regression

.

.0-80

5-80

.679

(.0183)

.690 II

.678

(.0183)

.683
(.0191) (.0189)

5-60 .774 .7719

X.0220) (.0221)

15-65 .721 .724
(.0198) (.0200)

20-60 .729 . .742

(.0193) (.0201)
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for the 1972-1974 period are considered to be seriously incomplete. Such

a decline clearly viorates sn assumkiod on whiCh the stable,methods are
based.

Simulations have been performed to estimate the effect of mortality
decline on stable estimates of registration completeness. One simulation
assumes that, in the space of 25 years, life wepectancy at birth improves
from 37.5 to 50.0.ye(ars in a fashion described 6y Coale-Demeny (1966)
"West" female model life tables.. This decline occurs to an ini$ially
stable population. Estimatem of completeness made at the end of the
25-year period (when deaths are in fact completely registered) decline
from 1.01 at ages 10 or,20 to 0.95 at ages 50 or 60 (Preston et al.,
1980:187-189). Estimates at youngevagei are.more accurate, and a
declining age-sequence of estimates is pioduced. The ,simulated mortality

decline, however, is onlyabout half as rapid as that which probably (-7*

occurred in China, and of ihorter duratioA. ,Latger distortions should be
xpected in the Chinese apprication.' The simulgted ap-sequence of
estimates is not dissimilar to that produced by r = .025 in Figure 2; the
larger declines fonkvalues of x above age 30 in the figure (roughly three

times as rapid) might be attributed to the more rapid mortality decline
in China. If the estimates at younger ages are relatively unaffected by

the mortality decline, chen thechoice of r = .025 implies a completeness
level of about .84.

Similar simulations have also been performed with respect to the
Brass procedure (Martin, 1980). It appears, in general, to be somewhat

more vulnerable to error resulting from mortality decline. Estimates of
completeness are biased downwards by mortality improvements. The example

given by Martin that comes closest to the appsrent Chinese situation
starts with feme1e0 "West4 life expectancy of 30 and reaches one of 67.2

in the space of 30 ybars'(oith the gross reproduction rate constant at
2.5). Estimation of completeness via .Brass's method after either 20 or

30 years yields a completeness level of .81 when registration is in,fact
100 percent complete. Thuso the Brass results reported in Table 2
probably rather seriously underes*amite the completeness of death
recording.

INTERCENSAL METHODS

A variety of intercensal meth?Nhave been proposed for estimating
registration completeness. These can be applied to the sample survey of

1075.in combination with the census age distribution of 1964.. However,

there are very serious *questions about the comparability of the two

sot:rtes. The difficulties are best represented by Asplaying the age
sequence of intercensal growth rates between.the 1953 apd 1964 censuses
alongside those between the 1964 census and the 1975 survey. hese rates
are presented in cors. 1-3 of Table 3. The 1974 total population was
assumed to be 910 million to account for the approximately 7 percent of
the population that was ou,tside the surveyed area. Whereas the

age-sequence of growth rates for the entire 1953-1974 period appears to
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TABLE 2 Estimated Completeniss of Death Registration Using Preston-Coale

Method. .

Age Range
Used to rstimeta
Completeness

'Assumed Growth Rate

0+ -

5+

10+

15+
20+

25+

30+

35+
40+

45+

50+

55+

60+

k

.015 .020 '.025

,

.566: .684 .835

.566 .684 .835

.586 .697'' .837

.614 .717 .846

.621 .717 .833

.642 .730 .836

.654

.651

.734

.721
g.

.828

.801

.649 .710 .779

.651 .703 .761

.652 .697 .745

.650 .686.. .725

.640 .669 .700

Note: These results are developed using a program written by John

Hobtraft.

/ .
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TARLE.3

0

"Intercensal" Growth Rates in Chin4, 1953-1964 and 1964-1474

Assuming 1953 and 1974 are
"Chinese" end 1964 is

"Western" and Correcting
1964 for Comparability

Same Assumptions as Cols. (4)
and (5), but Adjusting 1964

Age Distribution for.4 Percent
Undertpunt at All AgesGrowth Rate Growth Rate Growlh Rate Approximate Approximate Approximate Approximate

' for Ages for Ages a for Ages a Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rate Growth Rateand Above& and Above and Above, Ages a+, Ages a+, Ages a+, Ages +,Age (a) 195,3-1964 1964-19748 1953-1974 1.953-1964 1964-1974 1953-1964 1964-1974(1) (2) (3) (4) (5). (6) (7)

.0147 0 .0269 .0207 .0147 .0269 .0183 .0232.0160 ' .Q292 .0225 ,.0190 .0261 .0226 .022410 .0128' .0298 .0211 .0161 .0263 .0197 .022615 .0078 .0307 .0190 .0111' .n272 .0147 .023520 .0067 .0308 .0185 .0098 -.0277 .0134 .024025 .0072 .0276 .0172 .0103 .0244 .0139 .020730 .0066 .0273 .0167 .0102 .0235 .0138 .0198.0052. .0300 *.0173 .0092 .0258 .0128 .0221 4".4 .0043 .0325 .0181 .0087 .0279 .0123 .02424-5 .0034 .0344 .0185 .0083 .0292 .0119 .025550 .0029 ..0362 .0192 .0086 .0302 .0122 .026555 .0022 .0392 .0203 .0094 .0320 .0130 .028360 .0002 .0448 .0221 .0357 .0124 .032065 -.0020 .0520 .0243 .0088 .0407 .0124 .037070 -.0034 .0590° .0270 .0090 .0450 .0126 .041175 .0053 .0674 .0356 .0230 .0484 .0266 .044780 .0022 .0841 .0422

1953 total population of 582,603,417 used. Distributed by age according to Tien Feng-tias age distribution as 'recorded in T.C. Tu's Ihrhe Demographic Situation in China," Population Studies, vol. 32(3), 1978; p. 441. 1964population of 685,930,000 used, distributed by.age according to data supplied by John Chao from paper by John 4Aird. Both census figures were placed at midyear.

h1964 population as cited in note a. 1974 population of 910 million used,
distributed by age according to Table 1of Judith llaniiter, "Strengths and Weaknesses of China's Population Data." Presented at the China Population

Analysis Conference, East-Meet Population Institute, Honolulu, May 19-23, 1980.
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be plausible, displayng the familiar U-shaped pattern indicative of
mortality decline, the same cannot be said for the two component'

periods. Growth rates generally decline with age for 1953-1964 and rite

with age during 1964-1974. There is a-clear inverse association between

the two sets of growth rates. Growth rates for the population above age
65 rise from -.002 in the.earlier period to +.0520 in the later period.

There is a clear suggestion that something is wrong with the 1964 age

distribution, which seems to comprise progressively too few people as age

increases. Furthermore, the virtual doubling of total population growth

rates between 1953-1964 and 1964-1974 implies that there may have been

unusual difficulties ifi the completeness of enumeration in 1964.

Intercensal analyses that use the unadjusted 1964 age distribution

produce very implausible estimates of registration completeness, often or

indeed usually exceeding unity.
One factor that might have contributed to the peculiar age-siquences

of growth rates in the two periods is the use of a different prdEedure of

age reckoning among adults in the 1964 census. Evidently, a special

effort was made in that year to have ages recorded in a conventional

Western fashion. There is other information that suggests that a

substantial amount of age reporting in the traditional Chinese style

occurred in 1974 and 1.953. Accordingly, we have experimentally corrected

the 1964 age distribution to mike it less Western andmore Chinese. This

was accoMplished simply by increasing the population above age x in 1964

by the factok
( N + N )
5 x 5 x-5

10(N
x+ .

or by the "birth rate" into the population ages x and above. This

amounts to displacing upward,the age distribution by approximately one.

year, so that persons of age x-1 and over as recorded in the census are

.
assumed to be of age x and above according to Chinese age reckoning.

The implications of this displacement for intercensal growth rates

are shown in columns (4) and (5) of Table 3. The age-sequence of growth

rates for 1953-1964 becomes roughly level between ages 20 and above and

70 and above, and higher rates are observed at the extremes of.age; a

J-shaped pattern, with a much lower slope to the right hand upright of

the J than in the uncorrected figures, is estimated for 196471974. The

correctlon does not, of course, affect the abrupt increase batween the

periods in the totali population growth rate.. The age patterrOot

corrected growth rates is more acceptable than that of the uncorrected

sequence, but there is obviously qo assurance that it is accurate.

One way to gauge the acceptability of this idjustment is twcompare

the intercensal changes by age to those implied by deaths registered in

thet972-1974 survey; at the same time, of course, we,must attend to the

evaluation of the death records, the main object of thia exercise.

One intercensal method for estimating death registration-

completeness, as well as the relative completeness of coverage of the two

censuses, was suggested by Preston and Hill (1980). If registration'
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completeness and census completeness are invariant with age, then the
following equation applies:

D
cEta E(t)N

(x+t)+ x+
'
where

.No
E(o) C lex+

x+,

N
i

a recorde er of peisons above age (x+t) at time t;

Dc = recorded des hs to cohorts aged,x-and above at time-o;
E(t),E(o) = completeness of coverage of censuses at time t and

-
. time o,'trespectively; andr
C = completeness with which deaths are recorded.-

Thi constant term E(t)/E(o) and:the.slcpe.E(t)/C may then be estimated
by fitting a straight line to the relationship between

q
t c/N

o
and D. /N° . The points requirtdfor making this fit to

1964-1974 intercensal changes are shown in Figure 3.1 These points-
(with one exception) lie exceedingly close to's straielt line with a
slope of -1.1.36 and an intercept of .98. The inditated completeness of
death registration relativ to the completeness of population coverage in
the 1974 survey; C/E(1974), is 1/1.136 .880. Therimplication is that
deaths are incomplete by som 12 percent; that is, deatha'would have to
be inflated by 1.136 in order to account for intercensal changes in
cohort size. A further implication is that the population count in the
1974 study populatioy used in the computations is only 2 percent
deficient relative to the 1964 census. Since the study'population needs
to be adjusted upward by approximately 7 percent to account for its
failure to'include the entire nation, then the 1964 census should be
djusted upward by_some 5 percent.. Note that the average number of
deaths during the period 1972-1974 must be inflated liy 1/.88 to account
for intercensal change; .88 is an estima of "completeness" of the ,

average annual number of deaths in 1972-1974 relative to the expected
annual number of deaths for the whole period 1964-1974, and may simply
reflect the, fact that deaths per year were.declining. If so, a very,

1The "corrected" 1964 age distribution is used. The census was
moved from midyear to year end, 1964, by applying the recorded
intetcensal 'growth rate pertaining to all ages combined for one half
year. "Intercensal" deaths are takenias the average annual deaths for
the study population, 1972-1974, timeit 10. The total population size in
1974 is that of the study population rather than the adjusted total of

44\
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rapid decline of 3 percent annually is implied, since the series are
displaced by 4 years, 'on.ayerage.. Since the populatioti is growing at
about 2 percent a year.., a decline in adultodeatt" rates of about 5 percent
per year is implied. 'Such a rote is typically associated with a gain of
more than one year of life expectancy at birth for every calendar year.

In order to apply tht otheswintercensal methods, estimates of growth
rates are required. The above results suggest that-the observed
1964-1974 growth rates may be seriously in error by virtue of relative
underenumerrion in 1964. We have therefore ubed these results to
inflate the 1964 Age distribution at all ages by 4 percent; a somewhat
more conservative figure than the 5 percent estimated shove. The
resulting intercensal growth rates for 1953-1964 and 1964-1974, shown in
Table 3,-increase much less abruptly than in the unadjusted figures.

Several other procedures can now be applied. One of these uses the
following identity for a closed populatdn:

r
a+

= b
a+ a+

- d ,

where the terms from left to right refer to the growth rat , birth, rate,
and death rate of the poptilation above.age a. If the reckrded death
rate, dR

a+ , has 'a completeness eit each age C, then the equation becomes

C

= b - -
a+ . a+ C

dR or
a+ ,

dR
a +

h
a+

- r
a+ .

No assumption of stability is required to use this procedure: Results
are shown:in Table 4. If the final corrected growth rates from TAble 3
are used, completeness-estimates in the range oT .72-.96 are obterbed
different ages (with one observation outside this range). Estimates are
clustered toward the upper end'of the range, and stabilize at about .9 at
ages 5.0 and above. Use of the uncorrected growth rates, also shown in
the table,'produces absurd resu1ts.2

With direct estimates of grownn rates, the .stable methods can be
reapplied. However, the growth rates are not-constant with age, so that
strictly stable assumptions are inappropriate. Ansley Coale has
suggested a method of estimation,originally developed from stable
,Oopulation theory but ;codified to ellow for growth rates that very with
age. He noted that the number of persons aged a *can be estimated ftom
the growth rate And age diitribption of deaths above a .in a stable

2If in the uncorrected figures (b r )a+ ta*

an intercept o .0035 or so is produced, which
earlier claim hat the 1964 census was about 4
to the 1974 s rveyinflated to.910 million.
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is plotted against dR
a+)

are consistent with.the
percent deficient relative
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TABI:E 4 Completeness mates Based on Comperisons of 1972-1974 Deatil

. Rates to Difference Between Birth Rates and Growth Rates
a4'

Completeness of Death Registration
Based on Ratio of Death Rate a+ to
Birth Rate a+ Minus:

Age (a)

Mean Blrth
Rate, a+,
1964 and 1974

Uncorrected

Growth
Rate a+

Corrected

Growth
Rate a+

5 4.0313 3.04 .80

10 .0357 1.22 .59

15 .0357 1.68 .72

20. .0339 3.130. .87

25 .0363 1.32 .65

30 .0385 ,.76

35 .0413 1.40 .96

44) .0463 1.36 .95

4 .0524 1.27 .92

50 .0694 1.16 .89

55 .0714 1.09 .90

60 .0884 1.03

65 .1110 .99 .88

70 . .1381 .98 .88.

75 .1871 .85 .79

v4 3
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population, and that the ratio of this estimate to the true population at
age a is equalto the completeness of registration above a. These,
numbers, N(a), estimateeby using different growtH rates for different
ages' above a, can be cumulated to provide the total estimated populatibn
above a. The ratio orthis cumulated total to the true total above a
provides another, smoothed, estimate of registration completeness.
Table 5 presents the resulti of using this latter procedure,3 /t gives
estimates of registration completeness that are very stable with age and
cluster in the range of .83-.86 forages 25 and above.

SUMMARY

Five procedures have been employed to estimate the completeness of death
recbrding in the Chinese sample survey of 1975.
(1) The Brass stable population procedure gives estimates of completeness
in the range of .68 to .78, but simulations of the effects of rapid
mortality decline such as apparently has 'occurred in China suggest'that
this estimate may require inflation by 11.81. giving a revised range of
.84-.96.

.

(2) The Preston-Coale procedure with an arbitrary grovrth rite of .025
produces an age-pattein of estimates similar to that which can normally
be expected in'a destabilized population, whereas other growth rates
produce patterns th-at require other, and to us less plausible,
justification. The'completeness estimate implied at the value of
r .025 is .83-.84.

Other eptimates make use of intercensal procedures. Unfortunately,
there is evidence of incomparability both in age reporting and in the
general completeness of coverage'ib the two "censuses.". Results of
death registration methods are sensitive to the corrections that are
employed. In thiW Paper, the major conrection.used is to displace the
1964 census ate distribution uPward by one.yesr to make it more
"Chinese." This procedure.producei two, eisentially.independent,
estimates'of thelincompleteness of the.1964,6ensus (relttive to an
estimate of 910 mil1.ion for 1974) of abOiit 4 percent. The first
procedure that-followi does not make use Of.the census incompleteness
estimate; the other two"&o,

.

(3) The PrestOn-Hill'iniercensal Procedure which comPaieS.
.

intercensal changes in cohort sfie,to intercerisal cohort deiths'produces
a comPleteness estimate of ,88, estimate being, stkiCtly speaking,.
the ratio of average annual deaths reported for 1972-1974to.average
annual deaths expected for 1964-1974.

(4) Comparisons of the registered death-iate,to ihe differenCe
between birth rates and growth rates derived from intercensal comparisons
produce a set of completeness estimates in the range (with onet.exception)

.

3We are grateful to Shiro Horiuchi for programming the Solution
require& for this method.
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.:TABLE 5 'Coale Method Results Assuming Stability Above Each Age but

Allowing Growth Rates to Vary, Using r(a+) Series of Table

1 for 1964-1974, Adjusted for Western Age Reporting and 4

; Percent OmiSsion in 1964 Census

Age a V

1

'Completeness

10 A .79

15
.

20 ,
111

.81

.81

25 .83

.85
.30'

35 .85

-40
.85

45 =, .
.85

50
.85

,55
.86

60 .85

65
.86

70 .84

75
.85.

80
.86

1

4 5



of .72-.96.
about .90.

(5) The
'procedures,

37

Estimates (particularly ft the older ages) are clustered.

Coale method, whicil is a hybrid of stable and intercensal
produces a very stable set of estimates in the range of

CONCLUSION

We should stress that the intercensal methods are sensitive to the
procedures used to "correct" the 1964 age distribution. A different
correction' procedure would move all intercensal estimates in the same
direction, so that their consistency should not be taken as evidence of
the joint reliability of the intercensal procedures. The adjustment used
here, which is defended on grounds of its correction of,the bizarre
intercensaI growth rate patterns for 1953-1964 and 1964-1974, may
ultimately require considerable amendment. Completeness results from
using it are generally in the range of .82-.90. This is also the general
range suggested by the stable methods after they are corrected for the
likely errors introduced by destabilizing mortality change. At this
point our best.guess would place the completeness of death reporting in t
the range of .82-.90. It should be noted thaesome of 'the implied
incompleteness7-about 3%--is simply a result of the fact that the
year-end population size in 1974 is larger than that which would pertain
to the mid-point of the 1972-1974 period.for which deaths are recorded.
It might also be noted that we are evaluating the efficiency with which
deaths were recorded in the sample.survey, rather than the quality of the
underlying registration system from which the deathi were'extricated.

If'we adopt the midpoint of the estimated coWeteness range, i.e.,
.86, and correct death reports at all ages accordingly (and not simply
for adulti), then the implied level of life expectancy at birth is about
63-64 years.

,
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Appendix Table A-1 Mortality Data by Age Obtained from the China 1975 Survey of Cancer Epidemiology

,

0-4
5-9
10-14

15-19
4do 20-24

30-34
35-39

11 40-44
45-49
50-54

55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80..

48

Study Population

(in thousands)
Proportion,oi
Study Population

-

Rinker of Doatha

(in thousands)

Age-Specific
beath Rate

(per thousand):

Nunbir of
Cancer

Deaths

.104,413 12.41 1,422 13. 62 5.6113,808 13.52 251 .2.21 4.5103,941 12.35 -95 0.92 4.1
78,425 9.32 81. 1.03 5.1

. 77,000 _412_ -4,43 ---6.7---734 104 1.65

,----

8.250,067
.46,595

5.95
5.54.

102

133
2 .04

2.85
41.3.

20642,981 5.11 168, 3.91 33.518,390 4.56 /21 ' 5.711 51.632,896. 3.91 291 8.85 70.027,610 3.28. . ,375 13.58 83.823,285 2.77 512 21.99 95.716,936' 2.01 559 33.01 86.011,139

6,444
1.39

9.7t
653
485, ;656.V,

,

-ii.i
, 3,986 0.47 579- 145.26.

..

8411670 100.00
% 6,143 7.30 622.6
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With recent dramatic changes in the components of pop-
ulation growth in China and the evolution of population policies of unprece-
dented scope, demography is evidently becoming recognized within the
Peoples Republic as an important academic and scientific discipline. The
sparse Chinese existing resources in the social sciences and statistics will make
the needed development of demography difficult.

Newly available information
about the p2Pulation of China .

As everyone knows. China has the largest national population in the world.
As an) demographer knows, reports of remarkably low death rates and re-
markable reductions in the birth rate in the past decade have come from many
observers. Recently it has become possible to piece together from authoritative
sources a fairl) complete picture of the growth of the Chinese population and
the evolution of the Chinese birth rate and death rate since the People's Republic
was established.

Because the data have appeared in manuscripts that have not been widely
publicized, it may be useful to list here birth rates and death rates derived from
material written by Chinese with access to official data. The following sources
have been used: (1) An article by Wang .Naizong. published in April 1980,
included a graph presenting the annual number of births id China from 1949
to 1977.1 John Aird has carefully read the number of births for each year from
this graph.2 (2) The total numbers of births and deaths for the aggregate time
periods '1950-.57. 1958-61. 1962-71, and 1972-79 are given in ad article
that appeared in a Chinese language joumat in March 1980. The total numbers
of births period by period are in close but not exact agreement with Aird's

. reading of ang's graph. (For 1962-71 and 1972-79. the sum of the indi-

V 40

50

,
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vidual-year births is 98.6 percent of the given total.).(3) In a paper prepared
for the Beijing International Round Table on Demography in October 1980.
Professor Liu Zheng. the Director of the Institute of Population Research at_
the People's University. gave figures for national birth and death rates for a
number of individual years between 1954 and 1979 and rural and urban birth
and death rates for selected years w ithin the same broad period.4 When weighted
averages of rural and urban rates are inclUded for years not listed in the sequence
of total rates. Professor Liu's data provide national rates for 18 calendar years.

The birth and death rates presented in Tables I and 2. and in Figure I.
quite clearly ainfirm what has been heard frOm returning travelers and seen
in isolated items in the Chinese press-they show a population of almost' a-
billion in 1979. with a very low death rate, and a birth rate that has been
halved in no more thin 15 years. Earlier reports ofa large reduction in fertility
were received geptically by some foreign experts. A large reduction in urban

TABLE i Annual birth and death rates In the People's Republic of
,China. 1953-79

l'ear

lough estimate
of population
t millions

Number of
births
(millions)*

Cakvlated
birth rate
(per 10001

Birth rates
ghee by
Liu (per 10001

Death rates
shin k
1.Jv (per 11001

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

199.

583'
592

601 too*
610
620
630

20 0
22 0
20 1
20.6
21 1

IS tv

34.3
37.2
33 4
33 8
34 0
29 5

311.1°

34

13.1°
.1111

l I

rf ;
1959 .640 16 2 25.3
1960 650 12 6 19 4
1961 60.0 11 1 16 8
1962 670 24.1 36.0. 37 3' 10.2
1963 681 29 0 42 6 43 6° 10.2J
1964 691' 27.2 39 4 39 4. 11.6°
1965 712 27.8 39 0 38 9.6
1966 732 25 1 34.3 33.0' 9.1I'
196" 752 25 0 33.2
1968 773 27.2 35.2
1969 795 27 0 34.0
1970 118 27.3 33.4 33.6 7.6
1971 139 24.9 29 7 )0 7 7.3
1972 159 24.9 29 0 29.9 7.65
1973 879 24 4 27.8 26 1 7.08
1974 196 23.5 26.2 25.0 7.38
1975 912 21.0 23.0 i 23.1 7.36
1976 926 . 18.2 19.7 20 0
1977

1978
939 ..

952.
16.2- 17.3 19.0

16.3
6.91
6.2

1979 965 17.9 6.2

Itead from graphs b) John Aird iset text)
'Census figure

'Immolated betWeen official year-end estimates For 1954-63. rough estimates are calculated b) constant
average rate of increase. For 1965-73. interpolation is accomplished vfth the help of Professor Liu's figures
for binh and death rates.
*Weighted await of nual and uthan rates.
SOURCES. See seat.
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TABLE 2 Aggregate number of births and deaths and average birth
and death rates in selected time intervals 1950-79, People's Republic
of China

. Time period

50

40

10

Aggregate asuaben Rates pet HMO

Births Deaths Pcnowyean Births Deaths r'

1950-57 167.1 66.3 4679 35.7 14.2
1958-61 61 3 43.1 2580 23.8 17.0
1962-71 267.6 66.3 7460 35.9 8.9
1972-79 164.7 51.2 ' 7328 22.5 7.0

SOURCE Binhs and deaths from Zhu Zbenggzhi. -China's population problem." Jingo Kam IMareh
19801. person-years from Table 1

fertiliq has been generally accepted as credible, especially since many young
persons were forced to migrate to rural areas during the Cultural Revolution:
but the occurrence of a general reduction in 'fertility in the nand population
was not so,readilY accepted. There is, therefore, special interest in the rural
and urban birth rates that Liu Zheng proides for selected years (Table 3 and
Figure 2). In 1954 and 1957. his data show higher urban than rural birth rates:
in 1962 and 190 the rural and urban rates are little different; but for all years

FIGURE 1 Birth and death rates in the People's Republic of China

a.

Average birth rate for different time periods

x

\ I

Average death rate for different time periods
a a

0 1

1952 '54 '56

(It 11 Ili I 1 1 1 1

'51 '60 '62 '64 '66 '6$ '70 '72 '74 '76 '78 10
Yu,

-a, Number of births read from graph.
divided bs approximate population Death rates given by Liu Zbeng

a Bath rates given by Uu Zheng
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TABLE 3 Birth rates and death rates in noal
and urban areas of the People's Rapublic,
selected years, 1954-71

Year

girths per Deaths per
thousand population thbasand population

Urban Rural Man Dural

1954 42.5 37.5 8 1 13.7
1957 44.5 32.8 8.5 11.1
1962 35.9 37.4 8.4 10.4
1963 45.0 43.4 7.1 10 6
1996& 33.0 40.3 7.4 12.3
1 21.7 . 36.7 5.8 9.5
1971 21.9 ' 31.9 5.5 7.6
1972 ,20.1 31.2 - ......, -
1973 NA 1 29.4 5.2 7.3 . .

1974 15.3 0) 26.2 5.4 7.6
1975 15.3 24.2 .. -
1976 133 20 9 - - .
1977 139 19,7 5.8 7.1
1978 14.0 18.8 - -

FIGURE 2 Urban and rural birth rates, selectad years, PeoPle's
Republic of China

c

10

0
1952 14 '56 1$ '60 '62-

%MOE IN 7ne66

14 '66 18 10 12 '74 16 18 10
Year
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listed from 1964 to 1977, the urban rates, 'which fell by 50 percent from 1963
to 1966, are lower than the rural. The 1977 rural rate is nevertheless only half
the rate in 1964. Unless the completeness with which rural births are recorded
has deteribrated, or unless the rural popnlation covered by Liu's figures is a
select sample, the reduction in Chinese fertility has by no means been limited
to the urban pqpulatioh.

Another remarkable 'feature of these data is the deficit in the birth-rate
and the excess death rate from 1958- to 1961the period of the Great Leap
Forward and the foqd crisis of the early 1960s. (No single calendar-year death
rates have appeared for this period.) The average death rate for 1958-61 (17
per thousand) is 1.6 times the average (10.6 per thousand) of the rates given
for the adjacent years (1957 and 1962) by Liu, implying about 16.5 million
deaths in excess pf the trend during, these four years. The sharp dip in the birth
rate and the excess mortality in the late 1950s and early 1060s are reminiscent
of the demographic impact of forced collectivization, in Russia from 1929 to
1936.

Birth-control policy
ik Chinzi

The decline in the Chibese birth rate has coincided with two developments in
policy: a marked change in the ideology of pOlitical statements about popu-
lation, and the emergencr of governinent programs contributing directly to
lower fertility.

In the 1950s. various views about population can be foundin thepinese
press and jóumalsrlt a time of relatively great freedom of eipression in the
late' 1950s. Professor Ma Yin-Chu wrote of a new theory on population; a
theory holding that ripid population growth was a handicap to the success of
the Chinese socialist prograin. He was castigated in 1960 by spokesmen for
the Party who invoked a narrow anti-Malthusian version of Marxistreasoning,
and quoted Mao to the effect that a lodge and growing population was in no
way disadvantageous in the Context of the Chinese revolutionary regime. Ma
was in disgrace until after Mao's death and is among those whose 'reputation
has been rehabilitated since 1975.

In the early 19705. at an ECAPE seminar preparatory to the Bucharest
World Population Conference, the Chinese contributed a statement asserting
the importance in China of planning reproduction of the population as well as
economic production. In 1979 the dogmatic position of ,1960 was explicitly
disavow6d. In a speech proposing a "Planned Birth Law'," Vice Premier Chen
Muhua, whojihead of the Armed Binh Leadership group in the State Council.
strongly endorsed fertility control as a practical aim of policy. She said that
China would have been better off if there had been 400 million births-rather
than the actual 600 million since liberation; she estimated the large fiaction
.of the national income that had been devoted to the rearing of all these children
and noted that their care competed. with the use of funds for a larger volume
of investment and for more intensive education. She also asserted that the
alleged contradiction between * Marxist position and the restriction of births
was misinformed and that it hid been a mistake to neglect population research.

4
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-Since early in the 1970s. the government has adikated later marriage
and:reduced fertility fni marriercpaples.,2hou fnlarrttatement that."one
is, the beg, two you square the aeCount, three you make.a mistake" was a
household tommonPlace in China in the early 1970s. according to C. H. tuan.
In the proposed "Planned,Birth Ordinance." discussed but not officially pissed
at the People's tongress.in,September 1980, the eMphasis is on the one child
family, with a CoMbination of comprehensive incentives.and Penilties to pro-

'mote the.achieyement of such a targetAt is also PrOposed to include Planned
Birth work in the daily agenda at all levelspf party. committees; to strengthen

.propaganda.and education; and to train medical personnel. imgrove medical
technology, andProduce and supply-coniraceptive-devices.

. .

Targets for OoDurlitiOn growth'

In Vice Prerilier Chen Muhui's speed' in 1979...it waiassertedthat the annual
rate of'population, growth had decreased from..234 percent'. in 1971 to 1.21
perlient in 1918; the first stage target Of the Planned Birth Program is-a further .
.reiluction to 0.5 percent in 1985 and the second stagia reduction to zero by
the end Of the century. As 'we shall see, to meet these targets wonld require
unrealistically low fertility.,(much lower than ever recorded for a. national
popplition). Somewhit less tinbitious targets (keeping the ,total population
belOw .2' billinn in the year 2000 iare under discussion now.: `.

e.
VgrouletiO !policy

P -.-for the future ,...
. .

, the Population policies that China requires fall in two broad categories, the
first of .which iv exemplified by' the current and proposed. zograini. of the
Chinese GovernMentlo...brinuabssitaividsleclinein.binkrates,Jn_shom_the,
foist cateiory i the set of, policies' that ire designed to modify the future
development, of the population in a 'desired direction'.*The other kind of pop-.
ulation policylssille,adjustment of social and economic Planning to population .

trends 'bar cakbe foreseen, but not modified. Fix example. the lime number
ofbirths in China between, 1960,nd 1980 has inevitable, implications. for the
apprOxiMate size. and age cOMposition of the labOr force 15 or 29 yearsvfrom
now. The sequence of detlining births iithe 197(i.bas more irnmediate im-
plications for the: future.mimber of children of school age. thus. the second
kind or policy is the forrnidation bf plans for education, housing: and the
utilization of te labor force in the light of predictable population changes.

4
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As ii-wetknown, during the Pii't rew years imiVersiti activities were brougiii
.

.

to a virtual stdp in. China, as. Was research in population stirdies and related
disciplines, including sociology and modem statistics. Moreover, there was
little study of demography in Chinaeven before the Culturai Revolution, ',Ind
resources in statistks and the social sciences Wea'relativel) meager- Research
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in demography has now begun at the Institute of Population Research of the'
PeopleiTniveraity ifilielkijitigtiAlege
of Economics. apd in eight or ten Other :universities. but the handicaps that
these programs fpceof little prior training and &decade of _no professional
work-are formidable.

. The thin supply of qualified persons for:demographic work' is Matched ,
by the, abSence of detailed population statistics and of expertise in collecting
and analyzing quantitative empirical information. There is in China natradiiiim
of periodic censuses. as1in .Korea. Taiwati. India: and Egypt (to name* some
of the developing countries that have had half a teen, or -more ceasuses at
intervals of no mOre than a decade). Recent cergus"'experienceln China.
including the censuses of 1953 and 1964 and-the Iarge-scale sample Surveys
in 1975 and 1978. provides data of limited usefulness for demographic analysis.
since detailed tabulations and,:cross-tabulations have not been published. There
may be single-year..age distributiote frOm iheee censuses that have limited
,circulationin China, but the cenSus acheduletwere limitatin scope, aid open

: publication of the results ha& not occhrred. 4 secOnd. statistical ,hase that is t
very *weak in China issimple surveys thg include demographic topics, *Some

-mt of the research institutes have condueted local surveys, but there are few
Chinese with' the requisite skills insampledesign. the design of questionnaires,
the planning and execution of field work, the Compilation and publication of
detailed tabulations ahd croseobulations, and the analysis of survey results.
As a consequence *is source of data, which provides demographic research
in other.pans, of the world Oth a large fraction of its Useful Subject matter, .
can be developed only whk a major effort and'much technica(aissistince.
.Finaliy. although one hears that the registration of births ind deaths is virtually
complete. the contents of the registers are compiled Only at the local level.

Data on the number of births classified by birth *order. age*and- duration of
_martiage of the raoth_i_tpr lacesoand on,. and data on the number

of deaths classified by age sex of the decedent, th. and so on,
are-not :Fompiled at* national or provincial lot

pithojrAgihic analif
futuee gr

,

ro. I

Chen Muhues speech referred to, earlier ("Realization of the four moderni- ;
- zitions hinges on the plannid control ofpopulathStiroWth") contains a com-

prehensive analysis, of the advantages, of reducing the birth rate in China. It
sets two kinds of targetsfirst, a growth rata of 5 per thouSand in 1985 and
zero in the year 2000,, and second. the elimination of births af third or higher
order, and thr increasing predorninance of the one child family, as Mix that
presumatily will.petmit the attainment .of Ili intended rata of increase.

to develop in- detail the final versi4n of policy on -Ovulation gio*th,
toinonitor and execute the.prograrti is it evolves, will calf for it Ver)P great
increase:in Chinese capacity for demographic research. all,ihe social
costs and, beneOts of:ahernative, future population trends shOtild be thoroughly
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. .

explored. At Princeton, We have made three illustrative projections into the. .

peat century of the Chines; population to show the purely demographic im- .

plitationroldiffetent traiWOriettiffifture fertility. --mi ofthe projeitiiins itirt
*itii a total population of'910 Million in 1975. the age distribution for the two
sexes combined recorded in the large epidemiological survey conducted in that

'year. and sei ratios tor eaCti cohort estimated from a sex ratio at birth of 106
males Tor every hUndred females, and froM sei ratios IV. age recorded in the
1953 and 1964 censuses:, The birth tate in 1975 was estimated as 24.6 per,.

:thousand, falling io 19 per thousand in 1980. Expectation of life at birth was
taken as about 65 years (two sexes combined) in 1975-80, rising to 70*years .... . ..,

. by 1995-2000. In Projection I. fertility was reduced so as ti yield a growth
late Of 5 pet htisand in 1985 anil then to change.so that the growth rate fell
linearly to zeto in 2000. After 2000. the annual number of births is held fixed.
In Projection fl.thebirth rate is.assumed to fall to 16 pei thousand in 1985.

o b. and thereafter rnjected fertiliey is adjusted to hold the annual number of births .
@fixed. In projecfion.111, the same sequence of fertility is assumed as in 11 Until

1985; then the(otal fertility rate likcOmes 1.7 in 1990. where it remains until
2020. thereaft0 moving up to 1.9.

.. Significlin features of thee proctions are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The changes in total population and in the total, fertility rate (average number.. I.

of children born per woman in a lifetime at current rates).areshown in Figure
3. Note that thetotal population peaks at about 1.05 billiOn in 2000 in Projection
1, ancrat slightly over 1.2 billion some years later in Projections 11 and III. .

projected populations 1 and II' would uhimately become stationary (in the '
twent)-sea,ond. century) at 623 million and 1.15 billion respectively; population
III would piitinup to decline slowly frOnt i peak of 1.22 billion in ,2620. ,
reaching*822.pillion-in 2100.

.
The decline in fertility required to reach zero growth by 2000 is:extreMe. .

The total fertility llate in Projeciion I must fall to the veiy lo% .,minimum of ....

less than. one child per woman for i decade, because the attainment of zero
growth is projected duting w future period when.there is a large concentration . -
of persons at the.. principal parental ages and still relatively:srnali proportions.,00.-- .

at the oldest ages; so that the death rate is still very low. In PrOjection 11, the
total ferti .ty rate needs to dip to.kss.than.1.6 at the turn of the century to hold
the annua Umber `of births. constant at the:Projected '1985 kvel

Iln Fig re 4 the age distributions.(proportions in each five-year interval) ..
in 1975, 2000, and 2031 are shown for Projections I andll'. Note the high .

proPortions at younger ages in 1975the 'result of higk average birth rates
that Persisted Until the 1970s. In 2000 the brie cohorts bOrmin the late 1960s
(those aged S to 10 in'1975) constitute a.peak in the age distribution at 30 to

. 35; in 2035 the peak is fOr persons inibeir 60s. This shifting peak is an
inevitable feature of the Chinese population in the yearstO come, since the
large cohorts in guestion.are alreadY born. The large numbers will be at young
adult ages in 2000, requiring very low fertility to maintain a kw Atte
of increase This very mt.' fertility, in turn.,produOes r very small proportion. .

_....-----
of young le in the lation of subsequent years. if, as in projection I.
births were, remain fi in nuMber after. 2000, fertility would gradually rise ,

. .

"44.4 6
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FIGURE 3 Three projections of the population of China, 1975-2050
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to the level needed for zero growth when the age distribution had adjusted to
the stationary state. The impracticality of the population generated by reaching
zero growth in 2000 becomes evident in. 2035, when the bulge in the age
distribution has reached older ages. This populati , with twice as high pro-
portions in the age decade of the 60% than in ge decades kss trt 40,
would present formidable social and economic ems. The age distribution
of Projection 11 also has higher proportions in the 60s in 2035 than at other
ages, but the imbalance is much less severe. There is a trade-off between a
less distorted age distribution with a less drastic decline in fertility, and a
slightly larger total population. (The age distribution of Projection 111 is riot
shownit is intermediate between 1 and 11, closer to the latter.)

These projections illustrate a well-known demographic principlethe
princiPle of.the minnentunt of population growth. Rapid growth in the past has
created the kind of age distribution in 1975 shown in Figure 4. Given such an
age distribution. reductkm of the rate of childbearing to a level where each
coupleitkh the average producei just two surviving children (long-run replace-
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FIGURE 4 Projected population structUce of China. 1975, 2000.
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ment fertility) does not immediately stop the growth of populitiOn. The large - -
number of young people brought into being by past high fertility will replace
themselvesit is these large cohorts that set the size of the ultimate itationky,
population. Because fertility was not reduced in the 1950s and 1960s. the
population of China must continue to grog . Realistical1y.posi6e growth must
be accepted into the next century. Neither the extremely low fertility required
to stop growth by 2000 nor the subsequent extremely unbalanced age distri-
butions are acceptable as practical goals of policy.

91Momentum of population growth can be compamd to the momeritum of
a moving railroad train. Suppose it is desirable for a faM-moving train to stop:
the brakes must be applied long iriadvanre of the point where forward motion
is to end. lf it is desirable to stop the growth of the Chinese population by the
year 2000, the deceleration should have begun in the 1950s. Since the reduction
in fertility did not begin then, a delay in the cessation of growth beyond 2000.
must be accepted. The failure to put on the brakes earliercannot be compensited
by building a brick wall across the tracks now. .

These projections, which show the future implications of present choices,
illustrate in a sim'ple way the value of demographic research in formulating
Chinese population policies. Professor Liu Meng has cOnstructed a projection
that closely resembles our Projection 111, and presents it as a more realistic
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possible target than, a zero rate of increase in just twenty yeare In other words,

demographic research is already playing a part in Chinese discussions of policy.

There are complex policy issues that are not addresSed by these projec-

tions The programs proposed to cause fertility to fall areintended to persuade

The Chinese to marry later. to have only one child, to delay a second child if

the couple does not stop with one. ind not to have births of higher order than,

two.
The social changes required to bring about these new patterns of farhily

formalipand the effects of the new patterns themselvesMust be analyzed.

A total fertility rate of I .7 for a cohort, with no childless couplesand no births

of order higher than two means 30 percent with one child and 70 percent with

two In the United States. n is estimated that 30 percent of the women noss

25-29 will bear no.children. This cohort would have a totallenility rate of
1.7. if the %%Gillen bearing at least one child had atr averadi of 2.43. Is

childlessnessexcept for the involuntarily sterile--inithinkable in China')

Projections illustrating the likely impact of any proposed program should

be constructed in terms of cohort fertility, beginning with the current cohort

patterns of age at marriage, the current parity distribution.. and current and'

future births by order of birth Projected cohort fertility that takes acco,unt of

the initial position of cohorts must be translated into period fertility and in-

corporated in the projection of the fueure population.
Demographic research.of other kinds is needed to analyze the role pop-

, ulation change will play in the future development of the Chinese economy

A massive transformation of the occupational structure is inevitable as the

economy modernizes. China is now more thafr80 percent rural. and most of

the labor force is still engaged in manual labor. predominantly in agriculture.

With full modernization. at most a few tens of millions would be required as

farm residents. (Only 6.5 million Americans now live on farms.) Ordinarily.
the shift away from primary industry is accompanied by a shift to urban

residence. Such a course in China would imply an urban population of six or

seven hundred million some time in the next century. Development plans must

accommodate either complex occupational structures in villages or an extraor-

dinary urban growth

Basic needs for the development
of demogEgphy in Cihine

A basic characteristic of modem- population science is empiricism: Most of

mathematical demography and other theoretical aspects of population stud)

deal with concretely measurable quantitative concepts. Useful demographic

work requires a solid foundation in extensive and accurate-population data.

China is planning a census in the near future. It should embody Modem

census technology, including a more extended questionnaire administered by

specially trained enumerators to a scientifically chosen sample in addition to

the 100 percent count using a shorter form, and it should be tabulated and

cross-tabulated by computer and published in full. Whatever detailed tabula-

tions can be recovered from past censuses and surveys should also be made
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available to all of the potential demographers in China. Vital statistics should
include essential information such as age, sex, and cause of death of decedents,
and be compiled and published for the nation and geographic subdivisions.
Periodic intercensal sample surveysannual or semi-annual--should assemble
up-to-date information to supplement the census. Special surveys on particular
topics should be developed and conducted by demographic research units.

Enrichment of the stock of data on the Chinese population should include
testing the completeness ind liccuracy of existing information and of future
information as it is collected. Samuel Preston and Judith Banister have applied
newly developed techniques of estimating completeness of death records to the
deaths recorded in the epidemiological survey of the mid-1970s. and conclude
that about 15 percent of deaths were omitted.' Tentative reverse projections
applied ita the 1975 and 1964 age distributions to estimate births suggest an
underregistration of births of 20 percent or more in the late 1950s and earl)
1960s, The birth and death rates'shown in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 and
2 must, therefore, be viewed with reservations about their validity until more
comprehensie tests of quality can be applied. Techniques of verification can
nOw be quite effective:. they should be adapted to Chinese data and widely
used.

Centers of population research are being established in about a dozen
Chinese universities arid the Chinese Academy of Social Science. At the uni-
versities. both 'research and training are planned. In m) report to the United
Nations Fund for Population Activities after I visited China, these recommen-
dations abdut research and training were included:

First. it must be noted that training and research are natural!) comple-
mentar) activities. University professors and gmernment officials concerned
with demograph) extend their own training when the) engage in practical re-
search. Also, training at the graduate level in demograph) should include ex-
posure to and experience in population research.

The graduate courses in population should incorporate from the outset a
core of analytical and technical demograph). They should also encompass the
stud) of fenilit). monalit). nupnality. and marital status. age composition. the
composition of households. migration and urbanization. techniques of population
projection. economic activity rates by age and sex, vital statistics, mathematieal
demograph), techniques of population projection, the relation between popu-
lation changes and social and economic devetopment, historical demograph).
and the histor) of demographic thought. The training should emphasize research
using solid empirical material It should involve interaction between the Go% -

ernment officials concerned with population matters, and the academic research
centers, and should treat not onl) the data from censuses and vital statistics as
these become available, but also survey material gathered again b) government
and academic organizations.

For several years to come, the initiation and development Mgood.programs
of research and training must call on the continued use of foreign consultants
and lecturers. It is important that the persons united be selected wise!). pot only
for their high level of competence, but also for suitable areas of specialization.
The areas of specialization should be diverse, including specialists in most of
the areas that were enumerated in an earlier paragraph as suitable topics of future
research and training
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Perhaps even more crucial for the successful development of populatiA
sciences in China is the training in the near future or, a number of able young'

men and women. chosen because of their mastery of the relevant foreign language

and a good background in mathematics and statistics. The best qualified should

be sent to training Centers that offer good programs and that are experienced in

training foreign students. The most highly qualified students could study for a

year or more at various urgyersities in tht United States. Australia. Canada. and

Europe
Lastly . it must be emphasized that the successful development of demog-

raphy in China will depend on the building up of libraries, and making access

to these libraries possible for those engaged in either research or learning in
demography . The virtual absence of substantial libraries is made more serious

as a barrier because of the dominance of Engliih and secondarily French in the
existing extensise literature in the field. It appears inevitable that for a few years

the Chinese who become expert in population must acquire a fluent reading

know ledge. at least. of English and also for many of French. It will be necessary

at the same time to acquire a substantial library . or more realistically. . a set of

libranes. in these foreign languages in order to increase the accessibility of the

basic demographic literature. It will probably be necessary to translate certain

key works into Chinese.

This is a formidable agenda. Demographers will now watch with interest

what happens not only to the growth of the Chinese population. but also to

the growth of population science within China.
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Biomedical Research Needs and Possibilities in
the People's Republic of China
Sheldon J. Segal

We at the Rockefeller Foundation have been working with colleagues in
China ever since the recent normalization of relations between China and
the United Statei. We were invited to return by Chinese colleagues in
the period between the announcement of normalization and the actual event
on January 1, 1979. The activities that have been initiated in the
biomedical area include work with Beijing University, with the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, and with the Ch/nese Academy of Medical Sciences.

Before my visit to China in January 1979, a policy was announced by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences to establish a new institute of
velopmental biology. We subsequently had the privilege to work with

the cninese toward the development of the institute. On my visit in
October 1980, I visited the construction site and saw the building, which
when finished will be a modern three-story laboratory. The Rockefeller
Foundation also provided fellowships for the scientists of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, not only to staq the new institute, but also to
participate in modern scientific work at other institutes of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. In total, we have now provided 11 fellowship-years
of support for Chinese scholars-to work in the United States.

Beijing University requested our assistance to develop a 1980 summer
course in the fields of developmental and reproductive biology for
undergraduate students from that university and from other universities
and institutions. Two Chinese-speaking American scientists taught the
course, and 25 students from different areas of China participated.
There will be a repetition of that course in summer 1981 for which we
will probably,give assistance.

The Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences--which has its headquarters
in the former Administrative offices of what was Once Peking Union ,

Medical College and is now the Capital Hospital and Medical School
complex--is now host to an officer of the Rockefeller Foundation:
Katherine Ch'iu Lyle, who is collaborating in a variety of activities
with the staff of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. She currently

is offering, in Chinese, a course on life table analysis and is
translating many documents that relate to statistical design and project
design for clinical research. In addition,.Lyle is assisting in an
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investigative study on gossypol, which is being used in China as an

experimental drug for the regulation of male fertility. The Rockefeller

Foundation is assisting in Chat experimental study as well. In this

biomedical field, we can expect to cooperate with and learn from our

Chinese colleagues.
I also would like to discuss broad areas of biomedical involvement in

China's population program and perhaps outline some of the possibilities

for research. First, the field of obstetrics and gynecology is obviously

of vital importance in the Chinese population program. With an estimated

18 million births a year, China may have the largest system for

obstetrical services in the world. There is no doubt that maintaining

the high quality of these services is an important part of the population

program in China. The vice-premier for science and technology, Fang Yi,

in discussing the UNFPA country program proposal, made.a pertinent

statement: He said that China is perhaps the only country that is asking

its people to have one child per family. Fof the people to believe the

government and have trust in it, the government must make every effort to

ensure that that one child is healthy, and a child of good quality.

Therefore, advancement in the fields of obstetrics and maternal aj1nd child

health is of high priority in China, even in the context of the

population program. This is, therefore, an important area when

considering the biomedical needs in population work in China.

If one assumes that China has an infertility rate comparable to that

of most Western countries, then there are perhaps 5-10 million couples in

China who wish to have a child but are unable to do so. Unfortunately,

the opportunity has not been available in the past 15 years for China to

keep up with the great advances that have been made in Western science

the diagnosis and treatment of infertility. The so-called fertilit

drugs--ovulation-inducing drugs now widely used in this country, Western

Europe, and Latin America--are not available in China, and studies on

their applicability, dosage, formulation, and so on have not been carried

out there. -This is an area of research in which the Chinese are most

interested and that deserves our fullest attention. Similarly, surgical

advances for the treatment of infertility of both men and women have not

yet been introduced to China. In the field of male infertility, the

recent recognition of the importance of varicocele as it relates to a

cause of male infertility has not yet been used diagnostically. This is

,a aubject of immense importance, in my judgment, and should be '

investigated fully in China. In October 1980, Julian Frick, an Austrian

urologist, and Elsimar Coutinho, a Brazilian gynecologic endocrinologist,

provided an infertility clinic for Chinese couples in Beijing. It was

perhaps the first such effort by foreign specialists in China and

revealed the importance of encouraging China to modernize its efforts in

this field.
Research on abOrtion in China has not been carried out to any

significant degree. Although we know very little about the actual

incidence of abortion, we do know that abortion services are available

freely throughout the country. In fact, the now widely used procedure of

vacuum aspiration for termination of early pregpancies originated in

China and has since spread throughout the world. The Tientsin (Tianjin)
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study that Lyle et al. undertook in the summer of 1979 (reprinted in this
volume), based on a relatively small 1978 sample, revealed that in two
hospitals there were two abortions for every three live births. We do
not know whether that general figure applies to the large rural
population or even to other urban centers in China, but I think we may
assume the possibility of this ratio until more complete data are
available. The availability of accurate data on incidence is important
for the analysis of long-term and short-term sequelse to abortion in
China. Another subject that needs investigation is the relationship
between surgical termination of,pregnancy, under the conditions in which
it is done throughout China, and-the well-known high incidence of
hydantiform mole and more advanced forms of trophoblastic disease in
China. A cause-and-effect relationship still needs to be investigated.

Similarly, research on sterilization has not been carried out. There
are remarkably large figures reported from Sichuan Province, for example,
on the number of vasectomies that have-been pfrformed. That province
reports having done between 8 million and 10 million vasectomy operations
in the past decade or so. There is little known about postsurgical
sequelae; indeed, very little is known of the accuracy of the figures or
their relationship to some of the infertility statistics in Sichuan.

Other important opportunities for research in China might focus on
some behavioral aspects of reproduction. Premarital sexual activity is
reportedly very low in China; one-partner sexuality is the rule rather
than the exception. Even,aexual activity within marriage is low by
Western standards, according to anecdotal comments by Chinese physicians
and social scientists. Such practices offer some interesting
opportunities for research on patterns that might be unique to China.
Indeed, many areas of study hithertd puzzling to Western researchers
because of limited data might be successfully pursued in Chinal. the
study of sexually transmitted disease, including herpes virus and the
relationship between sexually transmitted virus and cervical cancer.
Although an estimated 60 percent of all contraceptors are IUD users,
there has been no research on increased incidence of.pelvic inflammatory
disease in'women who use IUDs.

In the field of contraceptive research in general, however, China has
not been dormant. China has, for example, developed its own form of /UD,
a V-shaped copper-bearing device. The published reports of its
effectiveness have been truly remarkable. No IUD available in the
Weltern world meets the performance figures that were reported in the
Shanghai study on this device. I think that our Chinese colleagues need
to look carefully at their methodology for evaluating IUDs, which has
become a very sophisticated field in the last 15 years. A great deal of
experience has been gained in the West on how to carry out evaluations,
the ,validity of interstudy comparisons, the importance of clinical
factors, the availability of other methods, the characteristics of
subjects, and so on. Reevaluation of the various Chinese devices would
be of great importance, it seems to me, and should include comparisons
with devices now available in,the West. Recent developments along this
line include a planned comparative study of the V-shaped device witb the
Copper T-380, one of the new copper-bearing devices developed by the
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Population Council. That st dy will take place, incidentally, in the

context of one of the proje ts of the QNFPA country program.

Other contraceptive res arch in China has included the use of

steroids as both a weekly nd a monthly pill but, in my judgment, there

is nothing new heret Compounds that arevell known to us in the West

have been evaluated, and in the case of the weekly pill dropped, because

of limitations in the uszfulness of the method.

The work that China has done with male contraceptives is more

interesting. Gossypol, for example, his been widely tested in China by a

cooperating group representing many provinces. About 8,000 subjects have

been analyzed in detail, and the high rate of effectiveness seems to be

indisputable. Questions of reversibility and safety remain for further

investigation, and such an investigation is now being planned by the

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences in collaboration with the Rockefeller

Foundation. The work in China will be cauied out in several centers. A

-protocol has been carefully designed; there will be collaborating

international centers as well.

I would like to make one point about contraceptive safety. China has

done very little study of the safety of existing methods of

contraception. This does not indicate, however, that they have been

cavalier about safety issues in experimenting with new methods, and we

should be careful not to impose Our own regulations on Chinese

colleagues. The Chinest have a system for deciding whether drugs should

be offered for experimental use, and they have a system for deciding

whether volunteers should be included in such a study. I doubt seriously

that we have developed systems that are superior to those of the

Chinese. Finally, as we look at the opportunity and needs for biomedical

research in collaboration with Chinese colleagues, we should note

carefully thelcinds of.collaborative activity already instituted, to

avoid encumbering them with too much cooperation.

The UNFPA program, which started with 8 projects and is now up to at

least 15, i,s very comprehensive, and thete are several components on the

biomedical wide. The program includes research on contraceptive

development and safety as well as epidemiological research in maternal

and child health and other fields. The World Health Organization is

assistOg the Chinese government in implementing these research

activities under the UNFPA program. The program also includes a project

on the manufacturing of contraceptives. The UNFPA will fund an institute

to study basic reproductive and developmental biology as well as a new

institute pf family planning research that will include both Ipiomedical

and operational research. The construction of that instituteihas been

delayed by a year, but the staffing of it and the other components such

as training workshops are moving ahead. Thus, what we must do is

investigate the needs and opportunities that I have described and, most

important, do this in cooperation and coordination with colleagues in the

field who'are undertaking similar efforts.
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ABSTRACT

Lyle KC, Segal SI, Chang C, Ch'ien L (Center for
Biomedical Research, The Population Council, Neu York,
AT, USA, Population Dicision, The Rockefeller Founda-
tion: Neu, York, AT, USA, and Dept of Obstetrics and
Gynecolop, Tientsin Medical College Hospitals No. 1 and
No,. 2, Tientsin, People's Republic of China). Perinatal
stud) in Tientsin: 1978.

Int Gynaecol Obstet 18. 280-289, 1980
Clinical records of a total of 3320 singleton births,

relnesenting the year 198, at the two Tientsin Medical
College Hospitals, Tientsin, People's Republic of China,
were studied to ascertain (a) reproductice parameters such
a3 the average age of the mothers at first and successive
births and (b) the relationships between perinatal deaths,
prernaturii, and birth weight and the mother's age, number
of prewous pregnancies, parit), maternal conditions in the
prenatal _and delivery period and operatwe procedures of
delivery.

INTRODUCTION

Although there is a large, growing body of liter-
ature on the subject in the Western world, perinatal
studies are still a developing interest in China. A
specially designed study was necessary to explore
the causes, effects and various related associations.
The decision to study this topic in a Chinese milieu,
using available clinical records, was motivated by
the belief that significant advances in our under-
standing of perinatal wastage depend, in part, on
the accumulation of knowledge from.a variety of
epidemiologic studies directed at different popula-
tion groups. In addition, many of the associations
found in Western culture are worth examining for
replicability in the Chinese population.

Our primary purpose in examining perinatal mor-
tality in Tientsin was to determine certain repro-
ductive parameters, such as the average age of the
mother at first and succmsive births, and to ascenain
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the relationships between (a) perinatal deaths, pre-
maturity and birth weight and (b) such factors as
the mother's age, number of previous pregnancies,
parity, maternal conditions in the prenatal and
delivery period.and operative procedures of delivery..

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Background

Tientsin Municipality is divided administratively
into eight Urban districts, six suburban districts and
five surrounding counties. ly the end of 1978, the
population of Tientsin was estimated to be around
7 million. Table I gives the figure for the population
distribution& by geographic division, sex, married
women of reproductive age and number of\ contra-
ceptors for 1978. Virtually all births are to married
women, and, be;Fause of the Late Marriage Laws,
the range of reproductive age in China is essentially
25 to 49 years. It is evident that a high proportion
of Tientsin married women of reproductive age were
using contraceptiyes of various kinds in 1978. Ma-
ternal mortality was 2.2 per '10 000, while infant
mortality (ie, death at <1 year of age) was 13.0 per
1000 in 1978, as reported by the Tientsin Municipal
Health Department.

Medical services in Tientsin

Under China's regionalization plan, the three-tier
health care system operates in both the rural and
urban areal of Tientsin. Municipal and special
teaching hospitals belong w the first-tier health
institutions, which are usually general and referral
hospitals. The secondlier system includes district
hospitals in urban areas and county hospitals in
rural areas. These generally meet the health needs
of their own districts or counties. Primary care is
basically met by the thirdtier health institutions
that encompass the resident's committee health cen
ten in urban areas and the commune health centers
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Table I. Popuiation distributions by geographic division, marned women of rspcoductive age and number of
contraceptorg, Tientsin, 1978. ,

Geographic Division Total Population
No. of Females
(25-49 years)

No. of Female COntracep-
tors Aped 25-49

Contraceptive
Prevaience Rate

(%)

Urban
Suburban
County

Total

3 142 837
-1 552 742 0
2 497 076

7 192 355

368 171
178 183
290 124

836 478

326 781
135 254
211 832

673 867

88.8
75.9
73.0

' 80 6
Source Tientsin Municipality Planned Birth Office

Table 11. Population characteristics of Ho-ping and Ho-hsi districts, Tientsin, 11178.

District . No ot Females
No of Females
(25-.49 years)

No. of Female Contra-
ceptors

No. of
Births

No. of Induced Abor-
tions

Ho-ping 243 477 . 60 408- 54 836 5028 2716
Ho-shi 208.856 50 530 lb 45 845 \ 4759 3729

Total 45f 333 110 038 100 681 9787 6445

Source Tientsin Municipality Planned Birth Office

C;1

in the rural areas Each health care institution has
its own patient catchment area In the area of
maternal and child health, deliery occurs in thc
first- and second-tier health institutions only, while
the thtrd-tier health centers provide prenatal and
well-baby care

tudy population

Our study population consisted of women who
ave birth at the Tientsin Medical ColLage No I

and No 2 Ehospitals from jaritary I to December
0,1978 Both hospitals are first-tier health institu-

.

dons. Anabsis of perinatal Mortality was restricted
to the data concerning only the 3320 singleton
births Under the regionalization cif medical services,
the Obstetric Department of Hospital No 1 was
responsible, along with two other first-tier hospitals
and two second-tier hospitals, for the Ho-ping urban
district. The department was also responsible for
referral cases from one suburban district and one
rural county. In 1978, there were 2596 single births

iv at HOspital No. I.
Hospital No. 2 was responsible, along with one

second:tier hospitil, for the Ho-fisi urban district
and was.also responsible ?or referral cases fro' m one
suburban district and 'one rural county. In 1978,
there were 724 sulk highs at Hospital No. 2.

Tabk II shows the characteristics of the overall
population from Which Hospitals No. 1 and No. 2
draW ihcir maternity patients

6J.

The clinical records of the obstetrics...departments
of both hospitals provided the data to be studied
Records used included (a) the obstetric summary,
which recorded variables on the age of the mother,
utilization of prenatal care, education level, gra-
vidity, parity, operative piocedures, final diagnosis
for mother and the newborn and cause of death; (b)
the medical record, which supplied variables on
date of the last menstrual period (LMP), physical
and laboratory examinationi at the time adelivery
and mode of delivery, (c) the pediatric chart, which
listed variables on mode of delivery, birth weight of
the newborn and congenital malformations, and (d)
the hospitalization summary, which gave informa-
tion on the causes of death for the tAtkvborn (deaths
occurnng at <7 days) who were transferred from
maternity to pediatric ward for special Cale. Cross-

.

checking of 'Al these records was done to obtain
informationAat was missing or incomplete.

Working definitions

The begifining of pregnancy was considered to be
the first day of the woman's last nienstioal piud
(LMP). Gravidity is defined as the nUmber of preg-
nancies including the current one, while parity is
defined as the number of live births including the

Turrent one. The perinataI period extends from the
first day of the 28th week of gcstation to the seventh
day of life Gestational age (of the newborn or the
dead fetus) is the interval in completed weeks that

re
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has elapsed 'between the first day of LMP of the
mother and the date of her delivery, irrespectiVe of
whether the product of conception Was live-born or
without evidence of life.

It is possible, based on this working definition, to
calculate gestational age on a consistent basis for all
the deliveries in this ktudy. The unit of analysis is
the "delivery.7 Delivery inciudes,categones of. (a)
full-termdelivery of live or stillbirths, (b) premature
delivery of live births and (c) delivery of the dead
fetus after the first day of the 28th week of gestation.

Perinatal mortality combines loss of late fetal life
(>28 weeks in gestation) and death in early jnfancy
(<7 days). The formula for obtaining theipermatal
mortality rate is as follows number of fetal deaths
at 28 gestational weeks or more,and infant deaths
occurring up to 7 days of age (per 1000) divided by
the number or live births and fetal deaths at 28
gestational weeks or more during (he same year (per
1000). The group of surViying infants was used as a
comparison group in our analysis of relationships.

Morbidity and mortality classification

. Independent coding of the mother's intercurrent
illnesses, but.not past conditions, offers flexibility in
examining the relatibnship between morbidity and
pregnancy outcome It was only possible to adopt a
broad classification of morbidity in this study for
reasons of variability in medical observations by
physicians riot guided by a research protocol.

Maternal conditions were assigned to a restricted
set of categories. mild toxemia of pregnancy (ie,
either edemi with a weekly increase of 0.5 kg of
body weight or hyperiension at >24 weeks' gestation
of >130/90 mm Hg); moderate toxemia (ie, edema,
hypertension of >160/100 mm proteinuria
1+1); severe toxemia, which includes both pre-
eclampsia (ie, nonconvulsive stage characterized by
hypertension, edema and proteinuria, either sepa-
rately or together) and edampsia (ie, convulsion
and coma); heart disease; nephritis; anemia (ie, <10
grn-<8 gm of hemoglobin); prematurte separation
of placenta; placenta previa; fetopelvic dispropor-
tion, postpartum hemorrhage, and mode of deliv-
ery The selection of factors is limited in scope and
is useful for broad indications of problems present
at the time of delivery.

Although a few autopsies were done for perinatal
deaths, the.main source of information was the final
clinical diagnosis of death ,by the attending physi-
cians. Data on congenital malformations and causes
of death, in view- of these circumstances, art pre-
sumed to havetia low order of completeness and
accuracy In the search for associations between

1,0

perinatal mortality and prenatal conditions, gesta-
tional age and a few selected maternal conditions
are of primary interest.

Analytical approach axjd siatisti cal technique

Because of the h pital-based natu're and the
small number of deliveries, in the present study, a
broad classification of pregnancy outcomes (for the
dependent variables) was used. Perinatal deaths
were categorized as fetal deaths at 28 gestational
weeks or more and infant deaths occurring up to 7
days of age Live births were classified according to
birth weight babies weighing 2500 gni or less and
those weighing 2501 gm or more.

Factors or the independent variables that were
correlated to these events (the dependent variables)
in a search for associations include, demographic
variables (eg, mother's, age, level of education, pre-
natal care, gravidity, parity) and intercurrent ill-
nesses Many of the variables involved in this are
discrete. Examples are tile dichotomies of maternal
eclampsia and absence of maternal eclampsia.
Other variables (such as birth weight) are, of course,
'continuous.

In general, frequency distribution was employed
to determine various reproductive parameters. The
case-contfol method was used to determine retro-
spectively the percentage of toxemic mothers (or
other factors) in the groups ofalead and surviving
infants, respectively. The signikance of differences
of the independent variables between dead and
surviving infants was tested by means of a contin-
gency e. The effects'of various independent vari-
ables on the dependent variable of birth weight
were flso tested for statistical significance. Also,
sovariance makes it possible to hold constant the
effect of covariabks zind to obtain a test of the
difference between the two or three outcome groups
in the dependent variable of the birth weight under
investigation.

Limitations

It should be recognized that clinical records and
specifically designed statistical records serve two
separate functions. The clinical record is a unique
,personal record for an individual and allows for
some speculation on the part of medical personnel.
On. the other hand, the statistical record is a form
designed to produce conformity, and it requires
precise decision. .

Our dependence on existing clinkal records for
data imposed a number of resuktions on the Kope
of the investigation and the interpretauon of the



results Several variables that would have
strengthened the study had to be dropped because
of the high proportion of records that did not have
the iequired entries. Examples of this type include
isifol mat ion on birth interval, prior pregnancies and
prepregnancy weight of the mother.

Another aspect of clinical record-based study con-
cerns the accuracy,completenesi and consistency of
the morbidity information available. Assessment of
maternal morbidity during pregnancy and deliver)
was hea.il dependent on reports of ph)sicians who
were nOi experienced in the research protocol, so the
pcAsibility of incomplete reporting for this stud)
must, be considvrd. Variability in medical obser-
vations would be expected to obscure some marginal
relationships and probabl) reduce, but not elimi-
nate, sizable thfferentials in risk factors.

In addition to the variability, accuracy and spec-
ificity in medical observations, there is a limitation
in thr size of the birth cohprt under study. A much
larger number of births than our sample of 3320 i
needed to full) ascertain the associations of maternal
morbidity and perinatal outcomes

RESULTS

Reproducthe parameters

The mean age of mothers for the 3320 single
births was 29.5 years Only 1.1% of the births oc-
curred to mothers younger than 24 years of age and
6.9% to mothers 35 years and older, while the
majority of the births, 92 0%, occurred to mothers
25-34 years of age (Table III).

A high proportion of mothers, 96.4%, received
prenatal care that consisted of at least three visits.

The majority of mothers (5439k) had received
eight years of education. College graduates only
const,ituted 7.8%, which may have been due tp.the
effect of the Cultural Revolution education policj,
of "sending dawn" urban, youths to the rural areas
after finishing lower mfddle school Illiterates ac-

Table W. Age distribution of mothers, Tientsin, 1978

Age
(years)

Mean Age
(years)

No of
Mothers

Frequency
(%)

<24 21.8 38 1.1
25-29 27.4 1810 54.6
30-34 31.5 1241 37.4
>35 3.6.9 229 6.B
Unknown 2

Total 29 5 3320 100 0
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Table IV. Pennatal outcomes by panty, Tientsin,
1978.

Perinatal
Deaths

-
Live Births All Deliveries

Panty (N 88) (N 3232) (N r 3320)
1 . 55.7 65.5 65.3
2 30.7 31.7 31.6
3 13.6 2.7 3.1

Table V. Reported causes of perinatal deaths, Tient-
sin, 1978.

No. of Deaths Frequency
Cause (N ... 88) (%)

Stillbirth 51 57.9
Prematurity 6 6.8
Congenital malfor-

ma on 7 . 7.9
Asp xia 13 14.7
Pos1natal infection 5 5.6

Qt-i morrhage 2 2.2
clerosis 1 1.1

Septicemia 3 3.4

. counted for 3.49} of the mothers, primary school
'graduates, 12.1%, and upper middle school gradu-
ates (two years beyond lower middle school), 22.2%.

The mean gravidity in our population was 1.7,
while thr mean parity was 1.4. The difference may
be due to spontaneous abortions, induced abortions
or both in the high parity group Sixty-five percent
of the births were first parity births and 31.69k were
second parity births Only 3.1% were third parity or,
higher (Table IV). The mean ages for first, second
and third parity births were 28, 32 and 33 years,
respectively.

Fifty-two percent of the births were males, white
47.9% were females. The male-female ratio Was
108.8, with an SD of 1.8.

The mean birth weight was 3211.6 gm. The mean
birth Weight for male infants was 3250.4 gm and for
females, 3169.3 gm.

Tbere were 88 Perinatal deaths among the 3320
births, which yielded a perinatal death rate of 27
per 1000, comparable to the 1971 US rate of 27.6
per 1000. The reported causes of perinatal deaths"'
are presented in Table V. Among the causes for the
88 deaths, there were 51 stillbirths. Asphyxia ac-
counted for 14.7% of the deaths, the next largest

"4'category.

Risk factors in perinatal outcomes.

Three perinatal outcomes-perinatal death, pre-
maturity (52500 gm) and mean birth *bight -were

7 I
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Tabit VI. Summary of e analysis of perinatal deaths, Tientsin, 1978.

Factor Tested

% with Factor

Dead Live
Significance of Observed Differ-

noes
Age (years)

524 2.3 (2) 1.1 (36) 6.005525-29 48.9 (43) 54.7 (1767)30-34 33.0 (29) 37.5 (1212)a..35 15.9 (14) 6.7 (215)Prenatal care
No - 13.3 (11) 3.3 (106) 0.0000Yes 86.7 (72) 96 7 (3085)Education
illiterate 23 3 (20) 2.9 (93) 0.0000Primary. 16 3 (14) 12.0 (383)Junior high 41.8 (36) 54.8 (1754)Senior high 10.5 (9) 22.5 (720)College . 8.1 (7) 7.8 (249)Gravidity
1

,, 48.9 (43) 58 9 (1 904) 0.13052 26.1 (23) 23.0(743)3 25.0 (22) 18.1 (585)Parity
1 55.7 (49) 65 5 (2118) 0.00002 10 7 (27) 31.7 (1023)
.?...3 13.6 (f2) 2.8 (91)Toxemia, mild
No 92.0 (81) 90 4 (2923) 0.7471Yes ,8.0 (7) 9.6 (309)Toxemia, 'moderate
No 83 0 (73) 82 5 (2668) 0.9652Yes 17.0 (15) 17.5 (564)Preeclampsia
No 78.4 (69) 90.3 (2917) 0.0005Yes 21.6 (19) 9.7 (315)Eclampsia . .
Nt 92.0 (81) 97.1 (3137) 0.0175Yes 8.0 (7) 2.9 (95)He'art disease
No 95.5 (84) 94 3 (3048)' 0.8213Yes 4.5 (4) 5.7 (184)

Premature separation of placenta
No 87.5 (77) 99.7 (3223) 0.0000Yes 42.5 (11) 0.3 (9)Placenta previa

' No 93.2 (82) 98.7 (3191) 0.0001Yes 8.8 (6) 1.3 (41)
Fetopelvic disproportion

No 96.6 (65) 94 5 (3053) 0.5297Yes 3.4 (3) 5.5 (179)
Postpartum hemorrhage

No 97.7 (86) '- 98.1 (3172) 0.9089Yes 2.3 (2) 1.9 (60)Nephritis
No 89.9 (79) gg 3 (3209) 0.0000Yes 10.2 (9) 0.7 (23)Mode of delivery ,
Normal 63.6 (56) 72.9 (2357) 0.0000Forceps assisted 4.5 (4) 12.7 (412)External version 1.1 (1) 0.6 (18)
Cesarean section 11.4 (10) 9.3 (299)Breech extraction 19.3 (17) 3.3 (106)Suction extraction 0.0 (0) 1.1 (35)

7 4.,
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Table VII. Summary of x2 analysis of low birth weight, Tientsin, 1978

Factor Tsted
% with Factor

i2500 gm r_2501 gm

Age (years)
524 2A (3) 1.1 (33)

25-29 59.7 (74) 54.5 (1692)

30-34 29.0 (36) 37.8 (1176)

2:35 8.9 (11) 6.6 (205)

Prenatal care
No 6.5 (8) 3.2 (98)

Yes
Educatron

3.5 (115) 96.8 (29701....,

Illiterate 7.4 (9) 2.7 (84)

Primary 16.4 (20) 11.8 (363)

Junior high 52.5 (64) 54.9 (1690)

Senior high 16.4 (20) 22.7 (700)

Cortege 7.4 (9) 7.8 (240)

Gravidity
1

75.0 (93) 58.3 (1811)

2 13.7 (17) 23.4 (727)

.2.3
11.3 (14) 18.3 (570)

Panty
1 II
2
2:3

. 81.5 (101)
14.5 (18)
4.0 (5)

64.9 (2018)
32.3 (1004)

2.8 (86)

Toxemia, mild
No 96.8 (120) 90.2 (2803)

Yes 3.2 (4) 9.8 (305)

Toxemia, moderate
No / 78.2 (97) 82.7 (2571)

Yes 21.8 (27). 17.3 (537)

Preeclampsia
No

87.1 (108) 90.3 (2809)

Yes
12.9 (16) 9.7 (300)

Eclampsia
No 87.9 (109) 97.4 (3028)

' Yes
12.1 (15) 2.6 (80)

Heart disease 4.

No 90.3 (112) 94.5 (2936)

Yes 9.7 (12) 5.5 (172)

Premature separation of placenta
No 99.2 (123) 99.7 (3100)

Yes
0.8 (1) 0.3 (8)

Placenta previa
No

97.6 (121) 98.8 (3070)

.Yes
2.4 (3) 1.2 (38)

Fetopelvic disproportion
No

92.7 (115) 94.5 (2938)

Yes
7.3 (9) 5.5 c170)

Postpartum hemorrhage
No

98.4 (122) 98.1 (3050)

Yes
1.6 (2) 1.9 (58)

Nephritis
No

96.8 (120) 99.4 (3089)

Yes
Mode of delivery

3.2 (4)-
0.6 (19)

1,k Normal
Forceps assisted

71.0 (88)
6.5 (8)

73.0 (2268)
13.0 (404)

External version ,
3.2 (4) 0.5 (14)

Cesarean section 8.1 (10) 9.3 (290)

Breech extraction 9.7 (12) 3.0 (94)

Suction extraction 1.5 (2) 1.1 (33)

Significance of Observed Differ-
emirs

4

0.1137

0.0798

0.0110

0.0010

0.0002

0.0220

0.2408

0.2979

0.0000

0.0793

0.7880

0.4481

0.5134

0.0043

0.0043

0.0000
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Table VIII. Summary of analysis of variance of mean birth weight (gm). Tientsin, 1978.

Factor Analyzed Mean SD No. of Cases Significance of Observed Diffr-
lances

Age (years)
s.24
25-29
30-34

2968 33
317-8.28
3258.56

416.11
410.36
421 17

36
1766
1212

0.0000
F i. 13.797

35 3262.80 497.61 216
Prenatal care .

No 3104.91 471.25 106 0.0082
Yes 3215.31 420.79 3085 F at 6.996

Education .

Illiterate 3049.25 409.78 93 0.0000
Primary 3169.37 454.11 383 F I. 9.832
Junior high 3196.57 412.67 1754
Senior high 3260.33 413.03 720
College 3295.28 434.52 249

Gravidity .

1 3152.72 411.19 1904 0.0000
2 3285.17 421.27 744 F I. 16.190
3 3309.17 424.21 408
4 3290.14 455.1 138
5 41 3372 44 42 7 32
6 3400. .66 5
7 3950.00 0.0 1

Parity
1 3165.37 419.27 2119 0.0000
2 3303 53 409.23 1022 F ... 15.340
3 ' 3244.03 519.83 72
4 3327.86 420 71 14
5 3237.50 370.53 4
6 , 3300.00 0.0 1

Toxemia, mild

4.
No
Yes

3204.20
3282.01

423.71
412.78

2923
309

0.0021
F I. 9 468

Toxemia, moderate
No 3212.11 417.20 2668 0.8906
Yes 3209.41 451.09 564 F '0.019

Preeclampsia
No 3217.05 420 98 291.6 0.0274
Yes 3161.76 441.03 316 F 1. 4.872

Eclampsia
No 3216.96 418.87 3137 0.0000
Yes 3036 11 521.00 95 F I. 16.920

Heart disease
No 3217.28 421.64 3048 0.0020
Yes 3118.26 440.00 184 F I. 9.523

Separation of placenta
Normal 3212.13 402.97 3223 0.2143
Premature 3036:67 505.52 9 F . 1.543

Placenta previa
No 3212.22 401.35 3191 0.4951
Yes 3166.63. 555 58 41 F a 0.465

Fetopelvic disproportion
No 3210.30 419.31 3053 0.4579
Yes 3234.47 486.10 179 F ... 0.551

Postpartum hemorrhage
No 3206.89 420.68 3172 0.0000
Yes 3462.83. . 482.31 66 F ... 21.672

Nephritis
No 3212.24 421.40 3209 0.3406
Yes 3127.83 636.71 23 F . 0,908

Anemia
No 3206.82 421.64 3114 0.0009
Yes 3338.98 446.71 118 F . 11.121

'I



of principal Interest to this studj. Our statistical
analysis centered on the correlations of perinatal
outcomes with the independent variablei of age,
amount of prenatal care, education levels of moth-
ers, gravidity, parity and maternal conditions dur-
ing pregnancy. The results arc presented in Tables

Two limitations should be kept in mind in inter-
preting these preliminary results First, the results
for a given analysis are based onl) on known obser-
vations. le, only the completel) known obsenations
are used in this analysis The characteristics of the
"unknown" ma) be sometimes quite different from
those of the "knowns " _Notably, the "unknowns" in
our sample include.. birth weights of infants who
died during the perinatal period The birth weights
of the 88 dead infants were not aailable from.these
two hospitals Second, the specific results.can not be
generalized directly to any general population be-
cause of the nature of the sample. However, the
relationships observed among the variables should
indicate the trend in the general population.

Risk factors for perinatal death included age,
prenatal care, level of education, parity, preeclamp-
ma, eclampsia. premature separation of placenta,
placenta previa, nephritis and mode of deliver). In
our population, gravidity, toxemia, heart disease,
fetopelvic disproportion and postpartum hemor-
rhage were found not to be significant (Table VI).
The high incidence of eclampsia (102/3218) in this'
stud) ma% be attributed to a number of factors. (a)
Tientsin Hospital No. 1 takes high-risk cases from
outside areas and (b) the Tientsin population still
suffers the aftermath of the 1976 earthquake, so that
approximatel) 30% of the urban population still live
in overcrowded, substandard temporary housing.
Further, the water-borne Na. in Tientsin is quite
high, and there is also the possibility of variability
in medical observations by, the clinicians not guided
by a research protocol.

Mothers who were older than 35 and younger
than 24 years were at.higher risk of delivering infants
who died during the perinatal period. The lowest
death rate (approximately 23 per 1000) was for the
infants of mothers aged 25-34 (Fable IX).

Table,lIa4rtatal death rates per 1000 deliveries by
maternarne. Tientsin, 1978

Age No of Deliveries No. of Deaths Rate (per

(years) (N 3318) - 88) 1000)

524 38 2 52.6
25-29 1810 43 23.7
30-34 1241 29 23.3

35 229 14 61.1

x* 0.0055.
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Mothers who received no prenatal care had a
higher risk of perinatal death of their infants (94 per
1000), as compared with 22.8 per 1000 for mothet-s
with-prenatal care Education level was assumed to
be associated with prenatal care utilization How-
ever, level of education had no effect on decreased
risk of perinatal death when age was a controlling
variable. Because of the particular nature of our
porlulation, mothers with a college education also
constituted the higher age group

Parity was a significant factor in the perinatal
death of infants. Mothers of parity 3 or higher were
at a higher risk (116.5 per 1000) than mothers With
lower parity (25.7 per 1000).

Maternal conditions during pregnancy have been
associated with the risk of perinatal death In our
stud), certain maternal conditions were seen as more
&en associated with perinatal death than with live
birth (Table X).

Certain modes of delivery were found to be sig-
nificantly associated with perinatal outcomes Peri-
natal deaths were associated with breech extraction
5.8 times more often than were live binhs (Table
XI). Also, a relatively high proportion, 9 3%, of
deliveries required cesarean section Aside from pos-
ing a relatively high risk of perinatal death, the
effect of cesarean section on subsequent ,lactation
wits not elucidated in this population group, even
though almost all mothers breast-fed their infants-

Prematurity was defined as a live-born infant
with a birth weight of 2500 gm or less It is essentially
a definition of low birth weight and not necessarily
of prematurity, which, strictly speaking,. indicates
births due to premature labor Therefore, in our
attempt to analyze "low-bifth-weight infants," we
dealt with two groups of infants. (a) those who were
truly premature and (b) those who were full-term
but had low birth weights. .

It may well be that factors responsible for pre-
miture labor are different from those causing low
birth weight in a full-term infant. Therefore, the
risk factors demonstrated in Tables VII and VIII
would be appropriately defined in relation to low

birth weight. -
Risk factors for low birth weight included level of

education, gravidity, parity, toxemia, edam'psia, ne-
phritis and mode of delivery. Factors such as age,
prenatal care, preeclampsia, heart disease, prema-
ture separation of placenta, placenta previa and
fetopelvic disproportion were not found to be silk
nificantly associated with low-birth-weight infants.

None of the significant e tests in Tables VII and
VIII will 'be discussed here because most results
confirm, previous studies Discussion of some of the
nonsignificant results, however, may be helpful. For

fry :example, it was surprising to find that age and
I J
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Table X. Maternal conditions by perinatal outcomes in 3320 single deliveries. Tientsin, 1978.

Conditions
Perinatal Death (,)

(N 88)
Live Births
(N Ns 3232)

All Single Deliveries
(N 3320)

Preeclampsia 21.6 9.7 10.1 (334)
Eclampsia 8.0 2.9 3.1 (102)
Premature separation of pla-

centa
12.5 0.3 0.6 (20)

Placenta previa 6.8 1.3 1.4 (47)
Nephritis 10.2 0.7 1.0 (32)

Table Xl. Mode of delivery by perinatal outcomes in 3320 single deliveries, Tientsin, 1978.

Perinatal Deaths All Single Deliveries
Mode (N 88) Live Births (N 3232) (N 3320)

Normal 63.6 72.9 72.7 (2413)
Forceps assisted 4.5 12.7 12.5 (416)
External version 1.1 0.6 0.6 (19)
Cesarean section 11.4 9.3 0.3 (309)
Breech extraction 19.3 3.3 . 3.7 (123)
Suction extraction . 0.0 .1 1.1 (35)
Unknown . 0.0 0.2 0.2 (5)

Table XII. Low birth weight rates by age, Tientsin, 1978.

Age (years)
Low Birth Weight. s2500 gm

(N !. 124)
Normal Birth Weight, 212501 grn

(N 3106)
pi Single Deliveries

(N . 3230)
tc_24

25-29
30-34

35

2.4 (3)
59.7 (74)
29.0 (36)
8.9 (11)

1.1 (33)
54.5 (1692)
37.8 (1176)
6.6 (205)

1.1 (36)
54.7 (1766)
37.5 (1212)

6.7 (216)
X2 la 0.1137

Table XIII. Low birth weight rates by prenatal care, Tientsin, 1978
Prenatal Low Birth Weight, s2500 gm (N Noimal Birth Weight. ?_2561 gm (N

Care 123) 3068)
All Single Deliveries (N

3191)
No 6.5 (8) .3.2 (98) 3.3 (106)
Yes 93.5 (115) 96.8 (2970) 95.5 (3085)

- 0.078

prenatal care were Dot significantly different among
'the low-birth weight and the normal-birth-weight
infants (Tables XII and XIII).

Further, the teenage mother is belieVed 'to be at
higher risk of delivering a premature infant than is
her older counterpart. In this study, a comparison
of premature deliv.eries to mothers younger and
older than 24 years of age resealed no significant
difference in low-birth-weight rates The reason may
be due to the small' number of mothers aged less
than 24 years, who comprised only 1 1% of the total
population The highest percentage (8.9%) of low
birth weight infants appeared in the 35 years and..
older age group

In Western liter at ure, the amount of prenatal care
a mother received has been shown to be associated

with 'low birth weight. Our attempts to analyze the
impact of prenatal Care on birth weight were dis-
appointing, as women with no prenatal care ac-
counted for only a small fraEtion of the total number
of low -birth-weight'deliveries (6.5%). Furthermore,
if prenatAl cart does play a role in lowering the
incidence of low-birth-weight babies, it is still nec-
essary to determine the specific, factors in such cart
which are responsible for the decrease.

Mothers yotmger than 24 years of age who re-
ceiyed no prenatal care, who were illiterate, who
delivered for the first 'time and who suffered certain
complications during pregnancy, delisery or dunng
both weer at higher risk of delivering infants wieh
lower mean birth weights thaii mothers who were
not (Table VIII).



DISCUSSION
Our survey was an attempt to see whether our

population differs substantively from others, so that
we may find new leads in the epidemiology of
perinatal mortality and morbidity

The age differentials in deaths in this study are
similar in pattern to hose in Western countries. The
exceptionally high rates occurred in births to moth-
ers aged <24 and >35 years (52.6 and 61.1 per 1000,
respect ively).

In the context of China's new marriage laws, the
minimum age for men is 25 and for women, 23 years
of age in the rural areas. in urban areas, the mar-
riage age is 25 years for both sexes In our birth
cohort, only 1.19 of the births occurred to mothers
younger than 24 years. In the context of China's
small family norm, the idea! Jamily size is now
considered to be the one-child family and the upper
limit should not exceed two children per family. In
our study . 65.3% of the births were first parity births
and 31.67( were second parity births, while onl'y
3.1% of the births were third parity and higher.

The factors responsible for prenatal care and
reduction of perinatal mortality are related to, stan-
dards of living and to the mother's attitudes,,behav-
ior and general approach toward having a baby
rather than to anything that medical prenatal care
can specifically address.

Low birth weight is more common in the under-
nourished population of nonindustrialized countries
and is more frequent among the poor within each
country and/or in teenage or older groups. China's
social advance and new marriage laws, however,
have made prematurity less an effect of environ,
mental and biologic factors. Our study represents a
single racl and socioeconomic group, so in the
search for Me causes of prematurity, it is particularly
relevant to look for factors influencing inedical con-
ditions during pregnancy.

Furthermore, the rilationships between prema:
turity and neurologk consequences can be eluci-
dated. The role of prematurity in neurologic disor-
ders of children and in mental retardation has been
repeatedly confirmed. It has been determined that
certain events of pregnancy, such as premature sep-
aration of placenta, placenta previa, edampsia and
chronic hypertensive disease, may affect the child's
neUrsologic integrity. Congenital malformation may
be an important end point for further inyestigation
in our Chinese population because the mean age at
marriage has gradually risen over the yeah. Apgar

* scoring tb evaluate the newborn as an index of
neonatal mortality and infant morbidity was insti-
tuted in late 1978 in Tientsin hospitals and may be
useful in predicting neurologic morbidity. Of course,
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autopsy is extremely important in ultimately estab-
lishing true incidence of malformations, but these
data were nor uniformly amilable. In addition, a
long-range prospective study of a group of the new-
born population may be necessary to observe differ-
ences in health and disease that might be associated
with chromosomal variations.

In our retrospective study, because of the limita-
tions of existing records, we could not make the
extensive evaluation of factors that the problems of
pregnancy wastage require. In light of our current
findings, it may no longer be profitable to look at
gross relationships such as that between maternal
age and perinatal mortality. Other demographic
variables may lead investigators to studies of more
specific and !bore definite kinds of relationships.

Also; there is the need for new variables and
hypotheses. Many of the variables that are being
looked at are essentially the same ones that have
been discussed for a number of years. New variables
that may be appropriate tier population in China
might include: (a) cesarean section and the state of
the infant's respiration; (b) the mother's working
conditions (on farms, in factories, etc) and diet (eg,

,Chinese medicinal plants used as nutritional supple-
ments during pregnancy) and their effects on peri-
natal outcomes; and (c) the relationship of water-
borne Isla+ and ioxemia of pregnancy (the Ne level,
milligrams per liter, in Tientsin was quite high).

This paper has attempted to obtain certain base-
line data for perinatal outcomes in Tientsin. More
refined investigations of the items mentioned above
may elucidate fiirther the causes of prematurity and
perinatal 'death.
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Birth Planning in.China

By Chen Muhua
(Translated with an intivductory note and
commentary by Pi-chao Chen)

Translator's Introduction
Chen Filuhua's article is by far the most in
formative, retwaling and forthright discus
sion of China's population problems and
birth planning programs by a high-ranking
official to have come out of China in a long
time.

For the first time since 1959, China's State
Statistical Bureau has issued national data
on population and the economy As of the
end of 1978, the total population of the PRC ,

induding Taiwan, tau 975,230,000 In this
article, Vice Premier Chen reveals that the
population of mainland China' greu from
some 540 million in 1949 to 960 milhon in
1978 The net increase of 420 million repre-
sents an average annual growth rate of 20
per 1,000 population over the 30-year
period At its peak during the 1960s, the
cnide birthrate was as high as 40*per 1,000
Starting in 1971, however, fertility began a
precipitous decline, thanks to the resump-
tion of the LK ga ritzed birth pla nnungprogram
following the hiatus caused by the Culture
Revolution. By 1978, the crude birthrate had
declined to 18.34 per 1,000. Between 1971
and 1978, the natural increase rate was re-

Chen Muhua is a Vice Premier of the Peoplis &public of
China and is Director tithe State Council Birth ?tannin
Leading Csoup Pi-chap Chen is Professor al Political
Selene! at AX ape State Vomerot) Dente. %Awn
Th erode is sbndgrcl from ne Premsei Chen s arocle
'To Realise the Four '&8mm:taboos. It Is Necessary to
Control Poptilabors Increase in a Planned %ay which
appeared in itennwri Yaw The ?eupks Dwila on Aug
11, 1979 Vice Premier Chen has been Ihrectir at tie
State Council Roth Planning Leading Croup once lb
(oorpbor in Ire The Croup cii eoptanuruatenal agent"
responsible br implemenong China s buth planning pol-
icy and Coordinating and supervising the nationwide
networii of birth planning provams lb deputy directors
include several vice ministers. including the Vice Minis-
ter of Health. whose attMnes are related to birth plan.
ning P .ehao Chen has made several .wita to the Peopleva
1143.145. 0.....1,4,0 ob plaanors cod pupdatsx,
fp-Tv,» and put...." ince+ mutat!) d, an latest.
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Reprinted with permission from Alma) Planrung Perspectives. Voiume I.
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By encouraging couples to limit themselves to one child and
taxing those who have more-than two, China seeks to reach
zero*population growth by the end of the century.

dured by about hdf, from 23.40 to 12.05 per
1,000 As the Vice Premier points out, a de-
cline of such magnitude in just seven years is
a rare occurrence. The decline it especially
remarkable in vieu of China's agt structure
and level of socioeconomic deve

However, natunsl increase rent:yrper
1,000 results in the addition of 11.6 milhon
people per year to China's populationa
number larger than the total population of
more than half of todais nation-states.
Furthermore, because of the high fertility
rear bed in the 1960s, the proportion of wom-
en of reproductive age will inirease or re-

11,

main very high in the comfing decade. Ac-
cording to two Chinese demographers 1 in-
terviewed last July, in the next decade or so
there uill be 22 million people (11 million
couples) entenng the marriage age (23 for
women and 25 for men) each year. Thus,
even if all eligible young couples practice the
"three reproductive norms" of later mar-
riage, three-year spacing between the first
and second births, and no more than two
children promoted by the birth planning
program, China' s population will continue to
grow for at least a half-century before the
country reaches zero population growth.

2,411rompeamermotimat........11

011114.1

1
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Dunng the interv a I, the population size will
mcrease by 30-40 percent

/t was probably its rode awakening tc. th .
budt-m momentum of population grouth
arid 03 drag on development that prompted
the government of the PBC to introdue
drastic policy measures carried at bringthg
about zeto populatt'un growth in as shon
time as possible The new population control
efforts were first revealed by Premier Huu
Guofeng in hu speech to the National
People's Congrips last June. and are dab
orated by Vwe Premier Chen Muhua in th.
article. A two-stage campaign is entisioned
The first stage calls for the reduction of the
natural irwrease rate to 10 per 1,000 by the
end of this year, and to fit./ per 1,000 by
1965. Stage two calls for the achietement of
zero population grouth by the end of the
century

/n pursuit of these unprecedented and am
Intious time-specific targets, the government
will soon ISS14e a birth planning /au aimed at
encouraging the one -eht:d family, VIe Fre
nuer Chen indicates In accordance with the
Chinese practice of mass line,- the gotern-
ment started to circulate a preliminary draft
of the law early thu year throughout the
country The Chinese people hate been
asked to debate the specific draft protawn.s
and to channel upward their comments and
reactwns Taking into account the feedback
from below, the goternrnent will reuse the
draft and promulgate the final birth plan-
ning law, probably by the end of thu year
While as exact prousions remain unknown,
us main thrust and content were common
knowledge arming officials in the units and
areas 1 tutted last July More significantly,
by the end of August, at least nine prounces
(Beying, Twnpan, Sichuan, Shandong.
Shanghai, Anhui, Hunan, Gansu and
Guangdong) had taken the initiative and
drawn up their own trial economic measures
mmed at encouraging the one-chdd family
These incentive measures are discussed in
some detail in the translator's footnotes that
accompany this article. Here space allows us
only to summarize them:

In cities, couples-with only one child who
pledge not to hate any more, and whojhou
that they are taking birth control measures
to implement that pledge, may apply for a
one-child certificate. The certificate will en-
title them to a fixed stipend per month until
the chdd reaches 14 years of age The couples
will be entitled to living space equal to that
guen two-child families, or will be giten
preferential treatment when they apply for
hotismg Their children will be gmen priority
consideration for admission to school and
application for jobs When the one-child
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couples retire, they will be entitled to pen
:ions over and above what they would
othe nose receive under the airrent labor
protection law

/n rural areas, one-child couples will re
cent additiona: monthly worknoints ;which
are the basso of determining the amount of
pay in kind and in cash in owe/communes;
untd their child reaches age 14 The couples
will get the same grain ration as two-child
couples All couples, regardless of family
size , will get the same size plot for private
cultivation and same size housing lot (an allo-
cation based on four persons) In urban end
rural areas, if an only child dies or becomes
disabled, the parents may have another child
and continue to enjou the same benefits

The tnal measures adopted by foLe prov-
inces (Bnjing, Tionjian, Hunan, Shanghai
and Anhui) also contain stiff penalties for
officials, workers and peasants who defy the
government appeal to limit their family size
to twv children For example , in Anhui, if an
official or worker has a third at higher parity
child within six months after promulgation of
the economic measures, six percent of the
combined total income of husband and wife
tall be deducted for "welfare expenses The

only exception alloued is in the case of multi
plc births. The percentage of iacome de
ducted will increase with each additional
child

in her briefing to the National People's
Congres.; delegates in June, Voce Premier
Chen indicated that the central government
has endorsed the trial measures ndopted by
su of the nine prounces, among which are
Anhui and Tianjian.

Vice Premier Chen's article alto elaborates
on the concrete steps planned in order to
reach the time-specific birth planning tar-
gets. There were 17.4 million births in 1978,
of which 5.2 million way third and higher
panty births If this multiparity rate can be
reduced by half, she notes, it will be possible
to reduce the crude birthrate from 18.34 per
1,000 in 1978 to 15.59 per 1,000 by the end of
1979. If such multiparity births can be en-
tirely eliminated, by 1985 the natural in-
crease rate will be reduced to about seven
per 1,000. Since this rate still falls short of
the official target of five per 1,000, it will be
necessary, she says, to encourage couples to

hate only one child. The Vice Premier main-
tains that it should be possible to achieve zero
populatwn growth by the year 2000 if nery
year of the next two decades, increasing
proportions of young eligible couplesen-
couraged and sustained by the nations's neu
birth planning lawadopt the one-child
family norm

Vice Prenzies Chen does not indicate the

bu

One-child families will be rewarded, those who
have more than two will be taxed

targets of the one-child family campaign in
quantitative terms According to a planned-
birth eclat in Shanghai whom I wee.
viewed, the hope (and not the target) of the
municipa/ government is that eventually 80
percent of couples in the city proper, and 50
percent of rural couples in the 10 suburban
counties under the municipal jurisdiction
will limit themselves to one child This official
deliberately refrained from giving a time
frame within which the targets were to be
achieved It is also notable that socioeco-
nomic conditions in Shanghai are ntore con-
ducive to the spread of the one-child-family
norm than they are elsewhere Therefore ,
what Shanghai can contemplate may be more
than what the other provinces &Igo hope

for.
Needless to say, if the government suc-

ceeds in eliminating all third and higher par-
ity births and in persuading as many as 40
percent of urban couples and 25 percent of
rura/ couples to limit themselves to one child,
and if it can sustain this practice for several
decades, the absolute size of the population
of China will decline P-c C

In his "Report on the Work of the Govern-
ment" to the Second Session of the FiRh
National People's Ccmgress (June 18, 1979),
Premier Hua Guofeng designated firm con-
trol of population increase Ls one of the 10
important tasks in our current effort to de-
velop the national econoim .



National economic de ielopment must ob
serve the law of planned and pniporbonate
de . elupment This Luc requiles not onl.) that
the . . . production af mate nal means
but ab. that human reproduction de .elop t.
ap*.edta, Thus. the planned control of
populatios. ito.re.a.se , /Lb hUt

Skljett.e and arbitrary decision, relict t is

dictated arid demanded by the }cicala. mode
of production

Theorenially the supenunty of the so
cuilist planned economy makes it possibk
regulate human reproducton, thereby
adue .finig a balance be:amt. popuLititilli
crease and gr Jut!. a. the pniducnon Jf mate
nal means But for a long bane, we dsd nut
fully understand Ji study dos pniblern, and
failed to include populanon increase In our
ecununtst. plan, leading L. a situatiw. ahem
popJabor. gruoth proceeded in a blind

There are histoncal, economu. and
political reasons fut thu There are also de
mographic reasons In 1949, the population
of our country was 540 million It has since
grown to over 900 million 1960 million as of
the end of 19781, about 600 millson people
hace been born since the liberation 11949,
acvounbng for 63 percent of the total popula
non The annual average rate of natural in
crease was as high as 20 per 1,000 The net
increase in populabon oser 30 years has been
420 milliona growth of 78 percent. It is
necessary to admit that under the concrete
conditions existing in our country , our efforts
to develop the national economy onprtive
the people's standaid of living and create
jobs have been rendered more difficult by
rapid population increase. It has hindered
the development of socialist construction of
our country.

We must squarely (Ace the fact that rapid
population inclease obstruets economic de
velopment. Uncle, cun ent conditions in ow
country , the question of whethet cr not to
control population snuease as nut mete!) a
question of whethet to bane kwei in more
babies, it is a strategic questatat bears on
the development of ow country 's productive
fume, on the realization oldie fow moderns
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tabula* and on the =usual hum stivadist
construcnon to communism

To a peat extent, the degree da canon's
potential Li increasing capita: aziornulanoo,
and the pace of raising die people's hying
standarda and of ascresiscnt, llama poets,
age determined by the relationship between
the growth rate of the economy iin24he
growth rate of population. Since hbe
ow nanonal economy has developed a
deal But because the onpnal economic
was rathes small, and the pati-\ in
creased Lou rapidly , do. Ma-ease Ira per capita
ootput and in pet capita income has not been
large During the same period, the econoaut.
gru%th rate of the advanced capitahst
countnes as a whole has not been as high as
ours. But theu ongsnal eoinornic base was
large, and theo populatIon grew at a slowes
pact The) have therefore achieved a more
rapid increase in pet capita output and pet
capita income than we have, as may be seen
in the table below .t

Country 1110 111115 1965 11170 11175

Par earns graln
Dutaut Oa 1/2 kg)
China 479 $09 136 189 $14
U S 2,001 1,131 2.108 2,184 2,750
Franca 510 902 1292 1 328 12112

Peat eapIta Imam*
U.S. dollen/

China Is 48 78 95 130

u S 1,148 3.1114 3,245 4 352 7,028
Japan 195 345 785 t,1130 4,153

In out nation, too rapid an increase in pop,
Louri unfavorably affects ow effurts tn bnng
about the kw modernizations.

First, too rapid an increase an porni:afson
as detnmental to the acceleranon of 'Cowl:
accumulation The pnncipal avenue to capt
tol accumulabon is rapid development ciag,
nculture and industry , and a rapid rise m
nanonal income However, pven a partial
las gnrwth rate o( industry , agneultute and
timanne , the sue and growth rate uf the popu
lation strung!) affects the volume and tate of
capital amanulatipn. At the present time,
the cost of raining an mfant to 16 years of age
IS about 1,600 ram in null villages, 4,800

rush a, medrian sraed cabes and smaE towns,
and 6,900 yuan in large dbes (1.55 yuan
equals one V.5. dollar;. . . . Based on these
figures, the amumulated total cost to the
state, the oollectsve leg., the people's con)
mune, the production bngade, the produc-
bon team, etc.; and families of raising the 606
million persons born since liberation has
been more than 100 billion ytiatOs ---01 about
30 percent of the accumulated total natronal
income over those years . . If there had
been fewet births since Liberation, say only
400 million, the state's capita: avuMulattun
would have been much large, , without creat
mg any shortage labor supply in the course
of developing social pruduction Not would
kwer births have adverse!) affected human
reproductron . . .

Second, ropsdpopshation increase hinders
Otal efforts to quicklif raise the scientific and
cultural level of the whole nation The key to
realizing the foul modernizations as scientific
and technologacal development. We must
build a vast army of workers, peasants and
intellectuals who are capable of grasping
modern scientific and technological knowl-
edge and managing modern production. Vv e
musielso tram many scienbsts, engineers

'and Tanagers to achieve a competence equal
to that of the most adcanced countnes in the
world. 'This requires massive expansion of
our ucanonal enterpnse. Ows is a poor

ntry , and the amount of nabOn/1 income
generated annually that can be expended on
edousnon as rathei limited But the numbei
of persons to be trained, and the numbe.
whose scientific and cultural kcel has to be
raised, is oaf counted in millions at tens of
millions, it is rather several hunched milhor.
Herein hes the contradiction At the present
time, sh percent of pnmar) school age
childten are not enrolled,: 12 percent of the
graduates tip:lino) schools cannot go on to
juntot middle schuoh, and civet half of the
graduates ofjuniut middle schools cannot gc
on to senioz middle schools MI) five per
cent of the graduates arsenic's middle schools
are admitted into institutes of loghet karri
ing Related to this education psoblem is

'attainment of the foul modernaations ad aarauhase.
industry, defense, and skienue and tetlinekte, by the
Fru 200C is the map polivi ust alike pan Mao k ad
ash*. although the late ?maim Thou Enla, tasou En

fast srteulated the theme as flu back as 1964
IThe paces of the pet capita income hums lot Chow
the L ruled States and Japan am not wren Not the

method of computatson The figures are presucnabh
stated m terms of current U S &Dan (foe each year) The
figures paraded foe the tailed Stain Ur 4.0.)) kiwet
than the pes ivies' national paduct and lughat than the
pet ...iota personal mome figures shown fiat the same
yean in the I. S Census Bureau a Saarlencol /ammo of
the United Suites. 1978 (Table 714 where, foe 1476, the)

artsisesi as rAl3C and 116.425, respectively, Ilse LAN
Susturocar asrboal, 197 glows a 1976 pei ,zpita awome
Bose Ica the I. wed Statei of II:AX and km Japan, of
k,478 h important to pomt out that the Mom du out
seclude some atm:ion ci moome generated ts) the
wrsice noon it g., defense and gosemasent Ammar.
Oman thew account of national ADMIX As means thai
the pm acne income figusrs for dse rim shown a the
table are underestimated and not &meth comparable to
the Spurs kw the Lotted States and Japan The %odd
Bank estimates pry mote iAMITIt kte the nc., an 1976 iea

be $370 are IA odd Bank, WEI World Do4Ado Popo
1anon, Per Capita Product ea Geouth Aztec ashse4

too, D C Imo dote), p

jlis 197, 146,164,200 young prvpk aged 7 11 ware ell
roiled as si ode m.hooli. septeseag It 5 pe rcent tithe
puptlatam in that age bracket ,see To. An hue ldealug,
ca Edviative, a, Tamar) Schou!: Petty. Masi . lo1

11, So X, Sept 5, Ire, p 15 tn,icia ofCluria'alou pea
capoa sanUrile and the orals:, sit rit7Itnt rev..red tt,
eisme stadt a largt curtain of anode ti. the 01,4f14 a,
vestment in edoiatior, most be rd a ireviiabk

I ccwasig to twc Chinese dc rn..4 Apia onh oat pe
cent of ate and *W1411 of college tic an cu, n r,
rolled in ins(.t.ies clhigbe ksmng ,o,re Ln. Che ns and
V1 a. Chvnomg -Population :Growth; M..st be Cm
trolled.- Selma &boo. Mal 15, 1979. p 3)



Couph, ii ill tied bi tared if a /Nilo Inrih ha%
bruu.ja hit 116 ILI the ha Khdi1111,111

rate vtill go down 'ifrorri 12] tu below seven
per 1,000 If we furthei consider arid put into
effect thr policy measures fiworabk to ao
increase in the proportion of first-panty
births, the natural increase rate will probabb
decline to about fi,e per 1,000 by 1965 Let
us commit oursel.es, adopt effecti.e policy
measurest_ and firmly pre.erit third panty
birthstri-ese are the key s tu low enrig the
natural increase rate tu five per 1,000 by the
end of stage one of ou r t.arripargt Fur se .eral
years now , the natural increase rate in

Zhangteh Co u rity , H unan Frusont, his
been stabilized at the le. el of four per 1,000
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One of the lesson:leasned from this expen
erwe th this county , the phenomenon
of niultiparity bias }SAS beefs atuat) wiped
out.

Vie must promote arid extend the practice
of hawing one child This Ls the primary
method vt hereby we can bring the natural
increte rate down to zero, it Ls also accept-
able to the masses In Hoping District, Tian
ytan ;Tientsin:, 50 percent of [mamed] worn
en [of reproductiv e age] have indicated their
intenbon not to have a second child In
Haibrt, a suburban &strict in Beijing [Pe
king] with a substantial agricultural popula
bon, 36 percent of couples [of reproductive
age] have onb one child All of this shows
that if we exert Our utmost efforts and energy
and get the job done well, we can raise higher
and higher the proporbon of one-child
couples

The key [to success] is that the measures
adopted must be effecbve Ve inust con-
scientiously sum up the expenences learned
in our efforts to control population increase
since 1971, and draw up appropriate mea-
sure,
1 Strengthen the leadership of the party,
and include planned-birth work In the work
agenda of the party committees at oarlous
leteL, It Sichuark ,Szechuan; Province, the
natural irn.rease rate was as high AS 31 21 per
1,000 in 1971 By 1977, it had declined to
8 67 per 1,000 By 1976, it had further de
dined to 6 06 per 1,000a remarkable ac-
compLshment. The important lessons
learned there are that the first secretanes of
the party committees must take personal
charge, the secretanes of the party branches
must act on the problem concretely, , "all the
crew" kmembers'i tithe part) committees as
a whole must take hold of the problem, the
higher kvel party committees must [super

vise closely, the %/we, level party
tees, and one link must grasp the other link
2 Stfe%1her propaganda and education
We must break through the "forbidden area"
of poi:hi:abuts theory, liberate au, thought
and fieely foster public opaoun in Levy: of
controlling populabon increase We must
also break away from another invisibk tabou
Some comrades have always thought that
birth planning is something distasteful and
thererare should not be propagandized m
newspapers and broadcasts, as if to conduct
open propaganda is something disgraceful
This kind of attltude Ls incorrect Practicmg
birth planning and controlling population in
crease are a requisite for the realizabon of the
four modernizations, as well as the desires of
the people of our country Why can't we
conduct a pervasive propaganda campaign,
and create a favorable climate of opinio0
Henceforth, we must conduct propaganda
with great fanfare, make it known to ever)
household and ever) family, , so as to forge a
formidable social force making late marriage
and birth control a land of social habit.
3. We must legislate We must draw up
necessary economic measures, and imple
merit Oboes meting out both rewards and
peeties, but with reward as the main err"
phasss The consbbibon of our country de
dares "The state ad, ocates and encourages
birth planning." [Arbcle 53 o( the 1978 Con
sbbition ] This is the legal basis of our efforts
to control populabon increase Se. eral areas
have already drawn up convrete legal provi
lions and economic measures, and have
achieved some results in controlling popula
bon increase i On the basis of the acturnu
lated expenences of venous areas, the ten
tral government has already drawn Up a draft
of a Planned Birth Law, , and has been solicit
ing the comments of venous units We are

Bevause M its incredibie performance in reducsng the
.. rate ot natural Increase to a lesei one-fifth ot what sr um

only sesen years presiously SK h uan, vath oser 96milhon
population, has been singled out In the central gmem-
ment as the model to be emulated and us expenences
has e been vs en stsde pubhun inside the PAC

f As of the end of August nine pros owes &ging Hunan
Shanghai Sichuan Guangdong Tianpan Anhui Gansu
and Shandong had drawn up pros inccal tnal measures
aimed at entouravng and ressanIng the one-child lama)
The max measure's of the su latter pros Inces hase been
endorsed bs the State Cc:tined Binh Planning Leading
Group :see Renman Itsbao Juh 1, int p 6 In amend

ance with the Chinese practsce mass-bne politics the
central gmernment encourages. actually requires. each
area and province to drau up its oun measures. while
these axe not to dessate hum the intent of policy that has

...been central)s laid down. they are expected to take into
account local conditions in order to at !nese better results
(see Pr-chao Chen. Populanon and health Policy m the
Peoptc s Republic of China, Smithsonian Inststubon In
terdisciplinan Cornmunicaoons Program, V. arlungton

D C , 1976. pp 10-15 and Appendix A and Appendu B.
Space does not anua us to report usfull the sanous tnal
measure, adopted by sanous prows:es Here. we report
the tnal measures adopted by the prosusnal apsemment
of Hunan, which promulgated trial regulatsons in June
1979 providing that "the state Al commend and reward
coupks of reproducti.e age uho man, late and produce
onls one child Counts and munonpal buds planrung
offives will issue a one-child certificate and will commend
and reuard couples who have only one child and who hate
adopted effecbse measures to avoid haying another
Of& lair and worken m state enterprises on collectives
[small scale cooperatives; will recent an asmual bonus of
33-40 run, and rural peasants will receive as annual
bonus ci 400 workpoints (the baSili of computing income
disbursement in rural product:son teams co bngades; until
their ctuld n 14 years old A single child Ice whom a
cent& ate has been issued will receive pnonts bt admit
stun to the nurser) and kmdergarten as well as for hospital
treatment, and will also rerelse pnonts ra getting
One-child couples will res.-else pnonty as urban housusg
and doss housing will be of a two-cluld rtandard Rural
couples will receive pns ate plot, and housing lots of a

,

tuo-child standard When retiring because of old age
official, and workers will receive an mammal setrement
benefit of fise percent abase what the. would nonnalls
recent If both husband and wife base been emplosed
each wou/d receive this benefit When rural peasants are
unable to work because of old age their standard dining
must not be lower than the local aserage

"If a couple has a second child after receismg the re
wards and bonus, the bonuses and bonus workposnc:
at:aided them must be returned together with their one
cluld certifisate If the untie child of a couple the; or u
tersously osppkd after the oouple has had a stenitaatior
operation, a re. ene operation rw be carried out at the
couples reqoest charge after venficaban b) the
couple s work umilVe wik and the parents in law of a
man wbo has gone to live ni his wife s Iamb's bane luisen
the wife's parents hate no son; will remise treatment as
lines/ relao.rs of that man" ;set Foreign Broarioamna.
Ilifunnarson Solace '4FB1S;, PAC. June 26. 1911. p 2

The trial measures adopted In other prosinces are es
withal)) sanabons on the same theme that is the usl
economw incentives to encourage couples to Issue onl
one child and to sustain theu mos:nation



also in the prOcess of drawing up a senes
scknieconomic measures aimed at encourag
mg couples to have ogy one child The first
type of measure consists of a material reward,

4uch as the provision of child health carefees,
extra workpoirits (for peasants in rural corn
munes] extra pensions fix the old and re
tired A second type &measure. is an institu
bona/ guaranteed reward In allocating ribs
and housing in urban areas and private plots
and housmg lots in rural villages, pnonty will
be Oven tcrcquples who have only One child
Ais for those who msist on having several
chpdren in spi'te of pabent attempts at,

persuasion and education, we will impose a
multichIld tax on them Imposing the'
mulbchild tax by itself is not our goal Sor is

it our goal to increase the burden bojpe
the masses Quite the contrary We intel to
implement die lav sit ord?r to .finply con l

population .griiwth thereby reducing the
burden on the state, the collective and
farnihes In fact if ev ery family comrn
tonot h/Ving multiple births there v.
problem of a multichild tai

Consclentiodsly train medical personne ,

Mirlote !necked ,skiitir arid vigorously man
ufacture and provide cvn(raceptrie supplies
Henceforth the foci of training should be the
hospftaibe ciiunty level and the health,
center at mmune level #We must vig,
orously unearth methods of contraception
from the treasure house of the traditional
medicine of the fatherland absorb' and im
port acR-anced pharmaceubcal and teklyucal

7 5
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experiences from abroad, develop our own
scientific and technological contraceptive re-
seara, strive to develop safe, highly effec.
five, inexpensneand convenient contact:is-
tiv;es, smooth the slipply channels so as to
60: tate Contr'aceptive use by the masses
5 Establish powerful and estfrgetic
planned-birth staff office units This is the
organizaboritl guarantee, fcir controlling
population growth By no means may ,the
planned-birth unit be regarded as dispens-
able Nor tnit)it, be regarded as a temporary
unit to be dismantled at a moment's nOboe
Quite the contrary it must be further
strengthened

. In stnving to implement a pOpulation con-
trol program, one must overcome the erro-
neous tendency of,laissez-faire on the one

-hand, and the lack of tact and negleCt of
'mob% abonal and educabonal actwthes, on.
the other Birth planning, raising the' first-
panty rate and preventing third-panty
b s, are all aimed at protecting the health

men We must, therefore, thoroughly
implement the policy of -putting the stIlls
on prev enbon Even where we have bracn
through couples' psychological turners [to
planning births;, and where peOple practice
contraception voluntanly , we still have to
stn. e to reduce the incidence of resort to.
remedial measures [I , aborbonl In order
to vigorously extend and uni.ersalize the
one-thild faintly ,it is necessary to manage
maternald-child health-care work well,
thereby further reducmg neocriatal and infant

mortality , so that when one baby is born, he
or she will survive, and when a child is
raised, be or she will mature into adulthood

There are sogrir who feel that populabon
control, by implicitly emphasizing man as
mouth [consumers and not as hand4produ-
eel.] , tends to neglect the creative role of man
as hand . . . It is one-sided to stress the one
at the expenseof the other, and vsce versa In
our previous critiques of the Ma/thustan
theory of population, we one-sidedly
stressed man's role as producer, even going
so far as to assert that the more people the
better, andAhat the more producers, the
quicker, the better and the more economical
would be socialist construction In so doing,
we neglected the other side, namely,, that
man, having t mouth, is also a consu-
mer, . . Where the level of production is
relatively lov , the aspect of man as consumer
tends to be predominant, ache total material ,

goods he produces, heconsumes the bulk to
"support hunrItand his fam4, leaving little
surplus for leciety This is the condibon
cnaractenstic of our country at the present
time

It takes Tore tha'n 10 years, or even 20
years, for a nev born baby to mature into a
producer capable oCcreating wealth for soci-
ety Duhng this penoci,-he is raised by the
state, the collective and the farruly , and as
such, is a consumer Take our country Th
vast population combined with a high rate of

"natural population growth increases the
proportion of young people that are depen-

.

As of August 19at kast fise prminces ,tirtlitu Hunan
Shargha Beirng and TaPpir had albs-tall promulgated
theg oro prosanna/ na economx uric-bens wont
multipart, couples Ile Hunan the nepti.e Incentive,
measures wem promulgated Joni 'az& the invent). e
measures summtpued abme -Exonomx 'sand:sons are to
be le,serf 'jams' couples of renducbS r, meluding
resparned rouples wfro nest:tete practscr,,buth planning
and produce mans children This aho applies elleetre
January 1, 1090, to officiah and Wroriers who have,a third
child unless the third cklild the zZbak'or thewde.'
ha...4 a muloplelarth at her second cortfisent The
sakedoas mosso of dedurtoss fis.e pen...nrfico, th.e
husband s and the wtk's monthh w PeasSunt coupk;
who has e thirdOuld will has e e*ruewt dales, iota)
wotlpoints deducted Thu will spot% urn) th* third ohdd
Is 14 }ean old A Vsm:1 child gore after Januar) 1 MOO,

will-not be eLyble So pa:ea-spate in the worker's farinkr,
inedicni scheme !the coope,atise rredscal sensee co. enrig

the dependenu of %often in urban areas who are not
elligiMe foe no. snder the state funded prwarn of
Erre medical car irdied to *erten). in the'rurd
cooperltsve medical scheme 4tnanned b) the barefoot

.doriom On tr labor protectop me4..1 treatment ix
dtePe^eletj . m, ard children of workers ens

pkardt,,, eate ens, tprne are eligible fr. Tr& sh.sre
laxat.%pc.atech,ot factors rurs mfunome, at half cast;
T1.7)gase. ,ibor for a fed child in urbar and turd areas

e sol) be cakolared,e5tegding te the Otte ruins grail
price !a hsgise, pnce thar tharobtaased .111 mum; JR
the child ts 14 years ol.1 Oillicsals4nd worken who enp.. ,,

Medi ci!! treatment provaled by a track ulnae, Of 18) the
14b01 proternon MetCla scheme ind, who bed a durd
child will hase to pa. thenuelsesla prenatal esarnma
bon drup tosdavikri and hospital expenses %o wage
will be paid to the wife dunrig bet postnatal len Inglis
weeks maternal kase wah full pas ',. which W411 be re .

garded as absence foe Personal reasons lf doenestx dif
ficultses occus becauae of this so cubsalies will be m-
ooted. nor will housing space be increased Peasants will
rem. e esti* houung la or pm ate plots oes FBIS

:June 26, 1979 p Lcitedosfootnotetoop 3S2, ,

Antius. Acta/4 and worien ar toed is percent of
'the eotnhsned income of husband and wife itthey violate
the hoot fuld farnil.' norm in Tsannan the taa is 10 per
cente and dies kigh les. applies to peasants alaoand ma
attended to unrnarned women who hire an out.ci.
wedlock child ,unts/ then refh the mamma" ace of 23-25
What is more WW2. ...sicken old °Ike erlikqees "40
siolaie the norm are denied promotions for two sears In
Bespng the la tjet COM 10 percent wah the dard child
to 15 percent with the fourtgehild and 20 percent with the
fifth child

tAa of 1979. China has trained and din:slaved a total of 1 4
m alion barriaot dccton w to se re, the rural populabon
a rata, lone barefoot doctotudftscipS,:i3 rural resident,
fight. percent of the prod in runt/ valves

n_lta,e set up they men medm al stiouos mannfd b. the
:barefoot docton and operated on a cooperatne baus In

moat apes_ one krnsit barefoos doctor us each stabon
been trausedip cpntraelt e tounsehng and us some

,
.s

cases. m persornsmg induced abornon and I le D
Mere re 146 milhon medscal .and health worker% of
warsoui Itnels of competence .4 whom 240 003 are trait.
bonal hertialut doctqrs 250 ONare colkge -trained phrsi.
clans and 420 030 are middle-kN el medical praebtonen
similar to the Soviet feldshelln tart -The Mt State
StawLocal Bureau Communsque Repaint the Results
of ImPementing the 19Th sousonal Lconoma Plan." Ben
softri Rthcro. June 26. 1979, p 2,

'tAD contracepose supplses and iienscrs, incluclang theo
-bur planned birth operabtins- on..erbon and remos al of
the 11. saitCi0911 tuba! ligabon and induced
re performed fr;e of charge Furthermore
benefits pod fot the foto operations according to the
following schedule In urban mdusbial secton two to
three do. pod k as e of absence Cr uuemor and removal
of an 11. D, 10 d,ast pod kase isr a tuba) bporm 14 clavs
foe an abdvmpliosatM 136dasi.of 'Ouch 56 are materna"
leas e kw a tubed hpoon In the rural count,,
ofTwn uan, uti Hunan Pros ince the benefit saieduie is as
killowi se.en s seorth workpornu boopertion and
remossl of an 11.'D. 14 483 workpointAir as toduced
atorbon 21 days of workposnts for stub.ai hpation 30 da, s
woapoints lot a pentpartum tlibal ligation Since die
amount of the beneti a dendei\upon u radii:Kann it
anes from owe rural counts to anodser I did not obtain
en. informabon on w hat berwf is are pod tor uectoms in
eltiei urhisn communion or rural areas. .See Pi-chao
Chen -The arra:ft Experience. PeoplIc.,10 .6 %o 2
IQ.p 19
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dent TherefC, without detaileillanalync. it
is unrealisbc to say that the larger the popula-

bon, the-more the producers All one can say

is thattelwer the Populabon the more the

potential pN, ucers But in reality, there are
mortand more cnnsumers. imposing pester
and'greater burdens on the-state, the collec-

tive and the family As Marxism tells us, the

so-called producers of material- goods are
those %%iio have ceriam productive experi-

ence and skills, and can use tools and
macbiner) to produce material goods When

an infant grows up and reaches working age,

he obviously cannot play the role of a modern

producer unless he Rossesses modern scien-
tific, tectnological knowledge, as well as the

skill to 4erate modern *eqwpment, On the

other hand, without sufficient raw matenals.

without being equipped with sufficient ad-

vanced tools and machinery . he still can't
fulfill his role Ls producer of material goods.
he will still be dependent, and hence a cnn-
sumer 'Our populabon control efforts aim

precisely at facibtating the accumulation of
capital, enabling people to receive better

education so Ls to use mpre and better tools.

td have more abundant scientific and tech-
nological knowledge, and to possess more
proficient skills, thus realizing fully the po-
tenbal of people as producers

Some say that ours is a country with vast
land Areiis and abundant resources, that the
crux of the matter is that we have not ex-
panded the 'producoon of material goods
enough, and that a large populabon is not

'The official cntouragemenr and arrangement of the

voom-trbnde s home settlement pattern whecsevrshe
bride's parents do not has e a male child started in Ti
ben Count) Hebei , Hopes. Proonce m the cash ir
Because et .sts outstanding success m arranpng a large

number of such matn.kcal mamages Tuighsien has been
chosen as a national model and has been the site of several
onthe-spot conkrences to diffuse ,this pattern of mar
nage The kcal leadership pros-ides the ke to success m

Tinihnen The local Seaders make sure that eirrther set of

relatives uuerfere with the bnde and go4-n. that the
producbon seam to which the lincle belongs does not
discriminate agasrut the grdom with respect to job assign

ment, reaard for labor a/kcabon of housing lots and

pr ate plots pd with respect to the children s admission

to school or job assignment the.) also see to tt that the

gitom support, the bride s parents when din become

old and that he anhents they propert
fln rural areas I has e visited there cost two types of care

for childless elderh persons One a the alsotutiorsal

-respecting-the-old house the other a the Tne-guar

antee household I. oder the former anangeineot, tbe
childless elderh persoo moves out of lus or her house

(surrendenng the TwoPeet) to the corks-the' arid moves
into the respec'brig.the-old house so be cared for and

'supported bs the "pub& welfare fund- apprcpnated
the commune I. oder the latter, the childless pe.son stays
us his or 'ICI own house and is cared for bs relatises or

neighbors, with the five basic needs ',food ciddung shel

ter, inedral care and decent burial! provided lis the

collective

something to be afraid of . . . This argument

is erroneous Development ci production is
the fundamental way to solve many prob-
lems, including employment, capital accu-
mulation and unprovement of the people's
living standards All of us art very famihar
with this But the outcome will be more
favorable if;ve control the growth ofpopula-
bon at the same tune as we develop produc-

bon Controlling excessive pnpulabon

growth via a well-run planned-birth Program
will %astly reduce the populabon pressure on
employment, facilitate the accumulation of
capital on the part of the state and the collec-

bve, and improve the people'i standard of

hvmg . .

Ours is indeed a country with vast land
areas and abundant resources, a condition

favorable to our pursuit of modernization
But it is ,necessary to conduct concrete
analyses, Take the size of our land area Tbe
land area of OUT country is roughly equal to
thatAf the United States But our arable land
is only half that of the United States Because

-of rapid populabon increase, the per capita
arable land area has become smaller and
smaller The per capita arable land area was
clo'se to 3 mou [one mou = .152 acre] in 1949,

at present it is 1 55 mou If the populabon

continues to increase rapidly and massively,

the per capita arable land area will shrink

further Of course, we can reclaim some
wasteland But reclamation requires massive
investment and takes time Our primary
approach is to raise the per-unit yield con-
tinuously and massively. Yet without

ad% anced technology vast' quantities ,of
chemical fertilizer, agricultural pharmaceu-
ticals [e g , pesbcidenInd soentific man-
agement, and large-scale comprehensive

measures, it would be hard to imagine how

we are to raise the er-unit yield continu-

ously and massively . . .

Thus, in view of the plenitude of people
and the scarcity of arable land characteristic

d our country, combined with ow inability
vastly to raise the per-uftit yield in the short

run, it is inconect to claim that "a large popu-

lation is not something to be afraid of Of
course, besides arable land, we have grass-

land, forest, aquatic resources, all of which

can provide food But in per capita terms,
these resources dour country can't be said to

be abundant
Our country indeed has abundant re

sources But the bulk remains to be devel-
oped, and therefore cannot be counted as
materials for produ and sustenance

Furthermoretheir elopment requires

capital and techno know -how It takes

more than , a e, population to de%elop

them rapidly Fo instance, thesre is petro-
a

leum in the coastal cxintinental shelf What is
needed to exploit it is not more manpower,
.1?ut rather capital and technological know-

how Here.again is another problem under-
scoring the necessity of increasing capitatac-
cumulation Therefore, given the reality of
our country, ft is-correct to say we have "vast

land areas and abundant resources But it
would be impractical to say that "a huge
population is Dot something to be afraid of

Implementation ofbirth planning and con-
trol of population increase aim at facilitating
the realization of tbe bur modernizations,
and raising the living standard of the people
These are the fundamental interests of the

state and the whole people, they are also
consistent with the interests of individuals

To the extent that the interests of mclwoduals

come into conflict with those of the state and

the collective, the former should voluntarily
be subordinated to tbe latter. As for all of us

ii positions ofleadership at various levels, we

have ell the more 'responsibility to provide
'leadership by personal esiunple In educat-
ing the public about planned births, we must
not only solve their psychological problems,

but also do our utmost to solve theer practical
problems At the prtsent time, with respect
to the attitudes and values of the masses..

especially those of the peasantry, the old
notionssuch as "dthe.three kinds of unfil-
ial behatior, childlessness-is the worst," and
don't call it quits until a boy, baby comes
alongpersist stubbornly. But we ve to

realize that there are also practi blems,

such as the absence of social ins e, sub-

sidies and benefits in rural villag . With

respect to these practical problems. ft is
necessary to take practical measures, and to

solve them step by step We must insist on
the principle of equal pay fir equal work
-regardless of sex, arrange for marriages in
which the couple moves in with the wife's
family whenever there is the need,' establish

and manage well "respecting-the-old homes"
for childless older people, and ptinjde well
for those older people who choose to stay in

their own 7five-guarantee" homes We

must initiate pension systems in rural villages

wherever conditions are bpe ensuring that
the living standards Of old persons who Ire
childless or have few children are slightly
abo% e average, so as to meet the problem of
support for the oldand so on Economic
factors are among the most decisive Once
the conomk problems are soh ed, the ques-

bon d more vs fewer children and of male

vs female offspring will be more than half-

way solved
In short, controlhng the increase in popu-

lation is a major task d strategk significance
Let us 'Work together

Oa.



the &floc u,r, of provid.r.g empk, rnen. ti

labor Among the important factors respon

,tpie the !kr v. a.rdtre s a a'

et.: el. -is.- ans. tc, = " .1, .-

111111g.0 i4 aild IC" ".

pip elph LAL:. the pill, " ad,

lescents and youths
Plod raoid in req..ir in pepuLinor,

deinmeruo. L the ow,. ,:kemen, the

peopa i sto44o d of lnInt, Th. de g t-

winch the people s hying standard car be

improied is determined by Bie relationship

between the growth rate of fund.s earmarked

for consumption and that of population In

the 25;year penod between 1953 and 19-F.,

consumer income increased by 180 percent

an increase of no small magnitude But the
populabon increased by 66 7 percent Con-

sequently fer capita consumphon increased

by one-third Fifty-eight percent of the an-

mual increase in consumphon funds had to be

expended to meet the needs of the newly

added population, kiving only, 42 percent of

the increase to improve the living standard of

the base populabon. Take grain as an illustra-

bon The grain output in 1977 was 565 5

billion un (1 jm = () 5 kW Compared to the

1951 grain output ci 287 4 billion pn, this
represents an increase of 97 percent How-

ever, the per capita availability of gram in-
creased from 510 jm to 598 jui, an mcrease of
Gni> 88 jm, or 17.3 percent At the present
time, thi textile marlet remains 'bght. the

output generated by the textile mdustry is

not able to sahsfy the demand tithe people
In ous large country . with over 900 million

persons, even a small rise in each individual's

demand will produce a shockingly ,large

aggregate figure, exerting great pressures on
tbe textile indOstry The t-urrent market ten-

sion reflects not only insufficient output but

-also population pressure
From the above analysis, we can see the

preeminent significance ofcontrolling popu-

lation increase for the promobon of the kin
modernizations

Our policy is to proceed from actual condi-

tions in our country and to control populahon

increase for a long time in a conscienhous and

planned manner We must insist on imple-
menhng this policy, and strive to reduce the

naturil increase rate of population to zero

7 7

Bninneeoun birthrates u difficult becalw more than half Clun a a people are unfit r 21

that is, to achieve zero population growth by

the end of this century
To reach this goal, we envision a two-stage

carnpaign First, we will strive to reduce the

natural increase rate from the present 12 per

1,000 to about five per 1,000 by 1985 Then,

we will strive to lower the natural increase

.rate to zero by the year 2000 In bur effort to

realize our targets, we encounter consider-

able difficulbes, and the tasks are arduous

Firstly , our country's crude birthrate has al-

ready declined from 40 per 1,000 to 18 34 per

1,000 [in 19713] To further reduce the crude

birthrate substantially is comparatively dif
t. in view of the large reducbon that we

have already effected Secondly . at the pre-

sent time, persons below 21 years of age

account for, half of the populahon These

people will reach the age ofmamage and
reproduction, successisely, , by the end ofthis

century Parbcularb , as the larger cohorts
born in 1963, 1964 and two years in the late

1960s reach the age of mamage and repro-
duction, krtility will probably peak again
Thirdly . people living in rura/ areas account
for over 80 percent of our country:s total

population Generally speaking, the task

of controlling population increase in rural

villages is much more difficult than in

cities
But we have many favorable Condibons

Since 1971, our work has resulted in knyer-

ing the.natural populabon increase rate from

23 40 per 1,000 in 1971 to 12 05 per 1,000 in

1978 A decline 6( such magnitude in a few

years is indeed rare in the history of the
world It shows that controlling populabon
increase is consistent with the fundamental

interests of the broad masses ofpeople. and

has had their support
In order to bnng the natural Increase rate

down to around five pe1,000 b> 1965, we
must first reduce and then altogether elimi-

nate the phenomenon of mulbparity rates-
[the percentage of all births that are of third

and higher panbes], and promote the prac-

tice of couples' lunitihg themselves to only

One child At the present time, thid and
higher pant) births aceount for about0 per-
cent tit total births Herein lies the potential

for 'further lowenng the crude birthrate, and

controlling the natural increase rate Assum-
ing a multipanty rate of 30 percent, births of

third and higher parity probably amount to
about 5 2,million of the 17 4 million births in

1978 If we halve the mulbpanty rate, we will
reduce total births by 2 6 million, thereby

lowenng the natural increase rate from 12 05

per 1,000 to 9 aikr 1,000 Let us stnve to

prey ent third-panty births by

1985 If we Succeed, there will be fise million

fewer births per year than there are now the

crude birthrate will decline [from LS] to

about 13 per 1,000, and the natural in-crease

%According to the tame No demographers "At present
there are more than 10 mato*" penons entf mg the labor

marker bee kau Cheng and V. u Clungping Ira op

cit p 3; According to another wurce "Ilsu year 119791

there are mer 'men riilopeopr in the urban autncts

seeking emplcnrnent Betreen 1 utd 1985 there w01

be 18 million seruor and middle 4hoo graduates in cities

and toreit alone an average o( 3 million annual!) bee

"Urban Collects,/ Econom) Doetop It or Eliminate lt'"
Berng &vim ho 35. Aug Z, 11779 p 11) recent

months htse witnessed a much more open ducuition of

the magnitude of unemplmment and of practical *asi to

alleYsate tt The article cited abme a one such esample

Another b Xue Mugu° aulachriti to the State Planning

Commusion and kinnerb the director old* Stab Statue

cal Bureau is enbtked "Noted Econ.:oust on Emplo,

will and appears in &Min; iirtINA ..k0 33 Aug r
1079 pp 13-15 The consensus of the authon a that

beyond the state i capants to prmsde the Snanna/ in,rst

ment requIred to ovate iobPlue the youngipeople enter

mg the labor market nes call on the collecour umb and

urban netithborhoods to pool their man ITIOUICV1 to or

'mac service and induitnal cooper-awes to as m eraplo.

theu 0,671 young people A. art
etpetherit approach to the

volution of unemploYment the go, ernment encourages

urban workers espeeulh rumen to refer at est 50

thereb, allornig their child ho a. onpnall, ruin

oar& .arvpseeto a rural arra upin irraduatxr. a replace'

them on the pb 1 ran no a fr. ,tanng

urban trodennal (A:impart& Sharsphv and Mang



China's Birth-Planning Program
Pi-chaol Chen

oft

\it

Over the years Chinese population policy has gradually become more
specilok'and detailed. As early as 1957, the late Chairmlp/M215 (Mao

Zedong, no date) in a major speech called for immediate transition to

zero population growth. His statement was not publicized, however, and

no concrete steps were taken at that time. In'the early 1960s Premier

Chou En-lai reportedly remarked that he would be most pleased if natural

increase could be reduced to 10 per 1,000 by the end of this century (Liu

Zo-qing 1978). In.1970 or 1971, tile State Council issued an interna4

iolicy directive (State Council Direative No. 51) calling for
"outstanding results" in planning births by 1975 but refraining from

setting a specific target. By 1972 and 1973, Chinese birth planning

administrators were reporting that they had been exhorted to reduce the

rate of natural increase to 10 per 1,000 in the cities and 15 pev1,000

in the countryside as soon as possible, preferably by 1975 (Pi-chao Chen,

no date, b). More receflt policy calls for the reduction of the natural

increase rate to 5 per 1,000 by 1985, and to zero growth by 2,000.

Ihe program the Chinese have designed to achieve such reductions is

complex and detailed. It involves,official norms about desirable

childbearing patterns, procedures for setting and enforcing fertility

targets at different levels of government, a iultitier system for

delivering contraceptive services, and measures'for the promotion of

specific birth-planning methpds. Each of these elements is discussed in

this paper.

NOTE: An earlier version of this paper was presented at the China

Population Analysis Conference at the East-West Population Instiiute in

MAy 1980. In addition, this paper describes policies and practices in

effect prior to the new "one-child family" poliq described in the

article by Che Maus in this volume.
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THREE REPRODUCTIVE NORMS

In their birth-planning policy, the Chinese attempt to combine "state
guidance" with voluntarism. They believe that the government should rely
.on patient educaton and persuasion and refrain from coercion, but that
couples must on their part voluntarily cooperate to limit births. If
couples do not cooperate, the official position is that they have no
right ta reproduce in an "anarchical" ;simper and will be prevtnted from
doing sd

Th*oyernment has spelled out three reproductive norms for all
eligible individuals: late marriage; long spacing between births, and
few cialdren (wan xi shao in Chinese, meaning "later, longer, fewer").
In cities, men are not to marry until they ere 26 years of age, women not
until 24. .In rural areas, the minimum ages are 25 for men and 23 for
women. The interval between the first and second child should be at .

least four years. "Few" ohildren originally meant 6.'0 in the city and
three in the countryside. In 1977 the number was changed to two children
everywhere, and, beginning in 1979, couplei' were encouraged to have only
one child.

Exception§ to these norms may be madt3for compelling reasons. An
underage man who has young siblings to care for may take a wife. An
underage woman,whose fiancee is leaving home for military service may get
married. A woman with a 'child under 3 may obtain authoriration to become
pregnant if her husband is about to leave on an official assignment that
will take mAny years.. Couples with two daughters and couples with-one
daughter and a tongenitally crippled son may have a third child.
Complianee with the norms is monitored, but by itself would not
necessarily lead to desirable growth patterns. The Chinese add a set of
demographic targets, attempting to control population in the same way
they control the production of goods and services.

TARGET SETTING

In thi mid-1970s, the State Council birth planning staff began to set
targets fqr reducing rates of natural increase for each province. In
1978, a natural increase rate of 10 per 1,000 iias set as a target for
most coastal provinces. The three largest municipalitiek had an even
4ower target. For Qinghai Province, however, with its low level of
socioeconoMic develOpment and substaritial Moslem population, a target
rate of 19.4 or 20 per 1,000 was set.

Oien its prget, each province is supposed to alocate a birth quota
to-each of its prefectures. Each prefecture in turn 4istributes birth
quotas among its urban municipalities and rural counties, each of which
then works out an.annual plan Of births.

In the urban Municipality of Changsha, for instance, the annual plan
of births has to be prepared at least 9 months ahead. The plan takes
into accouni the number of recent and expected martiages (which must be

b
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reported by couples as much as a year in advance). Couples are eligible

for a birth quota the year after their marriage, the quota remaining

valid until their first child is born. The Changsha Municipal Birth
Planning Staff Office has discovered that 20 percent of recently married

couples will have a child in the first year, 60 percent the following
year, and the remaining 20 percent in the third year. Discovery of this

pattern facilitates the drawing up of a realistic annual plan of births.
The planners must also take account of second births and, where targets
-do not match expectations, may have to make difficult choices.

COMMUNITY PLANNING OF BIRTHS1

These hardschoices can be seen most dramatically at the next lower level,
the level of brigades (and theirconstituent teams) or communes. The

brigade birth-planning leadership group (headed by the brigade captain or
by the local head of the women's, federation) allocates its birth quota
among its teams, each of which has an average of 20 to 40 households.
The team birth-planning leadership group then calls all,the eligible
couples, including tbose who plan to parry soon, to a meeting. All the

couplets submit their individual birth plans, indicating when they prefer

to have their first and second children. The participants as a group
approve or revise each individual plan. If a couple's plan conforms to

the three reproductive norms, it is usually approved without question; if
it <sloes not, it may be revised. If the total births proposed exceed the

Tumber permitted by the brigade, however, further discussion takes
place. First priority is given to childless couples and couples who are

marrying late, and second priority tosouples with one child aged three
or olsler. If this does not resolve the problem, the birth quotas are

assigned to couples recommended by the "masses," i.e., the brigade
population, and tice other <eligible couples must waituntil the following

year.
P'eriodic adjustments to the plan are made during the year in meetings

of.the eligible couples. A couple 109 did not receive 0,quota but
fevertheless conceived a child may request a birth quota. If another

couple4 who had been assigned a quota, failed to conceive, the request

may be granted. Adjustmeas may also be made for the death of an infant

or a hdtband's impending departure.
Such a decision-making pattern is followed in miny communes and urban

neighborhoods; other patterns also exist, however. In some places where

the birth-planning campaign is well established, meetings are dispensed

1The ipformation presented in this section draws heavily on'
interviews conducted by the author with birth-planning administiators and

cadres in various parts of China in June 1978, while travelling lath the ,
Rural Health Systems #elegation of the Committee on Scholarly
Communication with the People's Republic of China (ree Pi.lchao Chen, no

datZ-a).. 4 .
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with, and the local birth-planning leadership group prepares the
community plan from plins submitted by all affected couples.

If the birth plan submitted by A couple does not conform to the three
reproductive norms, the local birth-planning leadership will ask the
couple to modify their plan to conform to the three norms. Or it may
call meetings of all eligible couples to discuss the case. Because the
birth quota is fixed, and often the number of couples eligible for a
birth quota exceeds the number available, one couple's refusal to abide
by the norms Means-that another eligible couple has to sacrifice its
quota.

Peer pressure is used to make couples abide by the birth plans.
Recalcitrant couples may be subject.to "thought work," persuasive visits
from the /Apical birth-planning leadership group. Since the government
lowers the target for natural increase each year, an increasiag number of
eligible couples must forfeit their birth quota. This process of
collective decision making is designed to make the sacrifice more
palatable.

There are some reports of coercive measures being taken in some areas
to prevent births. At a forum of legal workers in January 1979, one
participant reported that, in some localities, propaganda teams"
not only promoted birth planning in reluctant households but also sought
to "exercise control over their food, drinking water, and workpoints"
(Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Jan. 4, 1979, p. E7). The
newspaper Renmin Ribao (People's Daily, Sept. 15, 1978) has complained
that a family's food rations have been reduced if the wife failed to
accept an IUD, if the family did not raise pigs, if it failed to deliver
the required number of eggs, or if a familymember failed to attend a,
meeting. Overseas Chinese sources claim that pregnant women have run
away.from their communities in order to avoid being.sterilized (Wang
Yi-ping 1980). Zovernment,leaders have been aware of the use of coercion
or 'mobilization" im planned birtli work and hove repeatedly spoken out
against it,and forbidden it. Under great pressure to show results or
Continued progress, however, the local cadres have continued to.resort to
coercion in order-to fulfill their "targets"--a practice that is likely
to continue,as long as the pressure from above remains strong.

CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICES

Couples are sided i Aloiding births, should they'not be assigned quotas,
by the contraceptiv delivery system. Run by the same groups that set
demographic targets,-ihis system involvessommittee or leadership groups
at each organizational'level. These committees always include formal
comMunity leaders and representatives of important constituenbies. At
the commune level, for instance, the commune birth-planning committee is
headed by the first secretary of the Chinese Communist Part.y and consists
of repre'sentatives from the particommittee, the mommune management

c, committee; the police, the women's federation, the young Communist
league, ih, militia, the school system, the commune health canter, and so

. A.
t
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on. This.ccipmittee supervises one or two full-time birth-planning ji
cadres. The brigade birth-planning leadership group, by comparison, is

headed by the captain of the brigade or by the chair of the local chapter

of the women's federation. It supervises the local barefoot doctors,

part-time maternal and child health workers or trained attendants, and

health aides for each team. All these birth-planning workers are

recruited locally; if an outsider is assigned, he or she is expected to

move into the community.
Assisted by a part-time birth attendant, a maternal and child health

worker, or health_aides for each team, a female barefoot doctor is

responsible for delivering babies; providing prenatal and postpartum
counseling and contraceptive education; delivering contraceptive
supplies; referring to health clinics clients with childbirth
complications or those who wish a planned-birth operation; and keeping

birth records. It is official.policy that at least one barefoot doctor

in each brigade is female.
Women may obtain contraceptive supplies and services at neighborhood

clinics or at clinics at their work places. Most women, however, can

have supplies delivered to them at work or at home by part-time

birth-planning workers. The workers also set up appäintments and

accompany womentto the clinic or hospital for surgical procedures like

IUD insertion or removal, tnbal ligation, and induced abortion. These

contraceptive supplies and,services have been provided free since the

early 1970s. The health units receive supplies without charge and are

reimbursed on a fixed scale for surgical operations.
,NUmerous training programs have been organized to provide the army of

health personnel required by the contraceptive delivery system.
Provincial goVernments have been responsible for training, but the less

developed provinces have received technical assistance from the major

eastern-coast cities. The success of these programs.may be illustrated

by Guangdong Province. By 1979, Guangdong had more than 2,000 medical'

personnel running trAining programs and providing technical support feir

tocal-level birth-pPanning centers. There were over 50,000 female P

barefoot doctors trained in insertion and removal of the IUD. Most of

the commune health centers could perform the four pl,anned-birth surgical

procedures. ,

PROMOTION OF SPECIFIC BIRTH-PLANNING METHODS

Planned-Birth Operations

In 1970, at the same time that free contraceptive servicês for all

eligible couples were introduced, the government mandated a uniform

schedule.of benefits for women employed in government agencies and state

enterprises who seek a planned-birth operation. For induced abortion, a

14-day leave of absence was to be granted with full pay; for tubal

deligation, 1001400a off with full pay; for insertion or removal' of an IUD,

2-3 days off with full pay; and for postpartum tubal'ligation, 7 days off

(J

..
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with full pay, in.iddition to 56 days of fully paid maternity leave.
Paid maternity leave for government workers had first been instituted by
the 1953 Labor Insurance Regulations, and paid leave for,induced abortion
by a decree ifi October 1957.

For other women, the extent of benefits-is decided locally. The'
government has called on collective.units to provide benefits, but has'
also set requirements. Table 1 illustrates some of the resulting
variation. Since peasants do not receive a fixed wage bu.t rather earn
work points, ihe benefit days represent the days a woman can be abment
without losing points.

IUDs'

%According to an official from the State Council Birth-Planning Leaderstiip
Group, IUDs account for sa percent of all methods used throughout the
country. This observation is consistent with the service statistics
obtained b the Rural Health Syttems delegation of the Committee on
Scholarly omunicatioi, With the People's Republic of China that toured
many part of China, including some remote rural counties, in summer 1978
- (see Tab 2). TheIUD was the most pOpular'method in all areas visited,
accounting for between 41 percent (in Xinhui County, GUangdong'Province)
and 87 percept of all contraceptives ustd (in.Hengxien County, Guangxi
Chuang Autonomous Region). Sixty percent of all contra-ceptors in
Guangdong Province were usinethe IUD in 1977.

;Sterilization

Sterilization has been further promoted by the assignment of
sterilization quotas to provinces and to smaller units. Couples with
more than three children, at least two of'whom ere'sons, with the
youngest son at least four yeart old, are prime targets for
sterilization. There appears to be some competition to.meet:or
overfulfill quotas in certain areas, as reflected by a Guizhou provincial'
broadcasting report fhat by.September 1978 the Tungjen prefecture had.
,overfulfilled its sterilization operation quota by 10 percent (Foreign
Broadcast Information Service, Sept. 26, 1979, p. P2-P3).

Sterilization is having some success; tubal ligation and vasectomies
rank just behind IUDs in popularity. In 1977, tubal ligation accounted
for 39 percent of all birth control practice in Taoyuan.County, Hunan
Province, 32 petcent of practice in Xinhui County, Guangdong Province,
and 20 percent of practice in all of Guangdong Province. This method is
extremely limited in other places, like Rengxien County, Whire local
docford and health workers may not yet-have received training in this

4

.(}ri

procedure.

Vasectomies account for 10 percent of all methods used in Guangdong
Province, and are.second to IUDs in popularity in Sichuan Province. But

A.
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TABLE 1 Benefiti for Planned-Birth Operations: Leaves of Absence

Granted Without Lost Workpoints in Selected Areas

Operation

Taoyuan,

Hunan

Luentsun commune

Xian, Shaanxi

Nanning

'Guanxi

Iriduced abortion 14 days 14 days 14 dayt

Tubal ligation 21 days 7-14 days 10 days

Postpartum tubal

ligation 30 days 60 days 63 daysa

. IUD inserti'on 7'days 7 days 3 days

'IUD removal 7 days
2 days

aIncludes 56 days of maternity leave for government workers.
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TABLE 2 Proportionate Distribution of Contraceptive Methods Used in-Selected Areas in China, 1977

IUD
Tubal

Ligation
,

Vasectomy

Oral

.pills
(percent)

Condoms and
diaphragms Injectable others Total

4
China 50 u u u u u u u

Provinces

Cuangdong 60 20 10 58 5 0 0 100
Jiangsu 52 32 7 7 u u 0 u
Shanghsib 25 40 7 7 u u u u
Tianjin 36.6 16.3 0 25.8 14.7 .6 5.8 .99.8
City Proper 16.2 20.6 0 31.6 22.7 .6 8.2 99.9
Periurban Districts 37 17.2 0 28.0 11.3c .5 57 99.7
PeriOrban Countiet 67.7 .9.3 0 15.3 4.9c .7 2.2 100.1

;

o.
NUnicipalities

um

Xian 39 14 2 22 24 0 0 101
Chengdu 30 14 31 gd 10d 4 4 101

Rural Counties

Xinhui 41 32 20 0 7 0 0 100
Hengxien 87 4 1 5 u u u u
Taoyuan 40 39 13 7 2 0 101 '

P

U n unknown.
8Including injectable..

bAverage for the entire municipality, including the 10 periurban counties, for 1978.
Mese are "vaginal methods."
dThe oral pill and condoms and diaphragms together account for 18 percent.

Sources: Chengdu: Leslie Corsa's trip notes, November 1978.
Tianjin: Katherine Ch'iu Lyle, "Planned Airth in Tianjin," in The China Quarterly,
no. 83, September 1980, p. 558. All others:. pi-chao Chen's trip notes. Data from the local
birth-planning administrators in the places visited.
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vasectomies were extremely unpopular in most places visited by the Rural

Health Systems delegation, and acceptance rates are reported to be very
low in the nation as a whole. Their popularity in Sichuan may be due to
the fact that, in the early 1970s1 a Chungqing physician, Li Shungchiang,
devised a procedure for vasectomy by injection, which has been vigorously
promoted by birth-planning officials. A national conference on
contraceptive technology in January 1980 called for wider promotion of
that method.

Oral Contraceptives

Oral contraceptives are available at best on a limited scale in rural
areas. Only in major cities does the pill account for more than 10
percent of contraceptive use. In Shanghai 19 and 17 percent of
contraceptors were using the pill in 1971 and 1978, respectivaly; in Xian
the proportion was 22 percent in 1977. In Guangdong, the largest
administrative unit fox which the NAS delegation.had detailed service
statistics, the pill together with injectables accounted for 5 percent of
all methods used. There was an unusually high rate of oral contraceptive
use in the remote rural county of Taoyuan, in Hunan Province. HOwevgr,

Tanyuan was one of several experimental counties in Hunan where the pi11,1//
was introduced in the early 1970s to determine ..ts acceptability and
long-term effects.

Induced Abortion

Induced abortion was legalized in 1956, and shortly thereafter the
necessary social conditions for induced abortion to be performed were
liberalized. Induced abortion is now readily available, free, and
granted to a woman upon rtqutst, with or without her husband's consent.
Some female barefoot doctors in remote brigades have been trained in the
vacuum-aspiration procedure for terminating early pregnancy. For the

termination of pregnancy after the first trimester, patients ate referred
to commune health centers or the county hospital. The officia1 position

on induced abortion is that it is safe but should be a last recourse, in
the event of contraceptive failure.

The incidence of induced abortion in the areas for which data,are
available is roughly the same as in the United States in recent years

(Table 3). In 1978, a quarter of a million induced abortions were
performed in Guangdon4 Province, about 244 induced abortions per 1,000

live births. The comparable figure for Xinhui County was 285, and for
Taoyuan, 280. The equivalent rate in the United States in 1975 was 273.

The incidence of induced abalipion has been considerably higher in
China's major cities. The numbtlf of induced abortions per 1,000 live
births in 1977 was 1,213 in Xian municipality, 818 in Changsha, and 1200,,

in Chengdu, two to three times higher khan in rural counties.

4+,
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TABLE 3 Induced Abortions per 1,000 Live Births in Selected Areas
in China, 1977 and 1978

Area Year
Induted abortions per
1,000 live births

Province

Guangdong 1 78 227
Tianjin 1978 651

Municipality

Nanjing
Xian

Changpha
Chengdu

County

1977.

1977

1977

, 1977

about 333 4

1,213a

815

about 1,200

Xinhui 288
(in Guandongerovince)

Taoyuan 0

(in Hunan Provihce) 4

279

s--

aIn 1977, there'was a total of 49,816 induced abortions,
1,754 of which were midterm abortions.

Sources: Nanjing: "Second BirthPlanning Delegation Trip
Notes, November 1978"

Chengdu: "Les-lie Corsa's Trip Notqs, Novembell, 1978"
Tianjin: Katherine Ch'iu Lyle, "Planned Birth in

Tianjin," in China Quarterly no. 83, September
1980, p. 558.

All others: Obtained by PiChao Chen from the local
birthplanning administrators in thesplaces
visited.
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Birth-planning administrators believe that people who live in cities are
more strongly motivated to limit their family size and are readier to
resort to induced abortion, but also that many urban abortions are cases
referred from the countryside. Rural women expect safer care in city

hospitals. They also often combine a trip to the city for an abortion
with a visit to relatives or friends, for which they would otherwise
require special permission. For this reason, the statistics on induced
abortion in the major cities may give a misleading picture. It may be

inaccurate to suggest, as some visitors to China have done, that
China--like Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Japan--has relied extensively on

induced abortion to control fertility.

SOME RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM

The government uses three rates--the late marriage rate, the birth
limitation rate, and the planned-birth rate--to measure the success of

its program. Some available statistics on these rates are given in

Table 4.
Vice-premier Chen Muhua has stated (1979) that there were 17.4

million births in China in 1978, of which 30 percent were third- and

higher-order births. Since such births are outside the plan and should
not have takee-place, at least 5.2 million couples deviated from the

reproductive norms.
The amount of deviation can be illustrated further in Guangdong

Province. Guangdong had 6.2 million fecund married women of reproductive

age (MWRA) in 1978. Initially 620,000 birth quotas were allocated to the

province, enough for 10 percent of these women to have a child. In

response to requests from local units, the quota was raised to 930,000

births. As it turned out, in 19.78 there were 1.1 million births in
Guangdong, yielding a natural increase rate of 14.75 per 1,000. The

province failed to reduce its natural increase to 10 per 1,000 as
required by the State Council Birth Planning Office; its natural increase

rate for 1978 in fact exceeded that for 1977. Furthermore, of the 1:1

million births in 1978, 40 percent were third- or higher-order births.
The late marriage rate for Guangdong in 1977-1978 was 75 percent,

which means that 25 percent of the couples married that year did so
before reaching the required age. The birth limitation rate for,1978 was

70 percent, meaning that 30 percent of the msTried fecund womeh of
reproductive age did not practice contriception. Only half or fewer of

this 30 percent had been granted permission to bear a child.
Similar shortcomings were shown in Taoyuan County in Hunan Province.

The county was given a target of 12,000.births for 1977, 2000, above the

total requests from the county's 60 communes, in order to Nmke things

easier for the lower levels." In spite of the generous target, the

communes failed to stay within the quota, exceeding it by 1,586. Taoyuan

achieved a planned-birth rate of 70 percent in 1977; thus 30 percent of
the women who gave birth that year did not conform to one of the three



TABLE 4 Nuptiality and Fertility Measures for Selected Areas, 1977

girth

Late marriage limitation
rate (2) rate (X)

Planned

birth

rate (X)

Crude

birth rate
(per 1,000) Population

Married
women in
reproductio
ages (X)

Province

Guandong 75% 762 612 18.62 55,000,000 11.62
JiangsuA 88.5 83.Z 60.8 15.99* 56,000,000
Hebei 93 83 77 15

Shanghai 12,000,000
City Proper 90

#
85 85 7.4 11.7

Pefiurban counties 80 80 75 )5.3
Tianjian 95.2 80.6 69.7 15.4 7,210,898 11.6

Rural county

Xinghui
(Guangdong) 95.85 78.9 62 15.5 830,000 11.9

Hengsien
(Guangxi) 97.7 70.1 n.a. 20.2 780,000 11.2

Taoyuan
(Hunan) NA 80.2 70 15.3 889,845 12.0

Municipality

Changsha
(Hunan) 97 81.7 ' 70.9 12.61 700,000 13.0

Xian

(Shaanxi) 94.4 82 67 15.88 2,633,805 14.6
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reproductive norms. As a result, the crude birth rate for the county in
1977 was 15.3 per 1,000.

The Chinese government has claimed that, between 1971 and 1978, 170
million Chinese men and women practiced birth control, including
sterilization. Government also claimed that 54.6 million births were
averted as a result (Meizhou Huachao Deily, N.Y., Jan. 29, 1980, p.1; see
also Jian Kang Bac) Jan. 27, 1980, p. 1). No good national statistics
are available for evaluating such claims. If such claims are correct,

however, the Chinese birth-planning program, despite its falling short of
its own goals, has shown remarkable success.
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Marriage and Changes in the Family in the
People's Republic of Chid's,
William L. Parish

To most scholars in the West, the reality of life in China sSill remains
elusive. Old models depict a bureaucratic state controlled firmly from
above and a populace ideologically mobilized through group criticism and
self-criticism. In the face of events of the past fouLyears, however,
these models have become quite inadequate. China,may'gtill be a highly
bureaucratized state, and two decades of ideological mobilization must
have left some impact, but our models have always been too
simplistic-,-even before recent political changes. They assume a
uniformityof living conditions that does not exist in China, just as it
does not exist in the West. The contrasting marriage and family
practices of Chimese cities and villages are good illustrations of this
absence of uniformity, and the importance of considering actual living
conditions in understanding social change in China.

This essay summarizes findings from a 1973-1974 tudy of 63 villages
of Guangdong Province in south China and preliminary impressions from a
1977-1978 study of 133 urban neighborhoods throughout China. Both
studies u,se methods of anthropology-at-a-distance. Refugees and legal
emigres living in Hong Kong were asked to desc'ribe life in their
community and among their neighbors back in the village or city in which
they lived before leaving China. The accuracy of their answers is
evaluated by probing for concrete details, by controlaing for the
background characteristics of informants, and by comparing our sample
results with official radio reports. The answers of those who admit past
political errors and negative class origins are no different from the
answers of others. Respondents' answers on six dimensionsincluding
grain yields, proportions of villages with cooperative medical programs,
and number of barefoot doctors per village--give figures virtually
identical to official results in 1973 (Parish and Whyte 1978).
Comparisons of the proportions of the nonagricultural force in state and
collective employment, plus the incomes in each sector, suggest that the
urban interview information closely replicates official figures.

93
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VILLAGES

Since 1949, the Chinese government has promoted fundamental changes in

Chinese rural society. At the level of village institutions, change

appears to have been massive, although, pariptioxically, change in family

practices has been far more equivocal. In the mid-1950s, villages

switched rapidly and, compared with the Soviet Union, relatively

painlessly, to collective forming (Birnstein 1967). Since the 1950s,

widespread communication and education facilities have increased the

possibilities of change. Ninety-three percent of all production teams (a

village unit of 30 to 40 households) have wired broadcast networks,

linking them to the rest of the country (Peking Review 1975 (17)45:30).

As a result of emphasis on v'llage as well as state-run schools and adult

litericy programs, 70 percent of all rural adults have become literate--a

figure matched by only 4 few other societAbg at China's level of

development (Beijing Review 1980 (5):8; stil also UNESCO Statistical

Yearbook). Medical programs have been revamped: 62 percent of China's

1.9 million hospital beds are in the countryside, 80 percent of all

production brigades (village units of not quite 300 households each) have

cooperative medical insurance programs, and almost 1.6 million barefoot

doctors provicde first-line medical care to villagers (Beijing Review 1980

(25):20; Lampton 1979). In south China, the labor. contribution of women

who9ipve gone to work in the fields has increased from less than

one=fifth in 1930 to almost half of all labor today (Parish and Whyte

1978; Schran 1969). These are all signs of a massive transformation of

many of China's rural institutions.

In family matters, however, the degree of transformation has not been

nearly so great nor smAnsistently in the direction of government

ideals, which haye tong stressed generational as well as female

equality. Families were to be stable, with mutual concern-and care

between generations, yet parents were no longer to dominate the lives of

their children. Growing children were to be guided by persuasion rather

than obedience to parental authority. Grown children were to make their

own decisions about marriage partners and oiherlife choices, with the

interests of the larger society taking priority over narrow family

interests. Women were to acquire more,power both inside and outside the

home, sharing with men equal access to jobs, pay, offict, inheritance,

and help about the house. Weddings, funerals, and rituils symbolizing

the authority offelders and the inferiority of women who entered the

family from outside were to be simplified and rerlaced by new national

holidays celebrating the greater society over the family (see Meijer

1971). To these ideals, institutionalized in the marriage law of 1950,

has been added the more recent attempt td raise marriage ages and reduce

the birth rate. In rural areas, this attempt has taken on increased

seriousness since the early 1970s.

According to our study of 63 Guangdong villages, parental control had

weakened by the early 19/ns. Although parents and aunts often provided

the initial introduction to potential marriage partners, children had a

veto power over the final choice and some opportunity to get better
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acquainted before the marriage ceremony (see Tables 1 and 2). New brides
were less ubservient to their in-laws than in the past. Sons had more
power vis-a-vis their fathers, often assuming the leadership of the ,

family once their father retired from active field work. Nevertheless,
the potential for parental control was still very much present.
Typically, parents and grown children were not dispersed but resided in
the same compound,"and parents shared meals with one son while caring for
all their sons' chitOren (see Table 3). Parents and grandparents still
emphasized obedience in child training rather than independence training,
maintaining family loyalty as a significant component. Schools were not
a threat to this type of training, for theyi too, tended to emphasize '

basic skills of reading, wring, and arithmetic plus obedience to elders.
The position of women was more equitable, than in the past. Foot-

binding, marriage of child brides, and concubinagehad been eliminated.
Almost as many women were literate as men--about 60 percent of adult
women and 80-percent of adult men. However, daughters were more likely
than sons to be taken out of school to Send younger siblings. Bride
prices remained high, and daughters inherited neither money nor
property. In cases of divorce or death and remarriage, women could not
make the claims to property and child custody that official policy
proclaimed. Some village officers refused to approve a divorce until the
bride price, wfAch is not supposed to exist, had been retur.ned to the
groom's family. Positions of village leadership were restricted largely
to those women's vice-chief positions mandated by the central
government. Representation in full chief and functionary positions, uch
as accountant and warehouse keeper, were minimal (see Table 4).

The variability in response to government appeals for social change
was also evident in the realm of ritual. There had indeed been a general
,retreat from Professionally led comm:Atly and lineage rituals to those
centering around family life. Templ nd religious specialists became
inactive in the 1950s. ,Lineage halls were stripped of their ancest 1

plaques and converted to other uses in uccessive campaigns, culmin ting
in a complete elimination of their activities during the 1966 Cultural
Revolution. In contrast, however, family rituals connected with birth,
marriage, and death, while simplified in form, continued very much in a

traditional pattern. Many families continued to revere their ancestors,
maintaining domestic plaquesred strips of paper inscribed with the
proper names--or pictures placed in the main family hall. Weddings
continued to be highly elaborate, with many guests and multiple tables
laden with food. New political rituals, such as National Liberation Day,'
or International Womef's Day, were pale images of the community rituals
they were designed to replace, while annual festival celebrations in the
home continued to be vigorously attended. Collectivization, then,
'narrowed the circle of ritual celebration but neither eliminated its
traditional content nor diverted it to political paths.

The birth-planning campaign was more uniformly successful. Visitors
had been told that the 1972 crude birth rate in Guangdong Province was 26

per 1,000, down sharply from the 374or 38 per 1,000 of a decade before.
Although there was probably ome underregistration of births, interviews
confirmed that the rate had declined sharply and was probably approaching
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TABLE I Change Over Time in Type of Introducers Used in Mate Choice

1950-1958 1959-1967 1968-1974

None 142 31% 232

Relati've 29 35 33

Friend or acquaintance 14 8 24

Matchmaker 43 27 21

(N)
( 7) (26) (92)

Source: Village Marriage Sample, 1973.

TABLE 2 Dominance in Mate Choice Over Time

Pre-1949 1950-1958 1959-1967 1968-1974

Parents 100% 832 412 382

i

Young couple 02 172 ,
592 6 2%

(N) (6) (6) (17) (52)

Source: Village Neighbor Sample, 1973
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-Rural South

China, 1930

Rural

Kwkngtung,
1973

Urban

Lingnaq,

ca. 19175

Average Number
of members

Structure of
family

5.0 4.8 4.4

Single person 3% 17% 5%
Nuclear 34 50 67
Stem 37 22
Joint 638 2 2
Other

3

Total
Total N

J

100%

(2,422)
10 1 %

( 13 1 )
99%

'AIStem and joint structures combined.

Sources: Lewis, S. C. Smythe, "The Composition
Chin-ling hsueh-pao (NAnking Journal)
table 6. :Rural Neighbor Sampte, 1973
Sample, r9/2-78.

of tpe Chinese Family,"
, voi. 5, no. 1 (1935),.
. Weighted Urban. Neighbor
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TABLE 4 Officers by Sex ,and Age

Brigade Officers Team Officers Adult
Top Lower Lower Popu -

Leaders Wbmen's Functionaries Leaders Womenes Functionaries latipn

Sex

Male ,37

Female 1

Total 38
03

0 43 61 0 : 72 277

14 2 1 14 3
2-8/

14 45 62 14 . 75 566

Notes: (a) Top brigade leaders include 15 Party secretaries, 10 brigade chiefi, and 13 vice-chiefs'and.
sideline4industry heads. The women's officer is the person in 'charge of women's affairs. The
.lower brigade functionaries include 17 militia leaders.nd security officers, It financial
officers, 4 clerks (wen-shu), and 15 miscellaneous other personnel. (b) The top testi leaders
include 36 team chiefs and 22 vice-chiefs. The women's officer is simply the women's
vice-chief. The lower team functionaries include 10 militia leaders and security officers, 20
accountants, 9 cashiers, 19 custodians, 3 financial officeis and 16 point recorders. (c) The
'number of officers with completeAata is shown in parentheses following each series of
percentages. (d) Two of the lower team officers, a militia chief and a point'recorder, are
below age 20.

Sources: Last column is from census of neighbors. Other columns from cadre sample, 1973.
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the reported figure. There were some stories of husbands who insisted on
a sixth, seventh, or eighth birth when all earlier births were daughters,
pointing to some continuation of traditional patterns and potential
difficulties in attempting to further reduce the birth rate. The attempt
to raise the age at marriage was it best only moderately successful.
After A sharp upturn in the 1950s, the average age at marriage of meniwas
at about the desired rural minimum of 25 for men in the early 1970s,
while the average age at marriage for-women was two years below the
desired rural mnimum of 23 for women (see Table 5).

Although interviews with emigres provide the richest, and some of the
most systematic, data on these issues, these conclusions do not rest on
interviews alone, nor must they be restricted to behavior in the early
1970s. Visitors to villages in the 1960s and early 1970s observed
similar practices (e.g., Myrdal 1965; Chen 1973; Parish 1975). Articles
in the Chinese press also suggest the prevalence of some of these
prattices.1 Letters to the editor of the magazines China's Woman and
China's Youth (both in Chinese) have long been a rich source of
information on locill social practices that fall short of government
ideals.. In the Math 1980 issue of China's Woman, fo instance, there
are letters complaining of a wOman's being threatened with divorce unless
she hag a son in addition to the two daughters to whom she has already
given birth, and the family of a prospective bride demanding 900 yuan and

lAn article by Soong Ching-ling (Madame Sun Yat-sen, 1972, p. 7) is
often quoted:

Today in our country there are people's communes in rural places
where women receive less pay than men for equal work in
production. In certain villages patriarchal ideas still have
theireffect. Proportionately more bqs than girls attend
school. Parents need the girls to do household work. Itome even
feel that girls will eventually enter another family a d
therefore it would not pay to send them to school. Moreover,
when girls are to be married, their parents often ask for a
certain amount,ol,money or vaiious articles from the family of
the would-be husband. Thus, the freedom of marriage is
affected. Finally, as farmers want to add (to) the labour force
in their families, the birth of a son is expected, while that of
a daughter is considered a disappointment. This repeated desire
to have at least one son has an adverse effect on birth control
and planned birth. A woman with many children around her
naturally finds it too difficult to participate in any
productive labor. Another thing hampering a working woman is
her involvement in household w rk. This prevents many women
from full, wholehearted parçj.dipation in public ervices.



TABLE 5 Average Marriage Ages of 'Guangdong Peasants, with Changes over Time (First Marriages Only)

Pre-1940 1940-1%9 1950-1958

Ch'iaoa 17.0

(1)
--

Worth 18.6 19.2 19.5
(129), (118) (136)

Salaff 18.4 18.8 20.7
(M) (8) (10) (8)

Parish-
Whyteb 20.0

(M) (12)

Ch%kecra 20.4' (1)

Salaff 21.5 21.0 23.6
(8) (8) (10) (8)

Pariah-
Whyteb 24.5 /

(11) (13)

1959-1967 196A 1969 1970 1921 19 72 1921-1974 (1966-1974)

Female.'

20.5

(7,1)

22.2

(16)

20.9 2048 21.0 21.2 20.8 21.3 21.4 (21.1)
()1) (16) (II) (10) (13) (17) (19) (86)

AMales

25.3

(16)

25.3 24-4 26.0 24.0 24.1 24.7 25.3 (24:8)
(29) (16) (12) (II) (17) (16) (22) ( 96 )

ACh'iao's data refer to the double cropping rice region circa 1930, not to Guangdong specifically.
bAll cases givedrin the interviews to illustrate especially early or late marriage have been omitted from these figures.

Sources! Ch'iao Ch'i-ming and Wang Chung-vu, "Population. in Chunt-kuo thing-chi nien-chien (Chinese economic annuall ld
edition, vol. 1 (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1936), p. A=27. Robert M. -Worth, "Itecent demographic patterns in
Guangdong province villages," unpublished paper. Information is from 456 women interviewed in 1965 in Macao about
their own marriage ages. The raw data supplied by Dr. Worth has been recomputed to fit out periodttation. Janet W.
Salaff, "Youth, family lind political control in Communist China" (unpublished dissertation. University,,of California,
1972). Data recomputed for us by Dr. Salaff.
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8 sets of clothes before the marriage can be consummated.2 Literature
on the current birth-planning campaign complains that Nrld people with
feudal ideas believe in raising big families with numerous sons and

ONN, daughters, particularly the former" (Sun Xiao-fen 1980). Thus, in the
press as well as in interviews, there is the suggestion of major changes
combined with nagging problems that resist government directives.

How is this pattern of variability in change to be explained? Some
new conditions hive led'to posilive change in China, just as they have in
many other developed societies. Increased health care and a lower death
rate combined with greater security of income have reduced the need to
have many children to guarantee future well-being. Widespread educatiqn'
and communida-tion have sensitized farmers to these changed conditions.'
Similarly, parental authority has been weakened by the declining control
they exert over children's economic opportunities.' However, this control
has been weakened less by expanding urban opport4nities than by the shift
from private to collective land rights.

Three other sets of conditions help moderate the effects of increased
health, security, education, communication, collectivization4 and
potential central control. First, families continue to be significant
income units, housing units, child care units, and welfare units, 'and
rewards for men tend to be greater than those for women. For example,
families in collective farms are paid neither equally nor according to
need but according to how much their membersespecially their
men--work. Being physically stronger and uninhibited by child-care
duties, men earn a quarter to a third more than women. While sons stay
with and support their'parents, daughters marry and live with their

I( in-laws once they grow up. This support is critical, since there is no
'general old-age assistance program inithe countryside. Only those with
no sons can rely on the collectiveoabd the level of support it provides
is minimal. Daughters are rat obligated to support.their.parents and
usually do not. Since families with many laborers are more than twice as
well off as those with fere laborers, and since parents have to rely on
their sons in old age, parents have been understandably edger to have
several sons (see Blecher 1976).

Married sons also have reason to want their parents around.

Virtually all rural housing remains under private ownership. With no
mortgage program for houses, the average family has to save 10 years or
more to build chouse. Young men beginning their'married life must rely
on their parents for housing at first. A frequent practice under such
circumstances is simply to wall off a room or build a new room abutting

2With a 1979 annual income of only 510-560 yuan for an average
family of 4.5 members, and with half this sum consumed directly in grsin,
it would take several years' savings combined with loans from kin and
friends to pay such "engageMent fees" (caili qian) to the bride's

familywhich is exactLy the complaint of the letter (Beijing Review 1980
(27):6-7; sec note below). 4In Guangdong Province in the early 1970s,
when incomes were somewhat lower, payments to the bride's family averaged
abou.t 200 yua , r

1 i u

, e
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the old fimily home. Also, with more young mothers working in the fields

during the day and only approximately one-fifth of the villages hring

child-care facilities, grandmothers' assiatance in cooking, cleanzng, and

tending children is most welcome. Both grandparents and young children

,can help cut grass on the hillsides, feed the family pigs and chickens,

weave mats, sell vegetables in the free market, and do other tasks in the

private sector. This is the,source of roughly 30 percent of the family's

total income and an even larger percentage of their day-to-day cash

income.3
Having a large, prosperous household can also'help with the costs of

education and reduce the risks of health care. Except for the very

poorest households, which receive tuition remission, all other households

must pay,tuition and book costs at every level of education.4

Contributions to cooperative medical insurance programs are probably less

than 2 percetlt of household income, and major medical expenses and board

costs at a hospital are typically paid by the patient's family. This

combination of family housing, income,,welfare, and other forms of mutual

aid continually remind farmers of the role of the family and particularly

the central role of its men. These features make the continued emphasis

on tradition in practical and ritual realms less surprisiqg.

A second set of factors modulating the pace of change, in somewhat

ironic ways, involves the pattern of women's work. Attempts at more

direct administrative intervention in the affairs of families and women

were halted at the end of the marriage reform campaign in 1953. /t was

then suggested that change would come of its own accord simply through

education, persuasion, and the increased power of Oomen who entered the

labor force. As elsewhere in the world; that hope has proven elusive.

Even though grandmothers help, most yOung mothers face the familiar

double burden of labor in the fields during the day and responsibility

for most of the family chores once they return home. The vivid images

Jack Chen provides (1973) of men active in local affairs failing to help

their Wives with domestic chores could well fit many other villages.

This bind in which women find themselves emphasizes the advantages of

.474
birth control. Despite the benefits-of a latge hausehold, women with at

least one son soon begin to cOmplain that raising children is a great

burden.
The burden of women's dual responsibilities di4/hothing to improve

bride purchase arrangements, however& Much as iniest Africa, the

increased value of women's labor has kept bridewealth payments from grdom

to bride's family equivalent to several years' income, although the

3Beijing Review 1980 (27):6-7 reports a 1979 annual per-capita

collective income of 83.4 yuan cothbined with a household sideline

production income of 30-40 yuan per capita. The latter is thus 26-15

percent of total income in cash,and kind.

41f the costs reported for one Guangdong commune are typical,

primary school tuition, books, and stationery would average about 1.5

percent of total family income per pupil (see Parish and Whyte 1970.

111
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dowry, which traditionally accompanied the bride, has virtually
disappeared (see Boserup 1970; Goody and Tambiah 1973).5 Now, current
financial transactions at marriage more nearly approach the proscribed
marriage-by-purchase system than ever in the past. Nor are current work
and residence arrangements favorable to women's village leadership
roles. Although marriages within the sane village have increased, most
brides still leave their home village at marriage. In their husbands'
villages they are slow to build the alliances that would lead to
political office, in part because they are outside the men's social
groups and in part because women's social groups are slow to form when
women are dispersed among male laborers during the day and busy with
their own housework in the evening (Diamond 1975).

Third, government efforts to introduce change are hindered by strong
village social solidarities. In most places, the effeCtive unit of
production and income sharing is a production team of only 30 to 40
households organized around a preexisting small village, which may be
part of a single kinship group. Leaders are native to their villages;
they are kinsmen and long-time neighbors of the people they lead; they
receive little or no extra pay for their work; and they can expect to
spend the rest of their lives in the same village, often holding office
for only a few years. With the possible exception of the party secretary
in thclarger unit, the brigade, of almost 300 households, there is

minimal differentiation between leader and led. Mil commonality of
status and interests among villagers is further reinforced by strict
migration laws, which keep men in their home villages, and by the high
rate of intra-village marriages, which now keeps women near home as
well. Although some inequalities remain, collective payment systems have
narrowdd sharp income differentials that would separate one family from
another. Concomitantly, collectively held land has given all families in
a production team a common set of economic interests. These
commonalities as well as their cumulative years of experience in forging
payment systems, grain distribution systems, work arrangements, and so on
have given peasants a new sense of collective unity.6

While providing incentives for collective farming, this comparative
unity of purpose does not necessarily support all government goals.
Unity within small collective units can inhibit cooperation with larger
collective units. For instance, the central government tried to enlarge

5Traditionally, the typical Chinese peasant married within an
. indirect dowry system, whereby the bride's family used cash received from

the groom's family to buy.furniture, bedding, and other goods to furnish
the room or rooms of the new couple.

6Chinese collective units (teams) appear to have done better than
their Soviet counterparts (kolkhoz) in cresting unity and enthusiasm for
collective farming. The :so-Jii-171;its have suffered from their large size

blow about 400 households), outside leadership on the state payroll
(instead of local work points), rigid central direction, and a negative
history of low state prices and forced collectivization in the 1930s and
1940s.
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collective units, first in 1958-1959 and later in a few places in

1968-1969; efforts to resist these attempts by-small production units,

struggling to protect their awn land, water, and animals or trying to

usurp that of others, resemble conflicts that were frequent between

villages before 1949 (see Parish 1976). Similarly, in model villages,

leaders identified with national goals and compelled villagers to pursue

them. However, in most villages, leaders'were unable to force unpopular

programs on their neighbors, friends, andskinsmen. Wben forced by the

government 0 do so, many resigned, thereby exposing a weak link in the

system of authoritative control (Alley 1973).

Furthermore, ideological control is weakened by the inability of most

villages to sustain political study groups in the face of more practical

concerns of peasant life. Even in the early 1970s, when radical policies
still predominaEed natiofially, only one-fourth of all villages in

Guangdong had regular political study. As a result of the internal unity

of villages, the inability of leaders to identify totally with the

bureaucracy above, and the difficulty of ideological penetration, social

changes tend to be decided in terms of the collective interests of

villages and villagers rather than according tolamome unified
administrative or cultural norm.

The study of 63 villages in Guangdong Province illustrates this

pattern. Presumably, villages with more party members, political study

groups, broadcast networks, and full school enrollments would be more

attuned to central values and programs of social change. However, they

were in fact no more likely than other villages to'follow such government

prescriptions as low bride prices, equa4ty between husband and wife,

extensive birth control, or simple ritua s (Parish 1979). Rather,

response to government ideals was predica ed on specific village

conditions. Prosperous villages offereg ow bride prices because
families anxious to get their daughters into such villages had to accept

a smaller price. Villages with little land were more likely to restrict

their birth rate. Villages were responsive neither to government

programs nor to broad political and cultural trends, but rather to

locally defined costs and benefits.
One may object that this judgment is premature. With more time, it

might be argued, old customs will fade away, and government policies now

being implemented will have time to take effect. The force of custom or

feudal remnants can easily be overstated. The relative stability of

family form, marriage practices, and the position of women since the

mid-1950s suggests that peasants,are attached not to custom but to the

rational calculation of their interests in the collective structures

created at that time. Similarly, while new policies can lead to change,

they can-also help strengthen interest in,the old structures.

One of these new policies, implemented since the change in

administration in 1976, is an emphasis on village or team autonomy.

Attempting to correct economic disincentives of the pre-1976 decade, the

government now wants smaller production teams to make decisions about the

most profitable crops and growing methods, free of outside bureaucratic

interference. Attempts to enlarge the team or to move the level of

production and income sharing to the higher brigade level are to be
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abandoned. Attempts by outside administrators 4, dictate details of crop
and labor management are to be abandoned in favor of more market or price
responsiveness.7 Although beneficial to economic goals, this autonomy
is less likely to be favorable to goals of social reform since village
interests in these matters often diverge from official ideals.

'The new policies adopted in srecent years also include a greater
acceptance of private sideline activities for peasants. Where they were
once prohibited in the 1966-1976 decade, private plots and free markets
are to be restored in some parts of north China. In the rest of China,
where private plots and free markets have existed, private sidelines and
marketing are being allowed to expand. For the first time in over a
decade, peasants are permitted to market and to compete directly with the
state sector in the center of major cities such as Guongzhou. For the
first time ever, they can sell surplus grain legally in the free market
(Beijing Review (1979)22:4-5; Hua-ch'iab jih-pao (Overseas Chinese Daily
18 oct. 1979T9Y.8 This emphasiiOTI-ii-private sector will tend to
increase reliance on the family over the collective

.0ther policy_changes foster more hope for family change. Small towns
/-- and villages have been encouraged to start more collective industries.

Potentially, these industries could offer higher and more secure incomes
for both men and women separate from the family Wconomy. Villages are
encouraged to mechanize, which could help nanrow the significance of
male-female strength differentials (American Rural Small-Scale Industry
Delegation 1977). The question is whether men and women will be selected
equally for jobs in industry and for skilled tractor and machine operator
jobs in agriculture. If they are not--and the indirect evidence
available so far is not encouraging--then these changes, while weakening
male dependence on families, may only further increase ths1 gap between
men and women, much as Ester Boserup (1970) suggests they do in the rest
of the developing world.

The current birth-planning campaign holds more immediate promise for
dramatic change _in the family and.the position of women. Frightened by
the slow irowth in grain production relative to population, by juvenile,
delinquency and unemployment in cities, and by the large numberkof youth
who are just coming of marriageable age, the Chinese government has
adopted a program of one child per family. To successfulli implement
such a policy, the incentives for peasants,must be radically altered. In
e few trial areas, those alterations are now being attempted. A family
that pledges itself to one child is offered special allowances and

7Convenient summaries of recent agricultural policy appear in .

BeijinE Review 1979 (16):15-28; 1980 (12):14-20; and Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (FBIS) 208(supp. 032) 25 October 1979:1-18. More
details on the necessity for, team autonomy appear in People's Dtily, 16
February 1978, p. 1.

8The approximately 30 percent of income derived from the private
sector in 1979 is as high or higher than figures for the mid-1950s, when
such things were last reported (see Walker 1967).
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benefits while the child is young, ,including more`grain allotments and

free tuition in school. The grown child is given preference for

higher-paying nonagricultural jobs. And in 'old-age, when only half of
all one-child families will have a son to rely on, better Pensions are

offered for all. More drastically, the parents of'daughters are offered
the possibility of moving to their daughter's village,v a change that,
if it comes about, would begin to undermine the patrilineal obligations
,bn which the traditional Chinese family is based and the surname
(lineage) solidarity that has rtmained important in so many villages in

south China.

CITIES

4

The texture of urban family and community life is strikingly different
from that in villages. The functions of family are drastically reduced.
There is no.significant private sector (see Table 6, line lc). Each

working family member earns his or her income away from home, and men and
women are paid equally for equal work, even if some people's work is more

equal than that of others (lines 2-3b). More and more old people are
self-supporting, with most pensions set it 70 percent of preretirement
salaries. The state provides hardship allowances as well as medical

insurance for those in the state sector. In larger cities, few families

have claim to private housing (line 4c) .10

There is little possibility for comnunity solidarity and autonomy.
State work organizations, employing 78 percent of the total urban labor
force, are large, highly bureaucratized, and led by officers with whom

workers have no personal ties. Urban neighborhoods of 30,000 to 50,000

residents are organized around a police station containing household

registers for ever one in the neighborhood. The police and neighborhood
units ate baCked up by smaller resident's committees as well as small

groups. Small grouO of 30 to 50 households are supervised by a small

group head, typicall an unemployed woman in her 408 or 50s who helps

disseminate bulletins, calls meetings, leads study, conducts household
sanitation inspections, and reports any suspicious activities. Her

9See Beijing Review 1980 (18):26-27; 1979 (46):24; FBIS 136 (13
July 1979 ):R1; 193(3-&tober 1979):81; and Chifisien TUan 1980, pp.
79-811 and the appended translation of a new Cuangdong marriage code.

luIn this table Guongzhou and other large provincial-level cities
are overrepresented, as are intellectual: from the national

municipalities of Beijing and Shanghai. These two potential problems are

sorrected (1) in some tables by reporting figures by administrative

Ievel, and (2) in others by reporting weighted summary figures just for

dat 4 from the Lingnan drainage basin, which covers most of Guangdong and

Kwang Provinces In the south. It is this weighted sample diat lost

closely replicates official reports of income and employment patterns.



TABLE 6 Urban Work and Residence by Administrative Level of City, Ca. 1975

Commune County Prefecture Provincial National
Seat Seat Seat Capital Municipality

1. % Non-agricultural
labor force in:
a. State units 492 752
b.

c.
Collective units
Private sector and

47 23

putting-out work 4` 1

1002 992
(N) (110) (LB)

2. I Females age 25-44
employed 972 912

-(N) (36) (45)

3. Monthly income
a. Females 34Y 372
b. Miles 44Y 52Y

(N) (98) (121)

4. % Rousing belonging
to:

a. Work unit 162 342
b. City 18 19
C. occupant 63 40
d. Landlord 3 6

1002 992
(N) (38) (47)

5. 2 Families sharing
'a kitchen with other
families 202" 122

(N) (30) (42)

862 871 891
9 11 9

l01% 1002 100%
(235) (614) (185)

/
921 93%

.,

942
(76) (198) (69)

382 452 512
49Y 592 752

(244) (635) (169)

392 222 652
23 32 21
35 27 15
3 19 0

100 1002 1012
(77) (208) (68)

/
162 452 422

(68) . (201) (60)

Source: 1972-1978 Urban Neighbor Survey.
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reports of suspicious activities may be followed bY late-night household

register checks in the company of the beat policeman. The neighborhood

apparatus helps issue rations, travel permits, wedding permits, and many

C'N... other necessities of life. One's work organization is equally vital for

many of life's necessities, includinis housing, marriage permitsi divorce

permits, hardship allowances, purchase certificates for bicycles,

watches, and sewing machines, and a host of other needs. Life in the

city is bound by a web of bureaucratic control supervised by outsiders.

It is possible to conclude that the all-pervasive bureaucracy and a

population mobilized through political study groups explain the change in

the utban family and ritual practices. I would suggest, instead, that it

is necessary to put at least as much emphasis on the loss of family

functions and other nonpolitical constraints in the city as in the

countryside. This is particularly true because practices such as

footbinding, child brides, and bride prices had already disappeared from

cities before the 1949 revolution. Many of the remaining problems, such

as mother-in-law/daughter-in-law conflict, equality in householhores,

and an equal position for women outside the home, had lower priority and

were presumed to be amenable to gradual change through propaganda andthe

indirect effects of putting women to work.
The great success in,cities of the birth-planning campaign and the

attempt to delay marriages provides an example of how constraints, other

thantAdministrative control and ideological appeal, come into play.

First, in the past 15 years marriage has been delayed by sending young

teens to the countryside for a stint of two, three, or four Airs' .

lator. Second, on returning to the city, those destined for skilled

manual jobs entered a two- or three-year apprentice program; earning only

a subsistence wage, they were unable to marry, even if there were no

formal prohibition preventing apprentices from marrying. Third, a severe

urban housing shortage has made it very difficult for.a prospective

couple to find housing. Even for those who met the administrative

requirements of a minimum age of 25 for the bride and 28 for the groom,

their work unit or neighborhood housing office frequently had no housing

to assign. Marriage had to be delayed for,a year or two, unless'they

were willing to accept a corner of a single-person dorm, a partitioned

section of their parents' rooms, or some other makeshift

arrangement.11 These.sorts of conditions have led to a steady increase

ih the average age of marriage in Chinese cities since 1949 (Table 7).

Today, the age of marriage,for both'bride and groom,is determined

primarily by their education and the administrative level of the city in

which they live (Table 8, lines la and lb). in the higher-level national

)(and provincial capitals, young adults are likely to have spent tim in

11A 17 November 1979 Xinhua news release reported the situation of

families in cities: "Five to six percent of (them) do not have proper

houses at all. They are people who are waiting for houses so that they

can marry or who are newly married and are staying with relatives or,in-

public reception centers" Foreign Broadcast'Information Service (FBIS),

225 (20 November 1979):15.
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TABLE 7 _Average Marriage Ages by Year of Marriage of Urban Dwellers
(First Marriages Only)

Pre-1949 1949-1957 1958-1965 1966-1970 1971-1978

Females 20.5 21.5 22.2 23.4 24.6

(N) (28) (22) (99) (143) (198)

Males 23.6 24.6 25:6 26.9 27.8

(N) (27) (22) (90) (129) (196)

Source: Urban Marriage Sample, 1972-1978.

s,
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TABLE 8 Marriage Practices by Bride and Groom Characteristics

Grnom's

Fduca-

tion

City

Adminis-

trat 1VP

levr1

8riar'c

Fritira-

tion

Party nr Iralmr
Memherght

laa f.ronm

State Neighhorhnnd
Fmrinyment

rrivm
coppr-h Ttrh/-
ViciOn neg.;

Infra- ' Max
structure. (U)

(Corre-
latinn)

I. Age A. Marriage:
a. Bride

' b. Groom .32*

2. Mo Intl-eduction or

(Partial Cnrrelationa)8

,
.,...

Jo* .iv, 06, .05 .01 .06
.17,, .15' .02 -.03 .F1,1 .00e

by Peers AInne -.07 -.10 .02 .08 -.14 -.07 -.01

3. Gifts to Bride's Family:
Mot requested .43

h. Of loi.*1.value .10*

4. Small Wedding Banquet

Mn.Special Wedding lituals
VO

6. Low Total Wediing Cost

.110

.40*

.25*

.14 .11 .11 .10 .01 -.13
.01 .03 -.25 -.17 -.01 -.01

.12* -.01 -.06 -.10 .08 -.07

.10 -.09 .07 .78 .01 .01

.08 .09 .04 -.17 -.15 .08

9Except fnr the simple correl ?tions in row 2. partial cnrrelatinns control1

bSupervisinn combiApd index of neighborhood political study, cleanliness
sentencing meetings, and dispute mediation.

clightness absence of problems tn 11 potential includine peddling
marketing, street cleanliness, and moonlighting.

dSereices and administration in 10 potential areas. including health care,
birth control work. ,

'Wank Cells indicate n 20.

'1) <JO.
Source: Urban Marriage Sample, 1972-78.
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the countryside, to have become an apprentice for a skilled job, and to
face a severe housing shortage. Political and adminiitrative
constraints, such as being in the Communist Youth League, workini in a
state (as oppos'B to neighborhood) job$ or living in a neighborhood 'that
is tightly super ised by the state lureaucracy, have no effects on
marriage ages on education is controlled.

Likewise, af er marriage, when planning for children, people respond
to more than bureaucratic constraints. First, immediately before and
after marriage, there are things to be purchased that Ohe modern couple
considers necessities--a radio, watches, wooden furniture, bicycles. All
but the radio are quite expensive; the bicycle alone costs almost five
months of a young worker's salary. The tendetcy has been to,have one
child infinediately, and to delay the birth of the second until more of the,
household "necessities" can be accumulated. Second, the burdens of being
a mother have been severe. Housing is assigned by the husband'a work
unit, while crecheand nursery care is provided by the mother's work
unit. Young mothers must get up early to force their way onto an
overburdened public transportation system with a small child on tt;eir
backs. They face the same crowd coming home and, unless there is a

grandparent at home, they also must stand in line to buy vegetables and
meat for the evening meal. In a land without refrigeratprs, shopping is
daily And, as the People's Daily keeps remindingtus, can le a hassle.
Because she must commute, attends after-hours study meetings at least
once a week, and generally has no annual vacation, mother's one day off a
week is taken up with shopping, cooking, cleaning, mending, and
sewing .12

,Third, many of the positive incentives for having children are
missing. Financially, children get jobs only in their late teens and

. arly 20s, and even then they need not turn all of their salary over sp
Jtheir parents. Old-age support depends in part on pensions, not entirily

on children. Emotionally, some of the pleasure of having young children
around is diminished by the fact that parents who work are not at home
when their children are. To alleviate congestion and distribute demands
on an inadequate electricity supply, many factories give their workers a
day off in the middle of the 'week, while children attend school all week
and are off only on daturday and Sunday.1 (One's spouse may be off on yet
another day of the week.) Except,for the practice of sending urban youth
to villages and thelrotation of work days, this set of structural
conditions appears in all socialist societies, and the results are always

120n 13 November 1979,.Worker's Daily reported the experience of one
worker: "If we have any spare time, we are so busy eating, drinking, and
attending to household duties, that we kojhrough the whole day with
aching heads. . . . Every Sumfay, membe 'of each family set forth into
the streets according to a carefully wo ked out battle.plan. One goes
out to buy rice, another coal, another 4egetables, another meat. . . .

And if all goes well, the tasks are completed in half a day" (cited in
the Christian Science Monitor, 14 November 1979, p. 3).
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the same--a drastically falling urban :birth.rate. In the Soviet Union,

for example, this falling rate, continue* in the face of ideological

appeals and administrative rewards to have more children. It is not

surprising'that in large cities in China very few people'can recall third

pregnadcies among their former neighbors or workmates in recent years.

These conclusions receive some additional support from the_current

pittern of births among marriea women. As in other societies, husbands

and wives with considerable education a4 higher status jobs in China

have considerably fewer childien than thole who aresnot so favorably

situated (Table 9). This pattern holds bothltor women married since 1950

and those married since 1963, the latter having been exposed to an

intense birth-planning camPaign before they had many children. Once a

wife's education and her husband's occupational status are statistically

controlled, political and administrative control have virtbally no effect

on'the number of children bOrn (Table 10). Unfortunately, cramped

housing and an absence of neighborhood serVices also fail to have much

effect on births, once education has been takeb into account (Table 11).

We are unable to demonstrate statistically what people being interviewed

suggest anecdotally. Inpart, education and living conditions interact,

with the more educated living in larger.cities with more cramped housing,

longer lines at market, and other difficulties Of urban life%

The pattern of practices surrounding marriage also reflects the

special characteristics of life in large cities and the central role of

education. Sixty percent of all couples meet without the benefit of an

intermediary. When an intermediary is needed to break through the

continuing reserve in male-female relationships, that intermediary is

most frequently a friend or workmate: 23 percent of all marriagesil

involve an introduction by a friend or.workmate; 13 percent by a kinsman;

and only 4 percent by a professional intermediary. Though the groom may

give small gifts to the bride's parents, bride prices are generally

absent The groom spends extra money to spice the wedding feast with

meat, eggs, and.vegetables from the peasant free market, and he hires a

taxi to bring the bride to his house on the wedding day. However, other

expenditures are modest. The bride and groom wear new clothes, in a

contemporary style that can be worn for dressiee-ccasions even after the

wedding. loth return to work after their officially alloted three days'

wedding.leave.
How closely this new, simplified style is followed is determined

primarily by the couple's education. Once education is controlled,

virtually no other characteristic of the bride or groom or their

neighborhood has any effect on the kind of marriage practices followed

(see Table 8, lines 2-6).
After marriage, the division of labor in the home is not quite so

equal as one might expect from the amount of work women do in the labor

force. Husbands do the heavier chores, such as buying and hauling home

bags of grain an oads of coal for cooking and heating. As in our own

society, wives tend t assume the tedious day-to-day tasks of vegetable

buying, Cooking, dish4ashing, clothes washing, sweeping, mending, and

sewing (Figure 1). Some younger more educated husbands help more, but,

for the moilt part, women are caught in the familiar double bind--1 fact
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TABLE 9 Surviving Children by Household Economics (Correlations)a

' Women Married

1963-1975

4

Women Married
1959-1975

Household Economits

1. Wife's:
a. Income
b. Occopition

,c. Education

Husband's:
ea. Income,
b. bccupetion
c. Education

3. Househ d income per
nucleib

-.13 -.06

-.37* Ir.

-.23* -.04

'Town

r 4. Administrative.level k -.18*
4

aThe dependent variable is surviving children per currently married
women net of years of marriage.

bNuclei = husband-wife and unmarried children and/or single
parent-unmarried child sets.

*P < .10.

Source: Urban Neighbor Sample, currently-married womtnl_married at
least three years and age 49 or less. N = 183 women married 1963-75; 320
wonT m rried 1950-75.

414,

f
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TABLE 10 Surviving Children by Political and Administrative Control

(partial correlations)a
,

Women Married

1963-1975 -

Women Married

1950-1975

Political Control

1. Wife is:

a. .A Party member
.

...0/4 .04

b. A League or Party r

member ,

.07 .02

(* An administrative
official .03 .02

2. Husband is a Party Member .00 .07

3. Neighborhood has frequent

political study
34* .13

Administrative Control

4. Wife is a state employee .03 .06

5. Family residentlqn unit

quarters .08

6. Neighborhood
a. Supervisionb .07 .06..

b. Tightnessc .11 :01

c. Solely unit quarters .17 .02

,
atorrelations controlled for wife's education and htiibaries

occupation. Dependent variable same as in Table 9. .

1°cSee Table 8 for definitions.

*p .10.

Source: Same as Table 9.

It
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TABLE 11 Surviving Children by'Urban Amenities (partial correlations)a

<Women Married Women Married
1963-1975 4 1950-1975

Housing

1. Family residence:
a. Nuclei per roomb -.07
b. Ideal-actual nuMber

of roomsc . -.07 ..,

-.11
c. Households per

kitchen -033 -.06
d. Households per

toilet .02 .01
t. Piped wa(ter absent

in buil-ding .05 -.02
...

2. Neighborhood housing
scarcity .11 .15

Neighborhooe Services

3. Infrastructure weakd .07 -.04

4. Lines at market common -.14 .01

Town

5. Administrative level'

C

t'Correlations controll for wife's educatiglitt and husband's
occupation. Dependent vari le same as in Table 9.

bNuclei = husband-wife and unmarried children and/or single
parent-unmarried child sets.

. cIdeal = a separate room for, married couples arI for teenagers of
, each sex, except that a grandparent maY live with t enagers of either sex.

dInverse of the scale in Table 8.

Source: Urban Neighbor Sample, currently married women, married at
least'three' years and age 49 or less. N 183 women married 196)-1975;
320 women married 1950-1975.

1 ?;-;
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11.

that has only recently been recognised in the official press with a Call

for more service facilities and fast as well as processed foods to hplp
the working woman. The major way women try to cope with this bind is to
shift responsibilities tq growing children and grandparents. The older
the'woman *and the less regular her outside work, the more likely she is
to take on the major burden of household chores. Also by age seven or
eight, many children have begun to help buy vegetables, cook, wash
dishes, wash their own clothes, and sweep. Coming home from school in

the mid-afternoon, they often start the rice or other staple food cooking
(see Figure 1).

While of great help to the working mother, unsupervised children in
the home after school have become somewhat of a problem. In the late

1960s and early 1970s, youth sent to villages drifted back into the
cities illegally, drifting aimlessly among each others' houses and up and
down the street. In time, younger siblings were infected as well. In a
political climate critical of teachers, with an absence of rigorous
examinations, and with students who despaired of having any career other
than a life in the countryside, school morale and discipline
disappeared. Students turned to smoking and breaking school windows;
pickpocketing, bicycle theft, and other petty the(t increased. There

were gang rumbles over girls and turf--the only saving grace being that
it was sometimes done in style, the loser buying the winner drinks or a
meal. Compared with American cities, the level of juvenile disorder was
still minimal, but it'was a,great shock to Chinese parents, who were
accustomed to social order-and an obedient teenage population. The

situation appeared to improve in 1975, when urban youth were more
systematically rotated from the countryside after a stint of two or three
years' labor, and again in 1977, when exams, teacher authority, and
school discipline were restored. In 1979, when most middle-school
graduates were no longer being sent to the countryside and urban
employment opportunities were inadequate, juvenile crime accelerated. It

has required vigorous control activities and increased neighborhood
employment to bring the situation under partial control.

Relations with older family members are less problematic.
Grandparents continue to reside with at least one married child, and in
most instances, that child is a son, even if-there is a barely
perceptible trend toward residence with daughters (Tables 4). As in the
countryside, the young working mother is grateful for grandmother's help
with chores and child care (Figure 1). Most grandmothers seem happy to
give this assistance, even though their authority in the household is
diminished. They sometimes even have pensions of their own, which could
make them independent. In some households, there is tehsion bgween
daughter-in-law and mtther-in-law, leeding'some.grandmothers to say that
they would prefer to live with their own daughter rather than their son's
wife. A3 we have already seen, this new pattern of residence is a minor
.trend.

There is more drastic change in the realm of ritual. In large
cities, cremation is common--a practice objected to by some old people
but now accepted by the young and the middleraged. Worship of the
ancestor's ashes is rare, and enough grave sites have been displaced by
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farming so that worship at ancestral graves is.increasingly impossible.

Not only ancestor worship but also most other traditional religious and

festival activities have disappeared from the home. The traditiOnal

religious lunar new year continues to be ihe most important festival of

the year, providing extra rations like sugar and peanuts as well as three

days off from work. During this time family and,friends continue to

visit back and forth, even if with fewer customary troches like ancestor

worship and lucky money, envelopes for children. The second biggest

festival is the new National Day on October 1, which again provides

special rations as well as two days off'from work and special

entertainment in public parks. The only other days off during the year

are one day at the solar new year on January 1 and one day at

International Labor Day on Miy L. Since there is no annual leave time

for most workers, often these public holidays provide the only relief

from the continuous six-dakiwork cycle. Accordingly, most emigres report

that the most important ddilideliatum for them was not whether a holiday

was traditional or modern but simply whether it provided relieftfrom the

drpne of woik and something a little better to eat.

There is much in the contemporary urban scene that denudes,the family

snd its rituals of their traditional meaning. Yet a core loyalty to

one's immediate family remains. Even when they have moved away and when

parents have an adequate pension of their own, married children still

send token amounts of money in continuing recognition of their loyalty

and obligation to the parents who raised them. On holidays and days off,

when visiting occurs, it is most often among siblings and among parents

and children. The range of family obligations, although drastically

shrunken, are still very much there.
The separate identity of the family is seen most clearly in the

sharing of kitchens. In large cities, many families share a kitchen with

two, three, or four other families in the same building (Table 6, line

5). This sharing is the most frequent source of conflict among

neighbors. To eliminate conflict as well as congestion in a sometimes

dingy cubicle, one might think that adjacent families would simply cook

and eat together, especially when the meal is no more than rice or

noodles and a dish or two of vegetables. There are no known instances of

such sharing, and when queried about such an arrangement, people think it

is a ludicrous idea. The family still remains distinct under almost

communal living facilities. Subsequently, there is an irreducible core

of family loyalty that people find supportive even in difficult

environments.

CONCLUSION

Overall, as we should have realized all along, it can be said that

neither Chinese peasants nor urbanites are automatons responding to

simple bureaucratic commands or ideological appeals. The relationships

between government appeal and popular response are much more dynamic,

depending on the particular circumstances of each person's life. If we

PLI
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are to understand Chinese patterns of social change, we must understand
the circumstances in which each sector of the population is involve'd.
For peasants, the most salient circumitances are the high solidarity of
the collective and village community combined with a continuing central
role for individual families. For urbanites, the salient circumstances
include rural work stints for youth, cramped housing, long hours of work
for women as well as men, minimal salaries relative to rising
expectations, and sparse and time-consuming urban services--circumstances
that require radical adaptations but that leave intact and even .support
certain core family loyalties. Only as we begin to understand these
circumstances do we'begin to grasp the full texture of Chinese social
life and social change.
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Issues and Problems in Chipese Population
Research: A bPanel Digiussion and an
Open Forum

Moderator:AnsleyJ. Coale
Panelists: MaryBrown Bullock, Paul Demeny,
Leo Orleans, William L. Parish, and
H. Yuan Tien

The panel discussion and the questions frop the floor covered a number of
areas: explanations for Chinese fertility, tfie birth planning-program
and male contraceptives, problems of doing research on China's
population, and policy implications--for China and the United States--of
such research.

Ansley Coale wondered whether lower frequency of intercourse might
explain low Chinese fertility, observing that both men and women seemed
to work very hard, possibly having frequent separations and reduced
opportunities for intercourse. Ray,Ravenholt seconded this, arguing that
there is a lack of sexual_titillation in China. Ronald Freedman thought

. - the hypothesis unlikely, pointing out that ths,Chinese population on
Taiwan was no different from the rest of the iofld in interest in and
openness about sexual matters. .Pi-chao Chen added that 12 percent of the
abortions in Katherine Ch'iu Lyle's study in Tianjin involved unmarried,

women, suggesting that reduced libido is n t a factor. The high rate of
premarital abortions, it was argued, was due to restrictions on marriage.

William Parish suggested that there are cross-pressures on the
Chinese people, and that increasing the availability of nsumer goods
and housing would have a positive effect,on fertility. r-chao Chen then
stated that the Chinese fertility decline was unusual: c nventional
conditions for decline, particularly a higher level of soc'oeconomic
development, do not exist. Parish disagreed: Re contended that the
mechanisms underlying the decline are entirely conventional, having to do
with the fact that women have to work intensively for long hours every
day, especially in urban areas. In rural areas, too, most agricultural
labor is left to women, in cdatrast with most other developing .

countries. In addition, he noted, 70 percent of adults in the
countryside art literate, although improvements in the quality of
education are certainly possible

Discussion turned to the birt -planning prograi and the use of the
male contraceptive gossypol. Sheldon Segal explained that gossypol
reduces sperm count and motility, as has been veefied in studies in
Austria and Brasil. Some studies show fhat it also reduces the amount of
potassium in the blood, causing the condition of hypokalemia; other

123
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studies, however, refute this finding and suggest tha ariations in

potassium levels may be essentially an effect of die . Impurities in the

natural plant substance used are extracted with anil'ne, leaving some

anilinic impurities, which have no effect on gossypol's efficacy. There

are five centers in China for preparing gossypol, and attempts are made

to meet standards set by the drug administration. A major study of

gossypol's effects is being conducted with assistance from the

Rockefeller Foundation, using a very large samPle and life-tkble

analysis. (Ravenholt noted, somewhat later in the discussion, that the

toxicity of gossypol was greater than that of the pill. In his opinion,

it would have to be much less toxic than a female method in order to be

acceptable. He added that gossypol is also subject to lope lead-in and

lead-out times.)
)

In connection with the study Of gossypol's efficacy, Ronald Gray

observed that training in epidemiology is deficient in China. Leo

Orleans pointed out that although the Chinese maintain that the Cultural

ReVolution resulted in 10 lost years in education, some of the 800,000

students who graduated from universities after 1973 managed to obtain a

reasonably good education. Segal pointed out that research was slowly

being reintroduced in China in universities; he said this should be

encouraged, to avoid its being limited to research institutes.

Segal went on to discuss cooperative research between China and the

United States. He pointed out that the Center for Disease Control and

the National Institutes of Health have intramural programs that could

involve China. The Committee on Scholarly ComMunication with the

People's Republic of China has heId a meeting to lay the foundations for

cooperative research, but does not have funds specifically to support

such research. The United Nations Fund for Population Activities has

given China a grant of $50 million." Of that total, $3.5 million over

four years is eafmarked for demographic research, a slightly larger

, amount than is allotted for biomedical research. The money is not

intended mainly to support scholarly work, however, but to provide

hardware, software, and technical assistance. China's Ministry of

Education is presently responsible for administering the demograp*ic

research funds. Mary Bullock added that-research in China is belpg

shifted back to universities and emphasized that in conducting

cooperative research, it is desirable to avoid limiting the links to one"."."4

institution. (See the next section, in which Bullock expands the
thdiscussion of procedures for collabo ative research with e People's

Republic of China.) 'The National S ience Foundation has some research

links and expects to brine in the social'sciences when further

negotiations are conducted in December 1980.

At this Point Paul Demeny observed that the protocol provides an

awkward framework for cooperative population research because it groups

population with biomedical topics. It would be more useful, he argued,

if instead demographic research were considered together with other

social science areas.
Problems in research cooperation were noted by several participants.

H. Yuan Tien noted that one problem is figuring out who in China is

authorized to approve any particular arrangement. He said it is oftOn
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necessary to identify the proper authorities informally as things unfold,
discovering appropriate sources one by one, asking the first organization
contacted where to go next, in snowball fashion. He has also found that
most data have to be obtained at local levels, and often copied by hand.

He urged that researchers spend some time in specific regions observing
and questioning to get some idea of the systematic errors that creep into
data. Parish pointed to the need to be aware of campaigns that bias
reported statistics. Bullock said that difficulties in collaboration
often arise if it starts after a research project has already been
designed and suggested that short exploratory visits to China early in
the process of conceptualizing research would be useful.

Several participants noted that the need for accurate data is not
generally recognized in China. As an example, one noted that some
Chinese researchers found interviews boring because they appeared
repetitious and attempted to vary the questions from interview to
interview. Coale argued that if the importance of good data were
recognized, there could be genuine mutuality of interest with the
Chinese, who need accurate data, given such factors as the rather
stringent goal they have set, of zero population growth by 2000.

Orleans raised the question of the policy implications of demographic
research in China. Because demography is in its infancy in China and
because of other national priorities, he was skeptical about the
practical utility'of the types of research that had been discussed.
Sophisticated demographic research, he said, was of no more use than
research on infertility, which seems quite unnecetsary given China's
intensive efforts to reduce the birth rate. 'He asked what government

policies would possibly be changed if demographic parameters were.known
to a greater number of decimal places. He felt that much of the
suggested research was premature from the perspective of the Chinese.
Coale took up the argument, contending that accurate demographic
knowledge is always useful for policy making. It is not possible to make
sound decisions or to plan ahead, he insisted, unless one is aware of the
facts. Sound regulations on age at marriage, for instance, require good
census data on when men and women actually get married._ Parish suggested
also that good knowledge of the situation could lead the Chinese to
reduce the emphasis on the use of the medical system to promote
contraception and to concentrate op modifying the costs and benefits in
the countryside of having children. Demeny joined the argument, pointing
out that the immediate poLicy implications of research would necessari*
involve the causes ef behavior and behavioral changes. However, he
added, demographic data are necessary to provide the framework within
which such behavioral issues can be addressed.

It was noted that the development of effective planning mechanisms
and the provision of trained personnel at many levels in China was an
important goal. Providing training for Chinese who could later become
research collaborafors would be useful, but it is not easy for the United
States to fund such programs, since under the terms of the protocol the
Chinese are expected to pay for any training that benefits them. United

Nations Fund for Pbpulation Activities will be taking a look soon at the
question of training for population"research.
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At this poiAt. Wang !tang of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

offered some views on Chinese demography and on Chinese-United States

c.eration. He noted both the almost nonexistent opportunities in

rece t decades for the training of Chinese demographers and their limited

analytical skills but expressed determination to catch up in a short

time. He said he felt.that recent events responsible for the lack of

attention to demography would not be repeated, since China is now

irrevocably folfowing a new direction. He observed that the orib-child

'family is only one of China's population policies; there is concern not

' only with quantity but also with the quality of the population. It is

appropriate, therefore, he said, that ihe study of population should be

seen in the broader,context of the social sciences. PoPulation studies

" are in fact to be institutionaliza as one concern of the Institute of

Sociology in the Chinese Aoademy of Social Sciences. He was encouraged

. to find,American friends interested in and concerned about population

problems in China, and felt that the lack of academic interchange had

gone on too long. Coale thanketi Wang for his remarks and said he

appreciatted the warmth, cordiality, and willingness to cooperate that he

had detected in them, reinforcing what he had heard in Beijing.

Demeny observed that collaborative research involves bargaining and

mutual accommodation. He stressed, that American researchers should be

clear and should not bargain away their own interests. Chief among these

interests is the need to uhderstand China better. Researchers should

continue to pursue basic social science questions, particularly those for

which research on China might provide important clues.

1
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Procedures for Collaborative Research
With the People's Republic of China'
Mary Brown Bullock

Amerrfan scholars wishing to organize a collaborative research project in
China have 2 variety of routes open to them. Theze routes include
working through the government-to-government bilateral agreements,
applieationpto the National.Program for Advanced Study and Research in
China, inclusion in a university-to-university program, and corresponding
directly with Chinese colleagues.

The government-to-government bilateral agreements include research ,

subjects jointly agreed to by both the United States ind Chinese
.

governments. These agreements are reviewed periodically and new agendas
suggested and added. :The research projects under the government
bilateral agreements are open to'researchers both within U.S. government
agencies and individual investigators working in universities or private
laboratories. For the best current information on the overall content
and scope of the bilateral agreements-in the health area, one should
conta6t: Chief, Internetional Cooperation and Geographical Studies
Branch, Fogarty Internaeional Center, National Institutes of Health,
Betheida, Md. 20205.

The National Program for Advanced Study and Research in Chins,
administered by the Committee on Scholarly Communication with the
People's'Republid of China at the requesr of the U.S. government,
selects, sends, and supports American research scholars and students in ,

the natural sciences, humanities, and social science4 to work in China.
The committee has selected and sent to China,more th n 60 research
scholars during-Ow-last 2.5 years, many of whom are in the biomedical
areas. Research projects in cancer epidemiology, demography, family
fertility, brain physiology, ind health policy have been supported during
the 1980-.1981 academic year. The committee has also elected and sent to
China American medical students at advanced stages in their medical
training to tike courses in both modern and traditional Chinese
medicine. The committee willsuppprt additional researchers and students
working in the biomedical areas during thesacademic year 1981-1982.
Individuals who are interested in the possibilities.of support for study
or ,research in China during 1982-1983 should contact: National Program
for Advanced Study and Research in China, Committee on Scholarly
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Communication with the People's Aepublic of China, National Academy of

Sciences, 2101 Coritution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.
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Doing Co Halm tive esearch: An Informal
Summary of Wo op Discussions
Sheldon J. Segal

Although the sulyject of population-related researc -in China is extremely
complex. I will attempt to organize some.points aboui.t it under five
questions, in an attempt at a general summary of whars-goile on at this
workshop:

Why should we promote research on population-related matters in
China?

What research should be done?
How can this research be iirried out?
What problems should we anticipate?
How will, such research be promoted and encouraged?

First is the question why. One of the last points made in today's
discussion is probably one of the most important. We are interested in
scientific, objective knowledge, as are our Chinese colleagues. If our
Collaboration with them, now that the opportunity seems to be emerging,
brings about some advancement of-knowledge and also contributes to
training of people who can undertake further research, that in itself
will be a valid justification for such work. Chines size has to be
acknowledged as one orthe reasons whi; population-related matters are et
great importance.. It is not clear, howeiokr, that what we have learned
about the Chinese experience with respectto population growth over the
past 15 years can be generalized and applied to problems elsewhere in the
developing world. There are certainly unique asOects of its growth. It
is a developing country with a very high percentage of women in the
full-time labor force. What has been the impact of such characteristics
on fertility? There are other, similar unresolved issues.

The second question is what research to do. A recurrent theme in
this workshop has been the importance of validatint existing data and new
data-gathering operations; new operations should include built-in
validation mechanisms and should use modern techniques for handling and
tabulating data as well as modern sampling techniques-7methodologies that
seem to meet with some resistance in China. .7he need for reliable data

, is felt in both the social and the biomedical sciences--in
epidemiological studies, laboratory studies, and social science studies.
The desirable studies mentioned are only examples representing the points
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of view of the small sampling of the scientific community represented

here.
In my owm comments on the biomedical field, I called attention to the

importance of considering as a part of population-related research

obstetrics and gynecology, including such important area: as the

epidemiology of maternal and infant morbidity and mortality and perinatal

events. And continue to believe, in spite pf the doubts voiced by

others, that infertility is a crucial issue. A country with a one-child

family policy has a greater interest in infertility than other countries,

because so many individuals are affected when a couple cannot have a

child. When two "only-children" marry and prove to be unable to

conceive, not only are they childless, but both sets of their parents, in

turn, will miss the opportunity of having grandchildren and two family

lines will be terminated abruptly. / mentioned also the state of

research on contraceptiye safety, contraceptive development, evaluation

of experience with abortion and sterilization, and various topics that

might be called correlates of sexual patterns, including the basic issue

of sexuality itself.
In the social science arena, a long list of research theme7Itay be

included that correlate various aspects of development with fertility.

As I mentioned earlier, the emphasis on the full-time employment of woMen

is one intaguing aspect of the Chinese scene, suggesting possible,

studies of the conditions of women's employment as well as studies of its

effects on family structure in China. In the related area, family,

planning, evaluation studies are important, including specifically the

evaluation of family planning communications. Other general social

science topics are: the verification of registration procedures;

population relocation, until now a neglected subject of research; and the

economic consequences of population growth and fertility change.

The third question is: how .does one do research on any of these

topics in China? Individual initiation qf research is one way to start;

initial contacts might be made through a friend or through

correspondence, followed by an exploratOry trip to China. There is also

the possibility of initiating a research venture in China through

institutional programs. Many U.S. universities now have collaborative

programs with sister universities in China. The Rockefeller Foundation

and other foundations have limited programs, usually in the specific

areas of interest to the foundation. I am not aware of any private U.S.

foundation with a separate China program, with' funds available for that

purpose alone. Perhaps luch foundation programs could be encouraged, but

efforts to initiate such programs have not been successful so far.

Also, the Committee on Schofarly Communication with the People's

Republic of China of the American Council of Learned Societies, the

National Academy of Sciences, and the Social Science Reseach Council, has

an important program for undertaking research. It has a limited grant

budget, however, and the amount of work that it can support is dwarfed by

the Weed. There may be other groups with nascent programs. The National

Science Foundation program will be a governmental prograM, but one that

is very likely to bring in university scholars. The health protocol

14u
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program on population will probably begin 1981, and that will mean more
possible support for Chinese studies in the biomedical sciences.

However planning is initiated, there is general agreement that
research on Chinese issues, to be truly cooperative, must be planned
jointly with the closest collaboration between our Chinese colleagues and
ourselves. We did not discuss language needs in this connection. Is it
essential to know Chinese before initiating a project, or are there
mechanisms to overcome that difficulty? One possible mechanism is to
enlist the participation of students from China or Chinese-speaking
students from the United States.

The fourth question is what problems we should watch out for. First,
one has to be aware that Chinese scientists may have a certain
sensitivity about their possible lick of preparedness for research at the
level that might be suggested. This is a problem that must be accepted
and dealt with in the best way possible. Second, ethical matters must be
carefully considered, whether in the social sciences or the biomedical
sciences. Ethical considerations may be viewed differently from either
side. Two points of view were expressed about this. One view was that
we should apply to studies in China the tame principles that we would
apply if the studies were to be done in this country. The other view was
that there may be differences in the perception of these ethical
coniiderations, and the Chinese view may be equally valid and should
carry greater weight. Third, our Chinese colleagues may be sensitive
about criticizing existing policy within their country. This is a -fact
of life that must be recognized. Fourth, there is the need to
coordinated or at least communicate, with other groups or agencies that
are undertaking work on population in China. As Western colleagues begin
to work in China, we should avoid the melange of scientific activity thit
results in duplication of effort and the submerging of Chinese priorities
in the sea of Western enthusiasm.

The final question is, how will research work be promoted and
encouraged? Within the China-United States science agreement,
population-related studies (primarily biomedical) are included within the
health protocol signed by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services and the Chinese Ministry of Health. It isdpossible that other
protocols will be developed that will separate biomedical and social
science aspects of population studies and allow each area to mature
independently. For the moment, having population within the health
protocol is certainly more desirable than not having it included at all.
I think we should encourage our colleagues who will participate in the
forthcoming missions to continue their interest in the broad scope of
population-related activities. Both Ambassador Richard Benedick and Dr.
Philip Corfman have great interest in the social science aspects of the
field and will do everything possible to encourage Chinese acceptance of
a broad definition of population studies. (See the paragraph in the
preface that describes discussions concerning protocol in population
sciences.)

The protocol, as was pointed out, does not carry any monetary
commitment, which is a problem. There will be a need for a new infusion
of funds. The UNFPA China program has large sum of money, but, judging
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from the comments today, not much seems to be available for new research

initiatives. It is not clear to me where the funding for this great

activity will come from, and we did not reaeh any resolution of the

problem in our discussion.
Finally, I would like to share with you a quotation that did not come

up in in the course of this discussion today but is a favorite of sine.

It is attributed to the infamous G-4: "Intellectuals are likerubber

balls in a barrel of water. You can push them below the sui*ce, but

0

they always pop up," I'm hopeful and confident that this will happen.

Although there are some problems ifi establishing necessary collaborations

and in funding, I think we can be confident that research on China's

population, like other intellectual pursuits, will progress(upward and 4t

onward.





Appendix A
Policy Guidelines and Protocol for Cobperation
in the Science and Technology of Medicine
and Public Health

The following "Policy Guildeline #1" vas summarized and discussed by
Philip A. Corfman. The document provides background information and
describes procedures for the implementation of joint activities under the
U.S.-PRC Program for Cooperation in the Science and Technology of
Medicine and Public Health, a protocol signed in 1979 as an activity
under the intergovernmental "Agreement for Cooperation in Sciences and
Technology." The protocol is included in this appendix.

U.S. -PRC PROGRAM FOK COOPERATION IN THE
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF MEDICINE AND

PUBLIC HEALTH

POLICY GUIDELINE #1

October 1979

I. BACKGROUND
A. Intergovernmental Framework for PRC-PHS Activities

Because of skcial political and foreign policy considerations
confronting both governments 4n the establishment of
bilateral-scientific and technical relations in the
normalization process, there vas early mutual agreement that
this sphere of relations should be carefully developed and
generally oUerseen by a binational body. Within one month of
formal recognition, on January 31, 1979, President Carter and
PRC Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping forizalized this understanding in
signing the intergovernmental "Agreement for Cooperation in
Sciences and Technology." This agreement set forth general
policies for intergovernmental scientific and technological
relations and established the U.S.-PRC Joint Commission on
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i
.

Scientific and Technological Cooperation with responsibility for

.o. planning, cOordinating, and monitoring all such relations.

The S6T Agreement also made specific allowances for

cooperative activities in a number of scientific fields,

incltuding health. In the health area, a bilateral accord was

developed to formalize plans for this cooperation--the "Protocol

for Cooperation in the Science and Technology of Medicine and

Public Health" signed by former HEW Secretary Joseph A.

Califano, Jr. and the PRC Minister of Public Health, DT. Qian

Xinzhong in Beijing on June 22, 1979.

B. Equality, Reciprocity, and Mutua Benefit

1'
Among the most important genera policies set forth in the S6T

fogreement are those found in Ar icle I, Paragraph 1; i.e., "The

ntzacting Parties shall develop Coopetation under this

greement on the basis of equality,
reciprocity and mutual

benefit." While these concepts are familiar to those staff and

scientists who have worked in PHS programs with other similar

countries, they require special attention in the establishient

of relations with the PRC.
A discussion of the meaning of these concepts within the

context of U.S.-PRC health relations nay be helpful, although

one obviously must rely on some measure of common sense. In

view of the admitted* underdeveloped state of science in the

PIC, there will necessarily be great disparity in the scientific

and technical resources which the two countries can potentially

bringt any cooperative activity. Equality--"of the same

measure, uathity, amount, quality, and number as another"--in

all aspepts of scientific activities will probably not be

poslitle in the early stages of the relations and, thus, this

pritiiiple cannot be pursued rigidly. At the same time, the PHS

and 1RC scientists and staff must work to establish activities

in which both sides can share a fair burden of the work and

associated costs. .

Closely linked with the wird "eqtiality" is the word

"reciprocity." Hete there should be less difficultyqn assuring

parity in the mutual exchange of privileges and responsibilities

'such as those for per diem rates for exchange scitntists,

facilitation of travel arrangements within each country, and

access to the same general ntimber, kinds, and geographic

distribution of scientific institutions involved in activities.

"Mutual benefit" is another concept which should present no

problem. According to this principle, both parties must seek to

assure that both sides are benefiting from the scientific

activities.. At that point where one party or the other

.determines that a particular arrangement or activity is not

sufficiently beneficial to itself, there must be understanding

that the S&T Agreement requires discontinuance of the activity.

Taken together, these three mutually agreed principles

provide for the overall tone of intergovernmental scientific

relations between the two countries, that of co-equal partners

1 4
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in a common endeavor. These principles are expressed with the
understanding that the PRC has significant deficiencies and
needs in their scientific establishment and that the U.S.
Government has an interest in seeing that the PRC advances
scientifically and technologically. However, theseeprinciples
establish an intergovernmental framework for scientific
relations which disallows simple aid and assistance from the USA
to the PRC. Rather, it is mutually agreed that both parties
will cooperate in activities in which both sides benefit in a
cost-effective manner. In this regard, it may be worth
stressing that Imutual benefit" is not synonymous with "equal
benefit." It is expected, for example, that particular
cooperative activities may bring different kinds of benefit to
both sides. In general, it is understood that the Chinese will
be most interested in working with the U.S. Government-sponsored
scientists in activities in which they learn modern scientific
techniques and &sin experience with the use of western

4
technology. .S) scientists, on the other hand, will probably
have a prima ,interest in seeing that good research is done on
unique aspects 0 health, health services and disease which
present themselve

1.,,

in China and have relevance to both.the
.

United States and China. 'Opportunities for a coalescence of
these different interests around cooperative projects will no
doubt be limited, but they must constitute the bulk of the
activities which are developed.

C. Non-Reciprocal Activities

)k
There is yet one other implication in the framework established
by these principles. In the foregoing discussion, it should be
noted that careful use has been made of the terms "cooperative
projects" and the principle of reciprocity as providing the bulk
of U.S.-PRC health activities. However, the PHS and the PRC
could develop non-reciprocal projects'or activities which bring
a preponderance of scientific benefit to one side or the other.
Such examples might be a research project of interest to one
sidie or a request that one side assist in the training of its
scientists in a particular technique known to the other side;
or, one side may wish to have a scientist come to the other side
to lecture on a subject in which it has an interest. Unless
these types of activities are linked directly and immediately to
another activity in which there is an apparent Imutually
beneficial" quid pro quo, they are not considered reciprocal,
and according to the implicit terms of the S&T Agreement, the
benefiting side must bear the full costs for the activity.
Again, for example, if the PRC wishes to have a U.S.

Government-sponsored scientist come to the PRC to le ture them
on the state of science in an area which is not an iimediate

part of a cooperative activity, then the PRC must reflinburse the
U.S. Government for the costs incurred in the activi y (e.g.,
travel costs, per diem, and salary). S5gtion II-C-3 discusses

(
0
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the general procedures for undertaking such non-reciprocal

activities.

D. The Health Protocol vs. Other U.S.-PRC Health Relations

The normalization of relations between the USA and PRC creates

opportunities for and expectations that U.S. governmental
institutions will develop a gamut of relations with the PRC
which are comparable with other **ilir foreign states. While

the SO' Agriement and the Health Protocol provide the framework

for one very important aspect of these relations, neither of

these agreements is intended necessarily to preempt--neithef to

encompass nor exclude--all U.S.-PRC relations in health.

The Health Protocol focuses primarily upon the . -

encouragement and facilitation of intergovernmental cooperative

research and exchanges in the health and biomedical sciences.

The activities under this Protocol will constitute the majority

of PHS-PRC relations, although it is understood that some

PHS-PRC health activities may be undertaken outside the purview

of the Protocol. At this point, it is difficult to determine

all potential modes of future PHS-PRC health activities. Some

will no doubt develop from interactions with PRC scientists who

visit thiscountry under private auspices and who may work with

academic-based scientists who themselves are working under

PHS-supported research grants and contracts. Also, we can

anticipate that some multilateral organization projects (e.g.,

WHO) will bring ?HS and PRC scientists together in comon

efforts. PRC scientists are also eligible, apart from the

Health Protocol, for all PHS international programs normally
(...°

made available, on a competitive basis, to the world's

scientific community (e.g., research grants and contracts,
visiting scientists' programs, etc.). The implementation of the

Health Protocol, however, must have priority over and be

carefully coordinated with these other potential bilateral

health relations (at least within the PHS). Some of the Policy

Guidelines provided in Section II are directed at this need for

internal coordination of all activities with the PRC, including

those undertaken apart from the Protoc 1.

Finally, it must be clearly u erstood that the
Intergovernmental OT Agreement a d the Health Protocol apply

only to activities specifically de loped under their

jurisdiction. The U.S. private sec r or nongovernmental

scientific community is not at this time necessarily bound by

the terms of these agreements. Universities-or private

ins itutions may, for example, engage in activities with the PRC

. wh'ch bring primary Yenefit to the PRC, !mg as through simple

tr ining programs for Chinese specialists or lecture tours of .

U.S. experts in the PRC. Concerning such nongovernmental

refations, the PHS should be no more or less helpful than it is

for other such private-sector international activities.
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II I. FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES FOR PHS ACTIVITIES WITH ThE PRC
A. Funding

Three simple principles must apply to the funding of all PHS
activities relating to the PRC. Together they provide that U.S.
Government interest vis-a-vis the PRC allow for no "short cuts"
in the judicious expenditure of PHS resources.
1. All activities funded by the PHS must relate directly to
its legislative authorities and provide direct benefit to its
programmatic interests.
2. All activities funded by the PHS must be supported from
existing or regularly budgeted personnel and dollar resource
levels.
3. All activities funded by the PHS must be competitive with
other agency activities and have a level of technical and
funding priority greater than that for feasible alternative uses
of these resources.

B. PHS Communications With the PRC
With the exception of clearly personal communications, all PHS
staff are required to channel all communications with scientists
and institutions in the PRC through the sor4ces of the
Department of State after clearance through the Office of
International Health. Such communications may consist of
letters, airgrams, telegrams, and small parcel-post delivery.

The Office of International Health will take primary
responsibility for assuring that these communications are
cleared with the other appropriate HEW offices before they are
forwarded to the Department of State for transmittal.

Other exceptions to this.policy may be warranted from time
to time upon the specific approval of the Office of
International Health. Until otherwise notified, questions About
communications with the PRC and the imitial Office of
International Health clearance should be addressed to Dr. Robtrt
D. Fischer, Associate Director, Office of International Health,
Room 18-90, Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
Maryland 20857, (301) 443-4010.

C. Administrative Procedures for Undertaking U.S.-PRC Activities
1. U.S.-PRC Joint S6T Commission and the OSTP
As should be apparent from Section I, both the USA and the PRC,
at this stage of the normalization of relations, will require
special governmental oversight in the development of scientific
relations. Part pf that oversight is provided by the U.S.-PRC
Joint Commission on Scientific and TechnoloWal Cooperation
called for in the S6T Agreement. Ultimatelyi the policies
established by the Joint Commission will serye as guidance for
all intergbvernmental scientific relations. iThe Office of
Science and Technology Policy, within the Executive Offices of
the President, is responsible for representing the U.S.
Government on the Commission and in otherwise establishing U.S.
Government policies for this new scientific relation.
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2. The Joint Health Committee, the Health Protocol and Annexes

to the Protocol
In addition to guidance from the U.S.-PRC Joint SU' Commission

and OSTP, cooperation in the field of health will be subject to

the terms of the Health Protocol and to agreements reached by

the Joint Committee for Cooperation in Health and Medicine.

Agreements of the Joint Committee will be periodically

documented in Annexes to the Health Protocol. No activity can

be undertaken under the terms of the Health Protocol unless it

is documented in these Annexes or, in special circumstances,

agreed to on an interim basis in correspondence between the'two

Co-Chairmen of the Joint Health Committee. The Assistant

Becretary for Health and Surgeon General serves as the U.S.
Co-Chairman of the Joint Health Committee.

3. Clearance of Activities
It should also be recalled that there are two distinct aspects

of PHS-PRC relations in health: (1) the majority of activity

which will be undertaken pursuant to the Health Protocol and (2)

non-health protocol activities. Different clearance and

administrative procedures will be applied to these two types of

activities. However, as a general rule for the immediate

future, all PHS activities undertaken pith the PRC must be

cleared by the Office of International Health prior to any PHS

commitment to the PRC. The Office of International Health will

take primary responsibility for assuring that other relevant HEW

offices (e.g., Office of the Secretary) and other U.S.

Government Agencies (e.g., OSTP, OMB, State) are in agreement

with the activity before the PRC is notified of our commitment.

Until otherwise notified, questions about clearance of

activities can be addressed by memorandum or telephone to Dr.

Robert Fischer, Associate Director, Otfice of International

Healtk Room 18-90, Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane,

Rockville, Maryland 20857, (301) 443-4010.
A careful reading of the Health Protocol and Annex One to

the Protocol will serve as guidance to the bilateral procedures

which will be applied to undertaking activities under the terms

of the Health Protocol. These documents specify that the

Scientific Ciordinators wi14 have responsibility for overseeing

the development of activities and projects within their area of

jurisdiction. The Scientific Coordinators and their staff

and/or designees are free to explore the details of any

potential activity which has been general4 agreed to in

previous Joint Committee documents or in correspondence between

the Joint Committee Co-Chairmen. However, it is important that

no commitments be made for actually undertaking activities until

approval by the Office of International Health. In the case of

Health Protocol activities, the Office of Inteknational Health

will not only assure that_appropriate U.S. Government clearances

have been obtained for planned activities, but that'the

1 4
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bilateral clearance procedures for the Health Protocol are also
satisfied.

With regard to non-Health Protocol activities or other
"norvereciprocal activities" (see last paragraph in Section I-C
of this Policy Guideline), it is difficult to identify the
precise administrative and clearance procedures which will be
applied. Again, the Office of International Health should be
contacted as soon,as is possible on PHS agency ideas about such
activities and no commitments can be made to PRC scientists and
institutions until the Office of International Health has given
specific approval.

D. Briefings

The U.S. Scientific Coordinators will be responsible for
assuring that all staff and nongovernmental participants in
U.S.-PRC activities are appropriately briefed on procedures and
policy which apply to activities developed in the areas of their
jurisdiction. StAtf of the Office of International Health will
assist in briefiAW-U.S. Scientific delegations to the PRC upon
request of the coordinators and where appropriate.

PROTOCOL BETWEEN
A THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,

AND WELFARE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND
THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
FOR

COOPERATION IN THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare of the United States of
America and the Ministry'of Public Health of the People's Republic of
China (hereinafter referred to as the "two parties");

Implementing the Agreement on Cooperation in Scienei"and Technology
signed in Washington on January 31, 1979, between the'Governments of the
United States of America and the People's Republic of China (hereinafter
referred to as the "Science and Technology Agreement");

Recognizing the existence of mutual interests in the promotion of
health and the prevention and control of diseases;

Realizing the advantages of international cooperation in advancing
knowledge and in resolvking common problems in medical science and public
health for the benefit of all mankind;

Desiring to promote cooperation in the science and technology of
medicine and public health; and

Desiring to develop better communicatiton and understanding between
the medicine and public health communities in both countries;
".°Yiave agreed as follows:

4
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ARTICLE I

GENERAL PRINSPLES

1. All activities pursuant to this Protocol shall be conducted in

compliance with tht terms of the Science and Technology Agreement.

2. Cooperative activities, where appropriate, will brlibordinated

-wit,h the goals and activities of the World Health Organizatron.

ARTICLE II

METHODS OF COOPERATION

'The methods of cooperation under this Protocol shall include:

1. Exchange of scientists, specialists, delegations and scientific

aliki technical information in the health and biomedical sciencei;

2. Coordination of scientific research projects and programs for

cooperation;
3. Joint organization of seminars, conferences and lectures;

4. Exchange and trovision of biological standards, bacterial and

viral strains, reagents and samples, and other materials for laboratory

tests and control; and
5. Other methods of cooperation mutually agreed by the two Oarties.

ARTICLE fII

AREAS OF COOPERATION

1. The following areas have been agreed upon for initiaileooperative

activititif
A. Infectious and parasitic diseases;

B. Cancer; '

CI .Cardiovascular diseases;

D. Public health and health seryices research;

E. Medi-cid information science;

F. Immunology; and ;

v. Medical genetics.

2. The following areas were agreed upon for subsequent cooperative

activities:
A. Reproductive physiology and family planning techniques;

B. Pharmacology; -

Et:- Industrial hygiene and environmental health;

D. Organ transplantation;

E. Burns;

F. Microsurgery;
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G. Biomedical engineering; and
H. Mental health.

3. Cooperative activities may by undertaken in such other areas as
are mutually agreed by the two parties.

ARTICLE IV

ORGANIZATION OF COOPEVTION

1. The two parties agree to establish a joint committee for
cooperation in medicine and public health which shall Si responsible for
,phe implementation of this Protocol, subject to the guidance' of the
U.S.-PRC Joint Commission on Scientific and Technological Cooperation
established under the Science and Technology Agreement.

2. The Joint Committee shall be co-chaired by the Assistant
Secretary for Health, Department of Health, Education, and.Welfare of the
United States of America, and the Vice Minister, Ministry of Public
Health, of the Peopl.e's Republic of China, or equal officials designated
by.them.

3. TlirJoAnt Committee shall be composed of an equal number of up to
five representatives from each country and shall meet, at times mutually
agreed, in the United States of America and the People's Republic of
China alternately.

4. The Joint Committee shall hold its first meeting as soon as
possible at a mutually convenient time after the entry into force of this
Protocol.

5. The Joint Committee shall be responsible for:
A. Establishing the policies and procedures for its activities

to be carried out under this Protocol, and consulting on the disposition
of'the resultant intellectual property and other appropriate matters;

B. Identifying specific areas of cooperation;
C. Planning, coordinating and evaluating coo rative activities;
D. Determining the ini?ation and termination of cooperative,

activities;

E. Determining the appropridçe dbaumentation for activities Of
the Joint Committee;

F. Determining the forms of organization and means of
communication for each cooperative area.

ARTICLE V

FINANCING

Co4erative activitiei shall be financed as agreed upon by the Joint
Committee.
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RTICLE VI

ANNEXES

All understandings of the Joint Committee with respect to the conduct

of specific activities under this Protocol shall be let forth in Annexes

to this Protocol.

ARTICLE VII

ENTRY INTO FORCE, DURATION AND AMENDMENT

a
NI,

This Protocol shall enter into force upon the date of signature and

, shall remain in force for five years. It msy be extended or modified by

cy mutual agreement of the two parties. ,

sor

Done in duplicate in Beijing on June 22, 1979, in the English and I

Chinese languages, the two texts being equally authentic.

(signed by)
(signed by)

Joseph A. Califano, Jr. Dr. Qian Zinzhong

-
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the People's Republic of China
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Selected Recent and Current Population Projects 10

Under the Exchange Program of the
Committee on SchOlarly Communication With the

People's Republic of China

Year(s) of Research

Visit or Field
Wbrk in the PRC

Researcher(s)
or Fxchange Visit Topic Publications

4-0

i 197f\
43%

1979-80

1979-80

1929-60

1979-80

CSCPRC4
(exchange visit)

H. Yuan Tien,
CSCPRC Senior Research

Scholar

Katherine Ch'iu Lyle,

CSCPRC Research Scholar

Steven W. Mosher,
CSCPRC Research Scholar

Steven gutler,
dCPRC Research Scholar

Steroid Chemistry and
Biochemistry in the PRC

Farm Mechanization
and Rural Population

Planning ,

Mother's Age and Parity and

Pregnancy Outcome: Tientsin

Kinship, Community and
Social Change in Shun -te,

Guangdong, 1930-79

Rural Development and Local
Administration in China:
The Higtory of People's

Commune (includes research
on women's roles)

Josef Fried, Kebneth J. Ryan, and
Patricia Jones Tiuchitani, eds., Oral 1:11

Contraceptives and Steroid Chemistry mme
in the People's Republic of China,

CSCPRC Report No. 5, NAS, 1977.
.710111

"Age Stru'ctures and Fertility Policy,"
paper presented at China Population :121

Analysis Conference, East-West r..w

:1110

COr-
mit

Population Institute, May 1960.

With Sheldon S. Segal. "Perinatal

in Tientsin: 1978," forthcoming in
International Journal of Gynecology

and Obstetrics.

"A Chinese Village Entering the Modern
Age," The Washington Post, June 22,
1980, pp. 01, 04.
"Women in China Doing the Dirty Work,"

The Washington PoTt, October 19, 1960,
,

p. C-7. .1t)



Sulamith and Jack
Potter, CSCPRC Research
Scholars

1980-81 Pi-chao Chen,
CSCPRC Research Scholar

1980-8t Leslie Corsa,
CSCPRC Research Scholar

1980-81 William R. Lavely,

CSCPRC Research Scholar

1980-81 Margery Wolf,

CSCPRC Research Scholar

l980-8, Arthur P. Wolf,
CSCP1C Research Scholar

Study of Changes in the Roles
of Men and Women, Marriage,

Kinship Patterns, Guangdong
Province

Birth Planning in X County,
PRC. Previoqs work: Birth

Planning in .the PRC

Birth Planning in X County,
PRC

Correlates of Rural Fertility:
The Case of Sichuan

Women in China

Family and Fertility in
Rural China

'Kim Other population research projects on the People's Re
the workshop are listed below:

Fo

William Parish, on marriage and family in the PRC (s "Marriage and Family in the People's Republic," paper preparedfor the China Population Analysis Conference, East-West Population Institute, Honolulu, 1980.

blic of China involving foreign scholars, mentioned during

Chi-hsien Tuan, on population policy and birth control (see "Birth control techniques in China's family planningprogram," paper prepared for the China Population Analysis Conference, East-West Population Institute, Honolulu, 1980).

Shoo-sian Wing, Charles H. C. Chen, and Carl W. Tyler, "Demographic implications of fanny size alternatives in thePeople's Republic of China," paper prepared for the annual meeting of the Population Association of America, Washington,D.C., 1981.

Y. C. Yu, on population projections (see "A projection of the growth of populatiom for China, 1978-2028," paperprepared for the China Population Analysis Conference,
Fast-West Population Institute, Honolulu, 1980).

RCSCFRC - Committee on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China of the National Academy of
Sciences, Social Science Research Council, and the American Council of Learned Societies.



Appendix C
Participants: Workshop on Population Research
in the People's Republic of China

Dr. John Aird

Foreign Demographic Analysis Division
U.S. Bureau of the Census

Dr. Wendy Baldwin

Center for Population Research

National Institute for Child Health
and Human Development

U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services

Dr. Judith Banister

Foreign Demographic Analysis Division
U.S. Bureau of the Census

Dr. Halsey L. Beemer, Jr.
Committee on Scholarly Communication
with the People's Republic of China

National Academy of Sciences

Ambassador Richard Elliot Benedick
Coordinator of Population Affairs
Bureau of Oceans and International

Environmental and Scientific
Affairs

partment of State

Dr. Nancy Birdsall
The World Bank

Mr. . Leslie .H. Brown

Senior Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Oceans and International
Environmental and Scientific
Affairs

U.S. Department of State

4,
149

Ms. Brenda Buchbinder
Committee on Population and

Demography
National Research Council
National Academy of Sciences

Dr. Rodolfo A. Bulatao
Committee on Population and

Demography
National Research Council
National Academy of Sciences

Dr. Mary Brown Bullock
Committee on Scholarly Communication

with the People's Republic of China
National Academy of Sciences

Dr. Steven Butler
Center for Chinese Studies
University of Michigan

Mr. M. C. Chang
Worcester Foundation

7

Dr. John C. Chao
Office of Population

Agency for International Development

Dr. Charles H. C. Chen

Program Evaluation Branch
Center foi Disease Control

Mr. Kwan Hwa.Chen
Office of Population

Agency for International Development
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Dr. Pi-chao Chen
Department of Political Science
Wayne State University

Dr. Lee-Jay Cho

Acting President
East-West Center

Mr. Philander P. Claxton

President
World Population Society

Dr. Ansley J. Coale
Office of Population Research

Princeton University

Dr. Michael Congdon
Bureau of Oceans and International

Environmental and Scientific

Affairs
U.S. Department of State

Dr. Philip A. Corfman

Director
Center for Population Research

National Institute for Child Health

and Human Development
U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services

Dr. Leslie Corsa

Director
Technology & World Porlation Project

Office of Technology Assessment

Mr. John Crowley
Office of Population
Agency for International Development

Dr. Alice Day
Georgetown University and
Australian National University

Dr. Paul Demeny
Director
Center for Policy Studies

The Population Council

150
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Ms. Jane Durch
Committee on Population and

Demography
National Research Council
National Academy of Sciences

Ms. Rosalie Fanale
Human Resources Division
Agency for International Development

Mr. Tom Ferguson
Bureau of Oceans and International
Environmental and Scientific

Affairs
U.S. Department of State

Ms. Margaret G. Finarelli
Office of Science and

Technology Policy

Ms. Glenda Finch
U.S. Bureau of the Census

Ms. Susan B. Fisher
Population Resource Center

Dr. ROnald Freedman
Population Studies Center

University of Michigan

Ms. Lydia Giffler

U.S. Department of State

Dr. Ronald Gray
School of Hygiene and Public Health

The Johns Hopkins University

Dr. Barbara Herz
Human Resources Officer
International Development

Cooperation Agency

Dr. William Jansen
Office of Population
Agency for International Development

Ms. Martha Johnson
Population Dynamics Division

The Johns Hopkins University



Dr. Marvin Karten
Center for Population Research

National Institute for Child Health
and Human Development

U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services

Mr. Lawrence R. Kegan
Population Crisis Committee

Dr. Haitung King

National Cancer Institute
U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services

Dr. Helen P. Koo
Research Triangle Institute

Dr. Robert J. Lapham
Committee on Population and
Demography

National Research Council
National Academy of Sciences

Mr. Che-fu Lee
Department of Sociology
Catholic University

Mr. Robert Magnani
International Statistics
Program Center

U.S. Bureau of the Census

Dr. Alvin J. Onaka
Office of Population

Agency for International Development

Dr. Leo Orleans
Area Studies

Library of Congress

Dr. William Parish
Department of Sociology
University of Chicago

Dr. J. Y. Peng
International Fertility Research
Program
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Dr. R. T. Ravenholt
World Health Survey
Center for Disease Control

Dr. Allan G. Rosenfield
Center for Population and

Family Health
Columbia University

Dr. Sophie Sa
Social Science Research Council

Ms. Martha Sardinas

People's Republic of China and
Mongolia Affairs

EA/PRCM
U.S. Department of State

Dr. Marilyn Schism
Association for
Voluntary Sterilization

Dr. Sheldon Segal
Director,
Population Division
The Rockefeller Foundation

Dr. Conrad Taeuber

Kennedy Institute
Georgetown University

Ms. Patricia Thompson
Office of Population Affairs

U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services

Dr. H. Yuan Tien
Department of Sociology
The Ohio State University

Mr. William Trainer,

INR/LR
U.S. Department of State

Professor Wang Kang

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences



Ms. Carol Bradford Ward
Committee on Population and

Demography
National Research Council
National Academy of Sciences

Dr. Nicholas H. Wright
Center for Population Research
National Institute of ChiJd Health

and Human Development
U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services

Mr. George Zeidenstein
President

The Population Council
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